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ABSTRACT
Elucidating personal factors that may protect against the adverse psychological outcomes of cyberbullying victimisation might help
guide more effective screening and school intervention. No studies have yet examined the role of emotional intelligence (EI) and
gender in adolescent victims of cyberbullying and how these dimensions might interact in explaining cybervictimisation
experiences. The main aim of this study was to examine the relationship between EI and cybervictimisation, and the interactive
link involving EI skills and gender as predictors of cyberbullying victimisation in a sample of 1,645 Spanish adolescents (50.6%
female), aged between 12 and 18 years. Regarding the prevalence of cybervictimisation, our results indicated that over 83.95%
of the sample were considered non-cybervictims, while 16.05% experienced occasional or severe cybervictimisation. Additionally,
findings indicated that deficits in EI and its dimensions were positively associated with cybervictimisation in both genders, but
were stronger in females. Besides, a significant emotion regulation x gender association was found in explaining cybervictimisation experiences. While no interaction was found for males, for females the deficits of emotion regulation were
significantly associated with greater victimisation. Our findings provide empirical support for theoretical work connecting EI skills,
gender and cybervictimisation, suggesting emotion regulation skills might be considered as valuable resources, as well as
their inclusion in new gender-tailored cybervictimisation prevention programmes.
RESUMEN
Dilucidar los factores personales que protegen contra las consecuencias psicológicas de la cibervictimización podría ayudar a una
detección e intervención escolar más eficaz. Ningún estudio ha examinado el papel de la inteligencia emocional (IE) y el género
en adolescentes víctimas de ciberacoso y cómo estas dimensiones interactúan para explicar la cibervictimización. El objetivo de
este estudio fue examinar la relación entre IE y cibervictimización, y el papel moderador de las habilidades de IE y el género
como predictores de la cibervictimización en una muestra de 1.645 adolescentes españoles (50,6% mujeres) de edades entre 12
y 18 años. Con respecto a la prevalencia, nuestros resultados indicaron que el 83,95% de la muestra no eran cibervíctimas mientras que un 16,05% eran cibervíctimas ocasionales o severas. Los resultados mostraron que los déficits en IE y sus dimensiones
se asociaron positivamente con la cibervictimización en ambos géneros, pero más en mujeres. Además, se encontró una interacción significativa entre regulación emocional y género explicando las experiencias de cibervictimización. Aunque no hubo interacción para los hombres, para las mujeres el déficit en regulación emocional se asoció significativamente a mayor cibervictimización. Nuestros hallazgos proporcionan apoyo empírico para el corpus teórico que conecta las habilidades de IE, el género y la
cibervictimización, sugiriendo que la regulación emocional puede ser considerada un recurso valioso, así como de inclusión en
futuros programas de prevención de cibervictimización ajustados por géneros.
KEYWORDS | PALABRAS CLAVE
Emotional intelligence, cyberbullying, victimisation, adolescents, emotional regulation, gender, cybervictimisation, socio-emocional abilities.
Inteligencia emocional, ciberacoso, victimización, adolescentes, regulación emocional, género, cibevictimización, habilidades
socio-emocionales.
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DOI: https://doi.org/10.3916/C56-2018-01 | Pages: 09-18
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1. Introduction
School bullying is recognised as a serious psychosocial problem commonly seen during adolescence in school
settings worldwide (Book, Volk, & Hosker, 2012; Casas, Del Rey, & Ortega-Ruiz, 2013). Resulting from the
growing use of new technologies and social media, cyberbullying has emerged as a new kind of abuse in cyberspace,
which is related to school bullying (Kowalski, Giumetti, Schroeder, & Lattanner, 2014). Cyberbullying, also known
as digital bullying, is defined as repeated aggressive and hostile messages sent through the use of electronic media
against a victim who cannot easily defend him- or herself (Hinduja & Patchin, 2009). According to a recent metaanalysis, prevalence rates of cyberbullying and victimisation vary depending on the definitions of the phenomenon.
In general, most of the studies that have addressed cyberbullying show prevalence rates of between 10 and 40% of
adolescents involved, finding incidences of 15% for adolescent cybervictimisation (Zych, Ortega-Ruiz, & Del Rey,
2015). In contrast to traditional bullying, the use of electronic devices provides new challenges for intervention due
to unique features such as anonymity, rapid social dissemination and increased access to the victims (Alvarez-Garcia,
Nuñez, Dobarro, & Rodriguez, 2015; Tokunaga, 2010). Thus, cyberbullying experiences are consistently associated
with a wide range of negative outcomes. For instance, youths who encounter cyberbullying report significantly
higher levels of psychosomatic problems than non-involved youths (Beckman, Hagquist, & Hellström, 2012), higher
levels of depressive symptoms (Nixon, 2014), greater levels of anxiety symptoms (Sontag, Clemans, Graber, &
Lyndon, 2011), lower self- esteem (O’Brien & Moules, 2013) and even higher rates of suicide ideation and attempts
(Gini & Espelage, 2014). Furthermore, being the victim of cyberbullying negatively affects the victims’ emotional
and social adjustment (Elipe, Mora-Merchan, Ortega-Ruiz, & Casas, 2015). In particular, cybervictimisation has
been linked with negative feelings such as anger, upset, sadness, helplessness, fear, shame, guilt or loneliness (Elipe
& al., 2015; Ortega & al., 2012).
When peer victimisation is not handled appropriately, it can have a huge influence on the development of internal
and external problems that lead to reduced levels of well-being (Zych & al., 2015). However, all cybervictims do
not develop the same negative outcomes or to the same grade of intensity (Dredge, Gleeson, & Garcia, 2014; Elipe
& al., 2015). Certain risk and protective factors are considered contributors to important aspects of cognitive and
emotional adjustment (Gini, Pozzoli, & Hymel, 2014; Kowalski & al., 2014). Research suggests that certain cognitive
and socio-emotional variables might determine the impact of cybervictimisation on mental health such as social
abilities, empathy or personality traits, among others (Perren & al., 2012; Ttofi, Farrington, & Lösel, 2014). Over
the last two decades, one variable that has shown growing evidence regarding its potential role as a buffer against
negative effects of cyberbullying is emotional intelligence (EI) (Baroncelli & Ciucci, 2014; Elipe & al., 2015;
Extremera, Quintana-Orts, Mérida-López, & Rey, 2018).
The literature has shown that the way in which people process the emotionally relevant information during
stressful events is relevant for healthy functioning and positive relationships (Rey & Extremera, 2014). From an ability model, EI is conceptualised as a group of abilities to perceive emotions, to access emotions, to enhance thoughts,
to understand emotions and emotional knowledge, and to regulate emotions to promote emotional and intellectual
growth (Mayer & Salovey, 1997). Several studies have revealed that adolescents with EI are able to use and regulate their emotions and others’ negative emotions for improving happiness and psychological well-being, and preventing psychological maladjustment (Fernandez-Berrocal & Extremera, 2016; Hill, Heffernan, & Allemand, 2015;
Tucker, Bitman, Wade, & Cornish, 2015).
Previous research, in both traditional bullying and cybervictimisation, has pointed out that students with higher
levels of EI are less peer victimised and even experience more positive social behaviors (Elipe & al. 2015;
Garaigordobil & Oñederra, 2010; Lomas, Stough, Hansen, & Downey, 2012). Recently, Elipe and al. (2015)
found that high levels of emotional clarity but low levels of emotional repair in cybervictims contribute to manifestations of negative emotional impact, while high levels of attention together with high repair ability tend to reduce
anger and depression among undergraduate students. These results suggest the crucial role of the EI variable in
cyberbullying, specifically in the emotion regulation dimension.
Gender differences are key variables related to cyberbullying and EI, which have demonstrated a relevant
impact on health outcomes and social adaptation. Despite the mixed nature of the results of studies on the
prevalence of cybervictimisation (Del Rey, Elipe, & Ortega-Ruiz, 2012), most have found that females are more victimised than males (Kowalski & al., 2014; Li, 2006; Palermiti, Servidio, Bartolo, & Costabile, 2017). Besides, focusing on emotions, cybervictims have a higher ability to attend emotions and a lower ability to understand and regulate emotions (Elipe & al., 2015; Ortega & al., 2012).
© ISSN: 1134-3478 • e-ISSN: 1988-3293 • Pages 09-18

However, few studies have paid attention to examining the gender differences in EI skills in the context of
cyberbullying in a Spanish high school sample. The aim of this study is to make progress in this direction, specifically,
by examining the interplay between EI and cybervictimisation experiences and the potential role of gender in
moderating this relationship in a large sample of Spanish adolescents.
Taking into account the above considerations, the objective of this study was threefold: on the one hand, to
analyse the role of EI related to the gender differences of the victims of cyberbullying among Spanish adolescents.
Thus, we examine the predictive validity of EI dimensions in relation to cybervictimisation. Finally, we sought to
examine whether there was a significant interactive model involving EI and gender as concurrent predictors of
cybervictimisation beyond what is
accounted for by direct
effects of socio-demographic
The cyberbullying phenomenon has been recognised
variables and EI. Consistent
with the literature, we hypoa severe problem that affects the mental health of
thesise differences between
males and females and we
adolescents. Research has shown that there are several
expected to find evidence for
positive personal resources that buffer against negative
an EI x gender interaction for
explaining cybervictimisation.
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as

psychological outcomes. One of these may be EI, but its role
in the cyberbullying experience has scarcely been examined.
The aim of this study is to analyse the interplay between EI
and cybervictimisation and explore the role of gender in a
large sample of Spanish adolescents.

2. Material and methods
2.1. Participants
The sample comprises a
total of 1 645 adolescents
(50.6% female), aged between
12 and 18 years (M=14.08;
SD=1.53) from six public
schools in Málaga province
(Spain). The sample of schools
was selected according to their
availability for participating in the study, and there was a similar percentage of adolescents from the different educational centers. Regarding the level taught, 29.1% attended classes of the first course of compulsory secondary
education; 27.7% attended second course; 21.8% third course and 12.6% the final course of compulsory secondary
education. The remainder of the sample attended classes at A level (8.8%).
2.2. Measures
Cybervictimisation. Cybervictimisation was measured with the cybervictimisation dimension of the European
Cyberbullying Intervention Project Questionnaire (ECIPQ) (Brighi, Guarini, Melotti, Galli, & Genta, 2012; Del Rey
& al., 2015). It consists of 11 Likert type items (i.e., Someone posted embarrassing videos or pictures of me online)
with five response options for frequency of behaviors towards them during the last two months, (from 0=None to
4=More than once a week). This subscale has shown good psychometric properties (Casas & al., 2013; OrtegaRuiz, Del Rey, & Casas, 2012). In the present sample, the Cronbach’s Alpha was adequate (α=0.86). Following
the criteria used by Elipe, De-la-Oliva and Del Rey (2017), we considered ‘non-cybervictims’ as those adolescents
who marked option ‘none’ or the‘once or twice’ option in all items; ‘occasional cybervictims’ as those students
who indicated that at least one of the behaviours had happened to them with a frequency of ‘once or twice a
month’; and ‘severe cybervictims’ as those who indicated that at least one of the behaviours had happened ‘about
once a week or more’.
Emotional intelligence. EI was evaluated using the ‘Wong and Law Emotional Intelligence Scale’ (WLEIS)
(Law, Wong, & Song, 2004), a questionnaire composed of four dimensions: self-emotion appraisal (SEA), otheremotion appraisal (OEA), use of emotion (UOE) and regulation of emotion (ROE). The scale comprises a total of
16 Likert type items with seven options ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree). This scale has shown
satisfactory reliability in Spanish samples (Rey, Extremera, & Pena, 2016). In this study, Cronbach’s Alpha was 0.88
for the overall scale, 0.75 for SEA, 0.72 for OEA, 0.77 for UOE and 0.80 for ROE.
© ISSN: 1134-3478 • e-ISSN: 1988-3293 • Pages 09-18
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2.3. Procedure
This study was part of a larger project that examined the relationship between strengths and health correlates
of adolescents. Prior to data collection, head teachers and principals of the different schools selected randomly
received an explanation about the research and a request for their collaboration accompanied by consent letters.
The study respected the ethical values required in research with human beings having been approved by the Ethics
Committee of the University of Málaga, Spain (62-2016-H). The questionnaires were completed by adolescents
during the second trimester of the 2016/2017 academic year during a tutorial lesson. A teacher from the school with
a research assistant was presented in class to assist with any questions. The adolescents were also informed of the
study’s objectives and its voluntary and confidential nature. They had one hour to answer all questionnaires.
3. Results
3.1. Descriptive analyses
Descriptive statistics (Table 1) and prevalence analyses were conducted to examine all variables included in the
study and the percentage of cybervictimisation presented in our sample. Regarding the prevalence of cybervictimisation, 16.05% of participants reported that at least one of the behaviors in the survey had happened to them
‘once or twice a month’ or ‘once or twice a week or more frequently’ (7.78% occasional and 8.27% severe,
respectively).
As it can be seen in Figure 1, the
most frequently experienced types of
cybervictimisation were ‘insults about
me said to others via the Internet or
SMS messages’ (10.21%), followed by
‘direct personal insults via email or SMS
messages’ (6.99%). On the contrary,
only 1.64% said that ‘somebody had
created a fake account to pretend to
steal their identity.’ Finally, in the cases
of ‘receiving threats through texts or
online messages,’ this happened about
once a week or more frequently Figure 1. Percentage of students who reported having experienced the different types
(2.13%).
of cybervictimisation.
3.2. Gender differences in relation to EI and cybervictimisation
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to examine gender differences. We followed Cohen’s
convention (1988) to estimate the effect size of differences by gender. The results are shown in Table 1. We found
that males scored higher in self-emotion appraisal, use of emotion, regulation of emotion and total EI, whereas
females reported higher scores in other-emotion appraisal and cybervictimisation.
Pearson correlations were conducted to examine the associations between EI dimensions and cybervictimisation
separately for females and males. As seen in Table 2, self-emotion appraisal was negatively related to cybervictimisation for both females and males. More interestingly, the use of emotion and regulation of emotion were
negatively related to cybervictimisation only for females. According to Cohen’s convention (1988), the effect sizes
of the correlations were small.
3.3. Predictive value of EI dimensions in cybervictimisation
We tested the predictive validity of EI dimensions in predicting cybervictimisation scores along with the
potential moderating role of gender in these relationships. We conducted hierarchical regression analyses in which
we took cybervictimisation as the dependent variable. In the first step, age, gender, and grade were entered
as covariates. EI dimension scores were entered in the second step. The EI dimensions x gender interactions were
included in the third step. All continuous predictors were centered in order to reduce potential problems of multicollinearity (Aiken & West, 1991). The main results of these analyses are displayed in Table 3.
For predicting cybervictimisation, a total of 5% of the variance was explained by the final model. First, we found
that age was positively related to cybervictimisation scores and significantly contributed to the prediction of this varia© ISSN: 1134-3478 • e-ISSN: 1988-3293 • Pages 09-18

ble. Second,
we found that
self-emotion
appraisal was
the only dimension
that
accounted for a
significant
amount of the
variance
in
cybervictimisation, even after controlling the variance
attributable to our
covariates. Finally,
we found that the
regulation of the
emotion x gender
interaction was significant in the prediction of cybervictimisation scores beyond the main effects of the covariates
and EI dimensions.
As a final point, we used PROCESS to graphically represent the moderating effects. Following standard
procedures, we used a bootstrapping procedure based on 5,000 bootstrapped resamples and a 95% confidence interval. Figure 2 shows the relationship between regulation of emotion and cybervictimisation scores by gender.
We found a negative association between regulation of emotion and cybervictimisation for females (b=–0.06,
t(832)=–6.11, p<0.001). In particular, it was at the low emotion regulation level where female adolescents
showed higher cybervictimisation. On the contrary, we did not find interaction effects between regulation of
emotion and cybervictimisation in males (b=–0.012, t(813)=–1.27).
4. Discussion and conclusion
The current study was designed to examine how EI dimensions and cybervictimisation are related in high
school students and to analyse the moderating role of gender in this association. Our study replicated previous EI
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findings (Elipe & al., 2015), confirming the
positive role of these emotional skills on the
levels of cybervictimisation in a large sample of
Spanish adolescents. Besides, our findings
extend those of earlier studies by finding evidence that gender might be an underlying
mechanism that could moderate the relationship between certain EI dimensions and
cybervictimisation experiences.
Regarding the prevalence of cybervictimisation, our results show similar percentages to
those reported by a recent systematic review
(Zych & al., 2015). Following the criteria used
by Elipe and al. (2017), over 83.95% of the
sample was considered as non-cybervictims.
Inversely, 16.05% were considered occasional
or severe cybervictims. The most frequent
forms of cyberbullying in this study were
‘insults about me said to others via the Internet Figure 2. The relationship between regulation of emotion and cybervictimisation scores separately by gender. Note: ***p<.001.
or SMS messages,’ similar to results of previous
studies carried out with adolescents (Katzer, Fetchenhauer, & Belschack, 2009).
Consistent with previous research regarding both traditional victimisation and cybervictimisation (Elipe & al.,
2015; Lomas & al., 2012), our study found that higher levels of total EI were significantly and negatively associated
with lower scores in cybervictimisation both in males and females. Our findings are in line with the approach
suggesting that the propensity of being cybervictimised by peers is, to some extent, related to the victim´s emotional
abilities. Interestingly, compared to male victims, the relationship between total and specific emotional abilities and
cybervictimisation experiences of female victims was stronger. In short, all subscales except one (interpersonal
perception) showed small but still negative and significant associations with cybervictimisation for females. On
the contrary, only global EI and intrapersonal perception showed a significant and negative association with cybervictimisation for males.
With respect to examining the gender differences in EI skills and cybervictimisation experiences, gender
analyses showed that males reported higher self-reported global EI along with higher intrapersonal perception,
assimilation and emotional regulation than females. Some authors have found that males tend to report higher ability
to regulate own emotions compared with female adolescents (Extremera, Duran, & Rey, 2007). Since the male
gender role is to be more agentic and active, it is possible that male adolescents might use more frequent problemsolving strategies and positive reappraisal in attempts to change the negative daily experiences that hey believe are
driving their mood states (Tamres, Janicki, & Helgeson, 2002). These are in line with literature findings that male
adolescents typically reported less psychological symptoms than female ones (Nolen-Hoeksema & Hilt, 2009). On
the other hand, another potential reason is that male adolescents typically tend to overestimate their emotional skills
compared to females when using self-report measures (Brackett, Rivers, Shiffman, Lerner, & Salovey, 2006),
therefore, depending on the EI measures used, gender difference results might be different. Further research should
examine this issue carefully, using EI ability measures to generalise our findings. Regarding female adolescents, some
researchers have shown that women typically report a greater tendency to be attentive to moods and regulate
emotions compared with men, both in adult and adolescent populations (Fernandez-Berrocal & Extremera, 2008;
Salguero, Fernandez-Berrocal, Balluerka, & Aritzeta, 2010; Thayer, Rossy, Ruiz-Padial, & Johnsen, 2003).
Furthermore, women tend to be more vulnerable to the impact of stressful life events (Kessler & McLeod, 1984).
It may be that differences in the emotional regulation process between men and women might form the basis of the
higher prevalence rate in women of emotional maladjustment and the use of maladaptive coping strategies (NolenHoeksema, 2003; Thayer et al., 2003). Finally, the analysis indicated that, compared to male adolescents, female
students were more likely to be victims of cyberbullying (Kowalski & al., 2014). While this gender difference in
cybervictimisation demands further research, one plausible explanation is that female adolescents tend to be more
likely to experience indirect forms of bullying than their male counterparts, and the negative impact of these expe© ISSN: 1134-3478 • e-ISSN: 1988-3293 • Pages 09-18

riences is stronger in females (Carbone-Lopez, Esbensen, & Brick, 2010).
Moreover, we found that emotion regulation interacted differently as a function of gender, extending previous
literature regarding gender differences on the influence of EI in other areas of psychology such as interpersonal
relationships (Brackett & al., 2006) or psychological adjustment (Merida-Lopez, Extremera, & Rey, 2017).
Expanding on previous research, our study revealed an interesting finding substantiating evidence for the moderating
effect of gender with deficits in emotion regulation as a risk factor for cybervictimisation experiences. In this
research, mood regulation was the only EI ability which interacted significantly with gender in predicting cybervictimisation experiences in line with similar studies (Lomas & al., 2012; Schokman & al., 2014). In short, we found
significant differences in the associations between emotion regulation and cybervictimisation for females, but not for
males. While no interaction effect was found for males between mood regulation and cybervictimisation, in female
adolescents the relationship with cybervictimisation was more negative at higher levels of emotion regulation.
In line with our correlational findings, it is tentative to assume that emotion regulation skills may be more associated with cybervictimisation for
female adolescents. By contrast, it might be that, for
The results of this study provide some empirical
males, these regulation abilities may not be so important or
evidence that EI is related to cybervictimisation in
may imply different socio-educational or psychological facadolescence, thus, having poor mood regulation in females
tors associated with men other
increased cybervictimisation experiences. These findings
than emotion regulation to
explain cybervictimisation.
provide preliminary evidence for including EI aspects in
Further research should examine this issue.
anti-cyberbullying programmes including a gender-tailored
Therefore, the future
approach.
implementation of anti-bullying programmes aimed at
reducing cybervictimisation
might take into account these
gender differences in mood regulation to develop more effective training by specifically focusing on the emotional
deficits/strengths characteristically present in females and males. Several authors have underlined that specific
prevention and intervention strategies need to be developed tailored to the special needs of each gender (Kowalski
& al., 2014). In addition, our findings raise questions about the role of gender in strategies used in cybervictimisation
experiences and asks for further exploration to examine the specific mechanisms that link differences in EI and
cybervictimisation between males and females.
Even though the present study makes a novel contribution to the existing literature, there are several limitations
that should be addressed by further research. First, although our data provide preliminary evidence for a moderating
role of gender in predicting cybervictimisation experiences, the cross-sectional nature of our design makes it
impossible to determine the directionality of any causal relationships. Further prospective follow-up studies or a
longitudinal design would help to untangle the causal direction. In addition, it is important to underline that the
adolescent sample is based on a convenience sample, so the results of this study cannot be generalised. Future work
should apply a random design or use adolescent samples with clinically diagnosed psychiatric problems associated
with cybervictimisation experiences, which would increase the degree of generalisation of the findings. Another
potential limitation was the use of self-report measures which might be subject to social desirability. Future studies
should replicate our findings using a wider array of assessment approaches with multiple sources (i.e., parents,
school practitioners, peers), as well as other measures of cybervictimisation (e.g., the Cybervictimization questionnaire (CBV) by Alvarez, Dobarro, & Nuñez, 2015). Besides, we used an EI self-report measure. Although tools of
this type are widely used in the scientific literature, their combined use with newer ability-based measures based on
performance criteria would increase our knowledge beyond what the WLEIS data allows, not only about the
independent and interactive effect of perceived and actual EI but also about insights into the design of professionally
guided interventions focusing on emotional knowledge, emotional self-efficacy, and EI abilities aimed at reducing
the negative consequences of cybervictimisation. Finally, the inclusion of measures of personality (i.e., big five) and
© ISSN: 1134-3478 • e-ISSN: 1988-3293 • Pages 09-18
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social abilities would provide a comprehensive perspective and would generate some new insights into the interactive role that EI, personality traits, and social skills play in reducing the negative symptoms associated to cybervictimisation.
Despite these limitations, our study has provided some empirical evidence that EI is associated with cybervictimisation experiences in life. As practical implications, given that extensive evidence has shown that the
emotional skills grouped into the EI construct can be learned and are susceptible to being developed through school
programmes in children and adolescents (Ruiz-Aranda, & al., 2013), the present findings might serve as a good
starting point for inclusion of training in EI skills as an additional intervention strategy to complement current antibullying approaches to reduce cybervictimisation experiences in adolescents at risk. If these findings can be
replicated, psychological service providers should include EI abilities while working with adolescent females to
prevent cyberbullying since our findings suggest that a deficiency in mood regulation in female adolescents has a
combined effect in increasing cybervictimisation experiences. Additionally, other implications for school officials and
counselors are that evaluating the interactive association between EI and gender in explaining cybervictimisation
might be fundamental as these variables may potentially be used as a screening assessment to identify potential high
school students who might be at risk of cybervictimisation after experiencing cyberbullying behaviors. Also, as Lomas
and al. (2012) have argued, detection and identification of risk factors related to victims of cyberbullying would help
to change the role of school practitioners, moving from a ‘policing’ role to inhibit disruptive behaviours and securely
engage cyber behaviours of bullies, to a more active role in developing emotional skills and mood regulation
strategies of cyberbullies and their victims. Nevertheless, since prevention and intervention programmes aimed
at increasing EI skills have only been implemented in a normal sample of high school students, further research
should specifically examine the efficacy of these EI prevention programmes for adolescents at risk of peer cybervictimisation. Some preliminary work has shown the effectiveness of EI interventions in Spanish high school settings
to reduce physical/verbal aggression and hostility and increase empathy and mental health (Castillo, Salguero,
Fernandez-Berrocal, & Balluerka, 2013). It is tentative to assume that similar intervention programmes might be used
to reduce psychological distress and negative symptoms in those adolescents who are at a greater risk of being
subjected to peer cybervictimisation.
In conclusion, our findings shed some light on the importance of considering EI skills for the preventative design
of anti-bullying programmes and provide preliminary evidence for using a gender-tailored cybervictimisation approach
as a potentially efficient way of coping with the associated distress caused by cyberbullying experiences.
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ABSTRACT
Research on the characteristics shown by children who cyberbully others is scarce. The objective of this research is to know the
variables that predict the involvement of youngsters in cyberbullying perpetration. The current study examined the relation
between socio-cognitive and emotional variables and cyberbullying perpetration. It examined the cyberbullies’ beliefs about moral
disengagement towards cyberbullying. It tested also the social support and emotional reactions to cyberbullying with the aim of
understanding their association with cyberbullying perpetration. A number of 1,062 teenagers (54% girls) between 12 and 19
years old (M=15.20, SD=1.91), from six public secondary schools in Castilla-La Mancha (Spain), participated in the study.
Results suggest that students who engage in cyberbullying perpetration have higher levels of cyberbullying victimization and
bullying aggression when compared with their peers who do not engage in cyberbullying. The findings show that socio-cognitive
and emotional variables are important to understand individual differences in engagement in cyberbullying. Result of regressions
indicated that perpetration of cyberbullying was positively associated with cyberbullying victimization, bullying aggression, moral
disengagement towards cyberbullying, social support and satisfaction expression. In contrast, perpetration of cyberbullying was
not associated with negative emotions. Gender and age did not play a significant role in the prediction on perpetration of cyberbullying. Future research should continue to examine predictive factors associated with cyberbullying perpetration.
RESUMEN
Las investigaciones sobre los ciberagresores son escasas. El objetivo de esta investigación ha sido conocer las variables que predicen la agresión de ciberacoso. El presente estudio examinó la relación entre las variables socio-cognitivas y emocionales con la
agresión de ciberacoso. Se examinó la desconexión moral hacia el ciberacoso. Se midió también el apoyo social y las emocionales
con el objetivo de conocer su relación con la participación en el ciberacoso. Participaron en el estudio 1.062 adolescentes (54%
chicas) con edades entre los 12 y 19 años (M=15,20; DT=1,91), de seis Institutos de Enseñanza Secundaria de Castilla-La
Mancha (España). Los resultados muestran que los estudiantes que participan en la agresión tienen niveles más elevados de cibervictimización y acoso, en comparación con sus compañeros que no agreden a través de ciberacoso. Los resultados muestran que
las variables socio-cognitivas y emocionales son relevantes para entender las diferencias individuales en la participación de ciberacoso. El resultado del análisis de regresión indicó que la ciberagresión estaba positivamente asociada con la cibervictimización,
la agresión cara a cara, la desconexión moral hacia el ciberacoso, el apoyo social y la satisfacción por su comportamiento. En
contraste, no se asoció con emociones negativas. El género y la edad no desempeñaron un papel significativo para la predicción
de la ciberagresión. Por ello, investigaciones futuras deben continuar examinando los factores predictivos asociados a la agresión
del ciberacoso.
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1. Introduction and state of the art
In the last decade, we have heard news about many cases of bullying, humiliation, and violence involving schoolchildren who use the new communication technologies (Smith, Mahdavi, Carvalho, Fisher, Russell, & Tippett,
2008). By extending the traditional definition of bullying, cyberbullying is defined as an aggressive behavior among
schoolchildren perpetrated repeatedly through electronic means by a group or individual against a victim who
cannot defend himself/herself easily on his/her own (Smith & al., 2008).
Cyberbullying incidence is lower than traditional bullying (Herrera-López, Romera, & Ortega-Ruiz, 2017;
Raskauskas & Stoltz, 2007). Slonje & Smith (2008) reported that 5.3% suffered cyberbullying victimization, and
2.8% suffered from it frequently. In Spain, Giménez-Gualdo, Hunter, Durkin, Arnaiz & Maquilón (2015) provide
similar data. In a sample of 1,353 youngsters, 8% reported suffering cyberbullying experiences. Regarding gender,
the results are not consistent (Garaigordobil, 2011). According to some studies, males are more frequently involved
(Perren & Gutzwiller-Helfenfinger, 2012; Slonje & Smith, 2008). In other studies, females report higher levels of
victimisation (Giménez-Gualdo & al., 2015; Ortega, Calmaestra, & Mora-Merchán, 2008; Ortega, Elipe, MoraMerchán, Calmaestra, & Vega, 2009). Other studies do not show any gender differences (Giménez-Gualdo & al.,
2015; Smith & al., 2008). Regarding age, some studies show that cyberbullying increases with age (Ortega & al.,
2008). Other studies show a decrease in the number of schoolchildren involved (Moore, Huebner, & Hills, 2012),
and others report a curvilinear relationship with an increase in the middle years of Secondary Education (Calvete,
Orue, Estévez, Villardón, & Padilla, 2010; Ortega & al., 2009). Some studies do even show that there are no
differences (Garaigordobil, 2015; Perren & Gutzwiller-Helfenfinger, 2012).
Intervention programmes against bullying have had positive results regarding reduction of victimisation rates but
not in terms of perpetration rates (Ttofi & Farrington, 2011). From the point of view of Psychology Groups, it is
essential to understand the adversary to resolve any conflict (Gómez & Vázquez, 2015). In this line, in order to
predict cyberbullying and to introduce preventive actions, it would be necessary to take into account personal and
social variables of those adolescents who perpetrate cyberbullying. Most studies have been conducted from the
victims’ point of view, and just a few have focused on analysing cyberbullies. For this reason, we believe this study
is relevant as it focuses on cyberbullies specifically.
1.1. The perpetrator’s role
Previous research has shown a strong relationship between the victim’s and perpetrator’s roles in cyberbullying
(Meter & Bauman, 2016). On the other hand, studies analysing face-to-face bullying and cyberbullying have found
a correlation in the involvement in both forms of aggression. The results obtained in many studies suggest that both
phenomena coexist (Cross, Lester, & Barnes, 2015; Herrera-López & al., 2017). Longitudinal studies show that
involvement in bullying behaviors is a predictor of potentially being involved in episodes of cyberbullying (Cross &
al., 2015; Sticca, Ruggieri, Alsaker, & Perren, 2013). Cyberbullies are thus prone to also attack their peers face-toface (Perren & Gutzwiller-Helfenfinger, 2012). Therefore, students perpetrating traditional bullying can also
perpetrate cyberbullying (Smith & al. 2008). It also turns out that victims may also be cyberbullies (Smith & al.
2008). Nevertheless, other studies do not support such findings totally (Raskauskas & Stoltz, 2007; Slonje & Smith,
2008).
The ecological model of bullying, adapted to Bronfenbrenner’s Model (1977), shows that both individual and
social variables may act as risk and protection factors. Indeed, peer relationships may become a risk factor for the
involvement in negative interactions (Menesini, Nocentinni, & Paladino, 2012). For this reason, aggression may also
be strengthened by group dynamics (Olthof, Goossens, Vermande, Aleva, & van-der-Meulen, 2011). Some studies
show that those students who perpetrate bullying do not have any social support (Calvete & al., 2010). This
situation is especially relevant in the bully-victim group (Cerezo, Sánchez, Ruiz, & Arense, 2015). Nevertheless,
Twyman, Saylor, Taylor & Comeaux (2010) state that having a group of friends may also promote cyberbullying.
Indeed, Olthof & al. (2011) stated that those students who use bullying to maintain their position within their
respective groups are seen as socially popular and enjoy the support of their group.
Bandura’s Social Cognitive Theory (1999) identifies moral disengagement as a cognitive process through which
people justify their aggressive behavior or distort its potential impact on other people. In a longitudinal study,
Williams & Guerra (2007) found that those students who seem to accept normative beliefs related with bullying
are more involved in this type of behavior; this is also a predictor positively related with cyberbullying. Such
relationship with cyberbullying was also verified in other studies (Almeida, Correia, Marinho, & Garcia, 2012;
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Bauman, 2010; Meter & Bauman, 2016). Nevertheless, other studies did not find such relationship. For example,
Perren & Gutzwiller-Helfenfinger (2012) reported that moral disengagement was only significant predicting traditional bullying.
In addition to moral disengagement, research is focused on the study of emotional reactions as potential indicators of moral and personal reasons for such aggressive behavior (Menesini, Palladino & Nocentini, 2015). The
existing link between low levels of guilt and grief may legitimise negative behaviors (Perren & GutzwillerHelfenfinger, 2012). If aggressors feel proud of or indifferent to their behaviors, these emotions, in turn, contribute
to an increase in moral disengagement (Menesini & al., 2003). Similarly, Menesini & al. (2015) reported that the
absence of emotions for their victims and the positive emotions experienced by perpetrators are the positive feedback to them that strengthens their bullying behavior. Boulton & Underwood (1992) reported that victims of school
bullying thought that their perpetrators felt well and happy about their behavior.
Taking into account the conflicting data collected in different
research on the variables linked to cyberbullying perpetraIn order to predict cyberbullying and to introduce
tion, the need to conduct furpreventive actions, it would be necessary to take into account
ther research in this direction
is evidenced. Getting to know
personal and social variables of those adolescents who
the variables that may predict
the continuation of face-toperpetrate cyberbullying. Most studies have been conducted
face bullying by means of the
from the victims’ point of view, and just a few have focused
new technologies would be a
very important step forward
on analysing cyberbullies. For this reason, we believe this
to prevent it and take all
necessary steps against it.
study is relevant as it focuses on cyberbullies specifically.
Given the relevance of
the socio-cognitive and emotional variables in the perpetration role and the absence of
studies that analyse all these variables together, the objective of this study is to jointly analyse the link between
cognition (moral disengagement), social support and personal variables (involvement in bullying and emotions) in
cyberbullying perpetration.
The objective of this study is to identify the relationships between variables previously reviewed and cyberbullying perpetration. Therefore, we will study the correlation between cyberbullying perpetration and involvement
in traditional bullying and cyberbullying victimisation, as well as social support perceived by perpetrators, social
disengagement, and the emotions linked to their behavior. We will then establish the predictive value of the
variables studied in cyberbullying perpetration.
Due to the inconsistency of the data collected from prior research, we do not hypothesize any relationship
between cyberbullying and gender and age. The research question is: do gender and age have any impact on cyberbullying perpetration? Regarding bullying, we expect that traditional bullying and cyberbullying victimisation will be
a significant predictor of cyberbullying perpetration (H1). Moral disengagement will be positively related to cyberbullying perpetration (H2). Regarding the social context, we expect that cyberbullies feel supported by their peers
(H3). Based on previous literature, we expect that cyberbullies do not feel guilty and feel pleasant emotions as a
result of their behaviour (H4).
2. Material and methods
2.1. Participants
The sample was incidental and made up of 1,062 students of Secondary Education, Vocational Education and
Years 12 and 13. 46% were men and 54% were women, aged between 12 and 19 years old (M=15.20,
SD=1.91). 47.8% were students of a lower cycle of secondary education (n=508), 35.4% were students of a
higher cycle of secondary education (n=376), and 16.6% were students of Years 12 and 13 (n=178). Six public
Secondary Schools in the region of Castilla-La Mancha participated in this study: two from a rural environment and
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two from the provincial capital. 91% was born in Spain. Concerning the inmigrant students, more than 50% come
from Eastern Europe (n=52), from Romania mostly, and 17% come from Latin American countries.

2.2. Instruments
The Bullyharm (Hall, 2016) was used to measure cyberbullying. The scale comprises 14 Likert-type items for
each subscale of perpetration and victimisation with a rating response that ranges from 0 to 3: 0=never happened
to me; 1=it happened to me once or twice; 2=it happened to me at least once a week; and 3=it happened to me
twice or more times a week. Students were asked to determine their frequency of participation in certain behaviors
in the last month. The internal consistency of the scale is optimal, regarding traditional bullying for perpetration
α=.81 and α=.86 for victimisation, to measure cyberbullying, α=.79 for victimisation and α=.64 for perpetration.
Social support was measured using the subscale of perceived social support by friends from the AFA-R scale
(González & Landero, 2014). It consists of seven Likert-type items with five-point response options ranging from 1
to five: 1=never; 2=rarely; 3=sometimes; 4=often; 5=always. The consistency of the subscale was high, α=.88.
The questionnaire on moral
disengagement towards cyberbullying by Bussey, Fitzpatrick
Given the relevance of the socio-cognitive and
& Raman (2015) was employed. It consists of eight Likertemotional variables in the perpetration role and the absence
type items regarding moral
of studies that analyse all these variables together, the
disengagement towards cyberbullying behaviours, with five
objective of this study is to analyse jointly the link between
options: 1=strongly disagree;
2=disagree; 3=not sure;
cognition (moral disengagement), social support and personal
4=agree; 5=strongly agree.
variables (involvement in bullying and emotions) in the
The consistency of the subscale was appropriate, α=.68.
cyberbullying perpetration.
A scale was built to evaluate the emotional component of cyberbullies following
the structure of previous research
(Giménez-Gualdo & al., 2015; Ortega & al., 2009). Students had to identify the emotional intensity of each of the
emotions proposed according to their cyberbullying experience. It was measured using a Likert-type scale with five
items ranging from 1=not at all to 5=very much. Following the theoretical review performed, guilt was included
(Perren & Gutzwiller-Helfenfinger, 2012), as it had already been included in Ortega & al. (2009) and Caravita,
Colombo, Stefanelli & Zigliani (2016). Sadness was also included considering that it is highlighted in most studies
about the emotional component of bullying. Following the results obtained by Menesini & al. (2015), the absence
of emotions (feel nothing) and positive emotions were included. No evaluation of emotions was found in prior research. Therefore, it was considered appropriate to include the opposite of negative emotions. In this line, fun was
selected as opposite to sadness and satisfaction as opposite to guilt. Boulton and Underwood (1992) reported that
bullies felt well, and we also included the well-being element and its opposite, discomfort. Discomfort had already
been used by Ortega & al. (2009) and Horner, Asher, and Fireman (2015). A pilot study was conducted before
using it in order to determine whether the students understand the terms proposed or not and no problems were
detected. The reliability of pleasant emotions amounted to α=.68, and the reliability of unpleasant emotions
amounted to α=.86.
2.3. Design
The research has a cross-sectional design, retrospective ex-post with multiple measurements.
2.4. Procedure
Attending to ethical considerations, in the first place we obtained the informed consent of the minors’ parents.
1.5% of the families did not respond to our request, and their children did not participate in the study.
The questionnaire was distributed in the classrooms by agreement with the headmasters and the teachers of the
© ISSN: 1134-3478 • e-ISSN: 1988-3293 • Pages 19-28

schools. The objective of the study was explained to the students, and they were informed that their participation
was voluntary and that their answers would remain anonymous. The average time to fill in the battery of tests was
20 minutes.
2.5. Data analysis
Participant’s categorization as victims or perpetrators was made considering answers equal or above 1 (it happened to me once or twice in the last month) in the bullying questionnaires. After setting the contrasting groups, the
Pearson correlation coefficient was conducted to identify the relationships between cyberbullying perpetration and
the study variables. Student t-tests were conducted to verify the existence of differences in such variables between
cyberbullies and non-involved students. Finally, a logistic regression analysis was performed to analyse the predictive
value of the variables included in this study. A step analysis was conducted, including gender and education cycle
as control variables. Bullying variables were included in the first step; the cognitive variable of moral disengagement
was included in the second step; then the variable of the social context related with the perception of support from
their classmates was included. Emotions were included in the last step. All the analyses were conducted using the
statistical package SPSS (version 23) at a significance level of .05.
3. Results
8.2% of boys and 5.1% of girls (χ2=4.23, p<.05) are involved in cyberbullying perpetration. Regarding the education cycle, 6.3% of students of the first cycle (Year 8 and 9) reported cyberbullying perpetration, 7.2% in the case
of students of the second cycle (Year 10 and 11) and in Year 12 and 13, 5.6% (χ2=0.55, p=.760) reported being
a cyberbully.
3.1. Relationship between the variables of this study
The Pearson correlation analyses show that there are statistically significant correlations between cyberbullying
perpetration, cyberbullying victimization and bullying involvement as a perpetrator or a victim. Moral disengagement, pleasant emotions, and indifference are also significantly correlated to cyberbullying perpetration. However,
the perception of support from friends and negative emotions are not significantly correlated (Table 1).
3.2. Differences according to involvement in cyberbullying perpetration
As shown in table 1, cyberbullies reported higher levels of bullying victimization, and perpetration, as well as
cyberbullying victimization than non-involved students.
Moral disengagement is also significantly higher among cyberbullies. There is also a significant difference in perception of support from their friends, which is lower among cyberbullies. Regarding emotions, cyberbullies link their
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behavior with pleasant emotions. Cyberbullying perpetration is associated with fun, well-being, and satisfaction.
They also feel indifference to a greater extent. On the contrary, there are no statistically significant differences
between cyberbullies and uninvolved students in terms of unpleasant emotions (guilt, sadness, and discomfort).
3.3. Predictive value of the study variables
The regression analysis was performed to explain cyberbullying perpetration among youths. Gender and
education cycle were included as control variables. The results obtained (table 2) confirm the predictive value of
the variables analysed, which explain 21% of the cyberbullying perpetration.

More specifically, cyberbullying victimisation (β=1,94), bullying perpetration (β=1,10), moral disengagement
(β=1,19), perception of support from friends (β=0,76) and satisfaction (β=1,92) are statistically significant variables
associated with cyberbullying perpetration. On the other hand, bullying victimisation, indifference, fun, well-being
and unpleasant emotions are not significant. Likewise, gender and education cycle were not significant in any
model.
4. Discussion and conclusions
The objective of the present study was to analyse the relationship between cognitive variables (moral disengagement), social context variables (perceived social support) and personal variables (involvement in bullying and
emotions) and cyberbullying perpetration. Most studies have focused on analysing the situation of victims, but we
believed it was also important to know what variables may be determining perpetration in cyberbullying. In sum,
we wanted to analyse what social, cognitive and emotional variables lead some youth to engage in bullying behaviours outside the school through the digital technologies.
Research on the prevalence of cyberbullying has shown different prevalence rates, which frequently depends
on the measures used (Romera & al., 2016; Zych, Ortega-Ruiz, & Marín-López, 2016). The results of this research
show that 8.2% of male and 5.1% of female youth are cyberbullies. Such percentages are in line with previous
research (Slonje & Smith, 2008; Giménez-Gualdo & al., 2015). According to previous studies (Perren &
Gutzwiller-Helfenfinger, 2012; Slonje & Smith, 2008), male youth are significantly more involved. However, there
were no differences in involvement reported by the students according to their education cycle (Garaigordobil,
2015; Perren & Gutzwiller-Helfenfinger, 2012). Nevertheless, none of these two variables were included in the
regression with a significant explanatory relevance on cyberbullying perpetration.
The correlational analysis confirms the existing relationship between bullying and cyberbullying behaviours.
Such relationship had already been reported in previous studies (Cross & al., 2015; Herrea-López & al., 2017).
Nevertheless, according to the regression analysis, only traditional bullying and cyberbullying victimisation are
significant for cyberbullying perpetration. Therefore, H1 is partially supported.
Regarding social support, cyberbullies in this study were significantly less supported than non-perpetrators.
© ISSN: 1134-3478 • e-ISSN: 1988-3293 • Pages 19-28

Nevertheless, they felt encouraged if we take into account that they were above the theoretical mean. In line with
prior studies on school bullying (Salmivalli, 2010), perpetrators are directly or indirectly supported by their classmates
(for example, by seeing it as something fun and unimportant, even by encouraging them). Additionally, the new
technologies may also become a new source of online support (Caravita, Gini, & Pozzoli, 2012). Nevertheless,
according to Romera & al. (2016), the fact that cyberbullies feel supported does not imply that they are liked by their
classmates. They may be popular and accepted by their classmates but for fear of being victimised, not due to
a relationship of sympathy towards them.
Social support has proven itself to be a relevant variable in cyberbullying perpetration (H3). This result may
have relevant implications for intervention in the classroom. Working together would be an option, trying to find
the best way to provide social support to students so that they ignore perpetrators. We should prevent the problem
of two-way social relationships, understood as those situations where it is believed that support leads to an increased
probability that the youngster perpetrates cyberbullying. It could also be the case that the lack of support to the
perpetrator may lead him/her to increase bullying against those classmates who ignore him/her. Intervention efforts
could create protection conditions through peer groups and adults available and ready to support them.
Interventions aimed at enhancing relationships among students and between teachers and students may also be a
useful way to reduce the incidence of cyberbullying. Particularly, the teacher’s support intervention, combined with
the assistance of classmates, invigorates the protective effect of social support and may reduce the support provided
to cyberbullies without fear of being victimised. From this line of study, the objective of the intervention should focus
on enhancing communication between education agents.
In line with prior research, cyberbullies justify violence (Calvete & al., 2010). Cyberbullies reported higher
levels of moral disengagement (Bauman, 2010; Meter & Bauman, 2010), which is a relevant predictor of their
behavior (H2). Nevertheless, moral disengagement towards cyberbullying is not related to guilt. Prior research had
already reported that the distance between the perpetrator and the victim generated by cyberbullying could mitigate
perpetrator’s guilt (Slonje & Smith, 2008) and dissociates responsibility for their actions (Almeida & al., 2008).
These facts are used by some authors to explain the absence of any relationship between cyberbullying and moral
disengagement in their research (Perren & Gutzwiller-Helfenfinger, 2012). It should be noted that a moral disengagement scale specifically aimed at cyberbullying was applied (Bussey & al., 2015), and this may explain the results
obtained.
Only satisfaction was significant in the regression analysis, which means that the study hypothesis (H4) was
partially supported. This result should be interpreted with caution, as satisfaction may be derived –directly or
indirectly– from support from peers. No significant differences were found in these variables between cyberbullies
and participants not involved in cyberbullying. Caravita & al. (2012) already reported that bullies have a negative
perception of their behavior; for this reason, they need to trigger the moral disengagement mechanism. It seems that
this also happens to cyberbullies: there are no significant differences in terms of sorrow or unrest, nevertheless, they
perpetrate the agression. It seems that they need to justify their behavior, which they see negatively, and trigger
cognitive mechanisms of moral disengagement to feel good about themselves (Raskauskas & Stoltz, 2007). As a
matter of fact, they feel indifference, fun, well-being or satisfaction for their behavior, which makes them repeat this
aggressive behavior (Giménez-Gualdo & al., 2015). It is essential to attach vital importance to prevention and intervention programmes in order to break the aggression/fun nexus once and for all. Nevertheless, we cannot forget the
impact of socialisation in the acquisition of social values; therefore, we should ask ourselves about the role played
by violence in conflict resolution in our society. We believe that it is also important to attach a critical analysis of fun
and satisfaction linked to aggression in such programmes, beginning with an analysis of many of the videogames
played by youngsters in their free time that generate fun as a result of the aggressions they contain. However,
adolescents state that fun lies in online conversations held as they are playing (Muros, Aragón, & Bustos, 2013).
Pérez-Latorre (2012, 128) stated that “videogames always say interesting things about ourselves, about our world
and our relationship with it”. Therefore, it would be interesting to analyse the existing relationship between playing
video games with violent behaviors and involvement in cyberbullying.
This study has several limitations that should be addressed in future research. One important limitation is the
cross-sectional design, as we cannot draw any conclusions on the direction of the effects. It would be necessary to
conduct longitudinal studies to confirm the data obtained. As the sample is Spanish, it is obvious that it has certain
cultural biases that cannot be present in other international studies and that are determining the results found. Selfreporting makes us cautious when making any generalisation related to the weight of variables when determining to
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cyberbulling. On the other hand, some studies have reported the existing link between social support and the
emotional perception of fun in addition to the absence of guilt (Perren & Gutzwiller-Helfenfinger, 2012), and moral
disengagement (Caravita & al., 2012). Moral disengagement is in turn related to the emotional factors of bullying
(Menessi & al., 2003) and to the absence of guilt in cyberbullying (Perren & Gutzwiller-Helfenfinger, 2012). As we
can see, these are complex relationships that should be further studied, and research about such interactions should
be conducted using structural models. In last place, this study focuses on cyberbullies exclusively. Further research
should analyse poly-aggressive students who perpetrate bullying and cyberbullying to harass their classmates, and
the group of bully-victims.
Nevertheless, although this is an exploratory study, our results go in the direction of an interesting line of
research that may establish an influence framework of socio-cognitive and emotional variables to determine cyberbullying, if such trends are confirmed in other studies. In line with previous research (Romera & al., 2016), the
results obtained allow for the conclusion that the way peer
groups manage their emotional
Social support has proven itself to be a relevant variable
and social lives may explain
the situation of cyberbullying
in cyberbullying perpetration. This result may have
among adolescents. Future
research should identify the
relevant implications for intervention in the classroom.
specific factors responsible
Working together would be an option, trying to find the best
for aggression through the
new technologies to manage
way to provide social support to students so that they ignore
and mitigate the impact of
such aggressions.
perpetrators. We should prevent the problem of two-way
In this sense, analysing the
social relationships, understood as those situations where it is
way students construe and
manage cognitive, social and
believed that support leads to an increased probability that
emotional information and the
way it is regulated could be
the youngster perpetrates cyberbullying.
particularly interesting for intervention. Nevertheless, these
components have not been sufficiently addressed so far (DellaCioppa, O´Neil, & Craig, 2015). Preventive actions should focus on the permissive beliefs adolescents have towards
aggression. The objective of this intervention should be trying to neutralise those cognitive and emotional aspects strengthening bullying that have been internalized or are in the process of development.
Despite the limitations indicated above, this is the first study that analyses the existing relationship between
bullying, socio-cognitive and emotional variables, and more specifically, cyberbullying perpetration. We believe this
study provides very significant facts on prediction of cyberbullying and may have very strong implications for intervention. In conclusion, perpetrating bullying against classmates in “real” space, face to face, being cyberbullied, feeling
supported by friends, justifying aggressive behaviours through moral disengagement, combined with satisfaction for
perpetrating aggression against peers explains a high proportion of aggressive behaviors in cyberspace.
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ABSTRACT
Currently, schools face the challenge of dealing with the phenomena of cyberbullying, which is increasingly present among
teenagers. This study analyses teachers’ and students’ perception of the problem, as well as the strategies that both groups use to
avoid it. Its findings will allow advances in prevention and intervention in the schools. The study was conducted on 1,704 primary
and secondary school students and 238 teachers who completed questionnaires about cyberbullying. We used a cross-sectional
descriptive method. Findings show significant differences in the motives teachers attributed to cyberbullying. These depend on
the educational stage they work in, whereas, among students, it depends on the role they have in the cyberbullying situation: victim or aggressor. We also find differences in the intervention strategies used by teachers, depending on the type of school, educational stage, and gender. Those used the most are communicating, mediating and seeking help. For students, the predominant
strategies are avoidance, protection, and reporting. Schoolchildren, in general, show little confidence in their teachers’ ability to
solve the problem of cyberbullying. The study highlights the importance of training teachers and providing them with action
models when faced with this issue, and it points out the necessity of coordinating the efforts of both teachers and students.
RESUMEN
Actualmente los centros educativos tienen el reto de enfrentarse al fenómeno del ciberacoso, cada vez más presente entre los
adolescentes. El presente estudio analiza la percepción del profesorado y del alumnado y las estrategias que ambos colectivos utilizan para afrontarlo. Su conocimiento permitirá avanzar en su prevención e intervención en las aulas. El estudio se realizó con
1.704 estudiantes de educación primaria, secundaria y 238 profesores a los que se aplicaron sendos cuestionarios sobre ciberacoso. Se utilizó un método descriptivo y transversal. Los resultados muestran diferencias significativas en las causas que el profesorado atribuye al ciberacoso según la etapa educativa donde ejerza la docencia, apareciendo en el alumnado según el rol que
adopta en la situación de acoso: víctima o acosador. También se encuentran diferencias en las estrategias de intervención utilizadas por el profesorado, según la titularidad del centro, la etapa educativa y el sexo, siendo las más empleadas comunicar,
mediar y buscar ayuda; en el alumnado predominan las estrategias de evitación, protección y denuncia. Los escolares en general
muestran escasa confianza en el profesorado para resolver el problema del ciberacoso. Se concluye exponiendo la importancia
de dotar al profesorado de formación específica y de modelos de actuación ante este fenómeno, y señalando la necesidad de
coordinar los esfuerzos de docentes y estudiantes.
KEYWORDS | PALABRAS CLAVE
Cyberbullying, perception, teachers, students, intervention strategies, coping strategies, primary education, secondary education.
Ciberacoso, percepción, profesorado, alumnado, estrategias de intervención, estrategias de afrontamiento, educación primaria,
educación secundaria.
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1. Introduction
The widespread use of ICT (information and communication technologies) among young people reveals risks
such as cyberbullying, access to inappropriate content and internet addiction (Nocentini, Zambuto, & Menesini,
2015). Different investigations show the close relationship between behaviours of dependency to social networks
and certain antisocial behaviours, such as cyberbullying (Martínez & Moreno, 2017; Muñoz & al., 2016). The latter
is understood to be a type of abuse exercised through electronic means of communication (Olweus & Limber,
2018) characterized by its intention to harm, endurance over time and imbalance of power between the parties due
to the greater technological competence of the aggressors. In addition, it presents its characteristics such as access
to a wider audience, greater durability of the aggressions, the ability to generate exclusion of the victims and anonymity
of the aggressor (Martínez-Otero, 2017).
In schools, cyberbullying is an important educational and social concern due to the serious consequences it has
on mental (Estévez, Jiménez, & Moreno, 2018) and psychosocial health (Smith & al., 2008), as well as on the
academic performance of those involved (Egeberg, Thorvaldsen, & Ronning, 2016), especially in students who
simultaneously adopt the role of aggressor and victim (Arnaiz, Cerezo, Giménez, & Maquilón, 2016, Giménez,
2015, Giumetti & Kowalski, 2016). In Spain, studies indicate an average prevalence of around 15.5%
(Garaigordobil, 2015, Zych, Ortega-Ruiz, & Del Rey, 2015). The data is still lower than in the United States and
other Spanish-speaking countries (Kowalski, Giumetti, Schroeder, & Lattanner, 2014), though no less alarming. To
provide an appropriate response to the problem, we must start with the opinions that both teachers and students
have about this form of bullying and their behaviour when faced with it.
1.1. The Perception of teachers and students concerning cyberbullying
Studies on cyberbullying allow for an increasingly accurate view of its characteristics and prevalence (Zych &
al., 2015). According to the testimony and opinion of the victims themselves, the reasons why they are being
harassed are due to variables related to a personal characteristic, such as physical appearance, which make them
an easy target, or the economic situation of their family. On the other hand, those associated with the aggressors
are jealousy, envy or feelings of superiority (Jacobs, Goossens, Dehue, Völlink, & Lechner, 2015).
Regarding intervention, on the part of the teachers, some studies highlight the most common strategies: “offer
support to the victims”, “seek help from other colleagues”, “involve the parents” or “talk with the students” (Desmet
& al., 2015). Stauffer (2011) found that teachers principally inform the school’s management team about the
bullying and talk to the aggressors and victims themselves. Despite the strategies, which are implemented in some
cases, the majority of the teachers point out the lack of specific intervention training (Cerezo & Rubio, 2017), and
also training to detect cyberbullying even when it affects students in their classrooms (Montoro & Ballesteros, 2016).
In this sense, what is required is greater involvement, specific training and intervention by teachers (Bevilacqua &
al., 2017; Styron, Bonner, Styron, Bridgeforth, & Martin, 2016), as well as planned teacher training in order to be
able to face cyberbullying (Nocentini & al., 2015).
However, it is important to recognize the efforts of teachers and institutions in preventing and intervening in
bullying situations (Nocentini & al., 2015), even if the results are still limited. We should consider if we are applying
programs that depart from the analysis of specific situations and do not take into account how schoolchildren
confront bullying, as some studies suggest (Romera, Cano, García, & Ortega, 2016), since the way young people
deal with these situations determines the extent of their seriousness (Jacobs, Dehue, Völlink, & Lechner, 2014).
You can define coping strategies as the effort used to reduce or tolerate the demands that occur in a situation of
stress. Among the strategies that influence the responses, the most frequently cited are age, the ability to express
emotions and school policies (Jacobs & al., 2014).
Among the most effective responses which stand out are actions such as blocking the aggressor, confronting
them or seeking help within the family, from teachers or other peers, were considered as being more effective
than technical efforts (blocking contacts, increasing privacy in the network) (Orel, Campbell, Wozencroft, Leong,
& Kimpton, 2017).
The coping strategies that are adopted emerge from the situation itself because inadequate responses are seen
as determinants for the cyberbullying to increase its negative effects (Parris, Varjas, Meyers, & Cutts 2012). These
reflections lead us to consider the importance of understanding how young people react to these situations.
It is therefore essential to investigate the perception that teachers and students have of the scope of the problem
and of the intervention and coping strategies that are needed in schools in the fight against cyberbullying.
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1.2. Purpose and objectives
This research, intending to cover this gap in understanding, analyses the perspective that teachers and primary
and secondary students have on the causes that they attribute to cyberbullying and the strategies of intervention and
coping that they employ. To achieve this general purpose, the following specific objectives are proposed:
• Analyse the perception teachers have about the causal attributions of cyberbullying, globally and by educational
stage and the type of school.
• Analyse the causal attributions of the students involved in cyberbullying.
• Identify the intervention strategies used by teachers, and if there exist differences according to the educational
stage, type of school, and gender.
• Identify the coping strategies of students facing cyberbullying.
2. Material and method
2.1. Participants
Taking into account that
In schools, cyberbullying among peers is an important
the at-risk age of cyberbullying
is between 12 and 16 years
educational and social concern due to its serious
old (Giumetti & Kowalski,
2016; Martínez-Otero, 2017),
consequences on mental and psychosocial health. However,
which coincides with the sixth
the teaching staff is not yet sufficiently prepared to intervene
grade of primary school and
the whole of secondary eduand, in many cases, they are not able to detect incidences of
cation, a population of 96.524
students was evaluated districyberbullying, even those affecting students from their
buted among the 6th grade of
classrooms.
Primary (n=16.811, 17.4%),
key stage 3 and 4 (n=65158,
67.5%), with an average age
of 13.8 years (SD=2.03), of
which 50.7% were boys. In the present study, 1.704 students from 38 state and private schools within the Region
of Murcia (Spain) participated, consisting of the 6th year of primary education (29.3%) and compulsory secondary
education (61.1%). Similarly, 238 educators (59.7% women) between the ages of 26 and 61 years old participated
(M=43.58, SD=9.12), 35.7% being teachers in primary education and 64.3% in secondary education.
It was based on a multistage sampling. First, a selection of schools was made according to the population criteria
and willingness to participate and according to the type of the school, state school and state-aided / private school.
Secondly, the selection of the groups was made based on the judgment of the teaching staff at the school, trying to
include all the educational stages under study.
2.2. Instruments
Studies on cyber-aggression among schoolchildren usually use self-report (Zych & al., 2015). This paper
follows this practice. To identify the teachers’ perception about cyberbullying, a self-report questionnaire validated
by five university experts was designed. The reliability of the complete instrument was α=.84. From this questionnaire, data were extracted from subscales referring to causes attributed to cyberbullying (11 items, α=.65), the
perception of intervention strategies at the school level (12 items, α=.69), and intervention strategies developed by
teachers (16 items, α=.88). The causes attributed to cyberbullying were assessed with a Likert-type scale with five
response categories from the lowest to the highest level of agreement (1=in total disagreement, 5=totally agree).
Some of the items included were: the aggressor is to blame; because the aggressor feels provoked; and because the
aggressor enjoys it. The interventions of the school were assessed with the same Likert scale. The subscale on
teacher intervention strategies was evaluated with a Likert scale of four categories (1=never and 4=always).
To identify the students’ perception and their coping characteristics, the “Cyberbull” Questionnaire for students
was used (Giménez, 2015) based on the Daphne de Calmaestra questionnaire (2011). Its elaboration required two
Delphi rounds of expert judgment. The questionnaire consists of five aspects/measurements: the relationship of the
students with TIC; experiences of school bullying; experiences of cyberbullying; student coping strategies and
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bullying and cyberbullying bystanders. In this study, the questions used only referred to the causes of cyberbullying
according to those involved as victims and aggressors and to coping strategies. To understand the causal attributions
in cyber-victimization and cyber-aggression, those involved were asked about the reasons which led them to carry
out the bullying (6 items, α=.64) or to receive it (6 items, α=.43), with answers evaluated with a Likert scale with
five frequency categories (1=never and 5=always). Examples of questions for the aggressor: because it amuses me;
because I like it; because I feel important; and for the victim: because they enjoy it; because I am weaker; and
because they feel superior. Coping strategies were evaluated by the open question: What would you do to confront
cyberbullying? The students were urged to specify all kinds of responses whether negative, positive, seeking help,
etc. Finally, socio-demographic data (age, gender, and educational stage) were included.
2.3. Process
The participation of the schools was sought from the management teams by telephone. Those who gave their
consent were sent the questionnaires by registered post for the teaching staff to complete anonymously. In the case
of the students, authorization was obtained from their mother/father/guardian, and a session of between 20-30
minutes was established for its completion. During the sessions, a teacher and a member of the study’s research
team were always present.
2.4. Design and data analysis
This research follows a descriptive and transversal design. For the analysis of the data, descriptive statistics
(percentages, mean, typical deviation) and inferential statistics (parametric and non-parametric) were used. Given
the categorical nature of the variables and the measurement values of the agreement level, the Pearson Chi square
statistic was chosen for the contrast of proportions and the level of statistical significance, using Cramer’s V to assess
the magnitude of the statistically significant associations.
With respect to the intervention strategies, the comparison of groups among teachers: type (state / private),
educational level (primary /secondary) and gender (male/female), the Student’s t-statistic was used to check the
normality and homoscedasticity criteria. As for the students involved (aggressors and victims), the non-parametric
Mann Whitney U test was applied for the comparison of two groups. The data were analysed with the statistical
package SPSS 21.0.
For the qualitative analysis of coping strategies, the students’ responses were codified and categorized, grouping
them into positive (assertive and seeking help) and negative (confrontation with the aggressor and passivity)
strategies. This categorical classification follows the proposal suggested by De-la-Caba and López (2013).
3. Results
3.1. Causes attributed by teachers to cyberbullying
Among the reasons that teachers attribute to the existence of cyberbullying (Table 1) stand out, with the highest
level of agreement: the aggressor is to blame (44.1%); power imbalance between aggressors and victims (33.7%); and
the enjoyment the aggressor gains in carrying out the harassment (22.6). Among the lesser considered causes (“in total
disagreement”),
we find the victim
guilty (54.1%) and
think that it happens because of
the provocation
of the victim
(41.9%).
Analysis of
the mean differences indicates
that the teachers
surveyed display
a certain lack of awareness in their attribution of the causes of cyberbullying (M=3.17, SD=0.47) since the maximum value of the scale is 5.00 points.
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Significant differences were found in favour of teachers in state schools (M=3.23, SD=0.43) compared to
those in private schools (M=3.08, SD=0.51) (t (236)).=2.352, p=.019). By items, state school teachers are more
likely to believe that cyberbullying is due to racist motives (36.7%), compared to private schools (18.2%) (X2 (2,
n=238)=15.85, p=.003, V=.258); and to homophobia (34.7%), compared to private (17%) (X2 (2,
n=238)=13.28, p=.010, V=.236).
The analyses also indicate differences by educational stage. Secondary school teachers show greater agreement
that cyberbullying is due to the victim provoking the aggressor (85.7%) compared to 70.5% of primary school
teachers (5.9%) (X2 (2, n=238)=11.95, p=.018, V=.224). On the other hand, primary school teachers more
strongly agree (61.2%) that cyberbullying is due to the victim’s characteristics compared to their secondary school
colleagues (49.6%) (X2 (2, n=238)=9.83, p=.043, V=.023).
3.2. Causes attributed by the students involved in cyberbullying
For the analysis of the causes attributed to cyberbullying, responses were selected from those students who
were previously identified as aggressors (n=51, 2.7%) and as victims (n=132, 6.9%), opting for basic descriptive
analysis (Table 2). From the perspective of the victims, the main reasons for which they are harassed are due to the
aggressor enjoying doing it (M=2.79, SD=1.52) and because they feel superior (M=2.70, DT=1.63).
Analysing the responses of the student victims, we found that there are significant differences by educational
stage. Victims in secondary education attribute cyberbullying to a greater extent than primary schools, to the
superiority of the aggressor (X2 34.48, p=.000), envy (X2=6.99, p=.030) and enjoyment (X2=16.20, p=.000).
Primary students attribute it to a greater extent to revenge (X2=38.23, p=.000). Only statistically significant differences were found between men (M=1.53, SD=0.78) and women (M=1.27, SD=0.61) in envy (U=1749.50,
(72, 61), Z=–2,195, p=.028). Analysing the responses of the aggressor students, we found that the main reason
for the harassment is the victim’s weakness (M=2.92, SD=1.60) followed by retaliating to aggressions previously
suffered (M=2.72, DT=1.61). Significant differences were also found by gender, with boys indicating to a greater
extent the weakness of the victim (U=165.00, (30, 19), Z=–2.767, p=.006), enjoyment (U=190.00, (29, 20),
Z=–2.174, p=.030) and superiority (U=182.00, (29, 20), Z=–2.541, p=.011).
3.3. Intervention strategies of the teaching staff
3.3.1. Intervention strategies in the school
The actions that offer the highest level of agreement among the entire teaching staff (Table 3) are: teachers and
students working together on the subject (59.7%); establishing sanctions (59.3%) and implementing actions from the
school coexistence plan (40.7%). Interesting data are those provided by the items “the teacher is trained” and
“aware”, which show the lowest levels of agreement, mainly in ongoing training.
Differences are evident in the type of the school. Teachers in private schools consider themselves to be more
capable of dealing with cyberbullying than those in state schools [X2 (2, n=236)=26.67, p<, 000, V=.336].
However, those from state schools have a higher level of agreement that this problem is dealt with in the classroom
(X2 (2, n=237)=12.66, p=.002, V=.231). They also
point out to a greater extent that the counselling department should take care of this issue (X2 (2, n=238)=6.59,
p=.037, V=.166).
The analysis by gender shows that men have a greater level of agreement in establishing sanctions against
aggressors (X2 (2, n=232)=8.15, p=.017, V=.187].
The women believe that the management of cyberbullying is the responsibility of the counselling department
/ Education Welfare Service (EWS) [X2 (2, n=233)=9.09, p=.011, V=.197], and that what is established in
the School Coexistence Plan must be put in action (X2 (2, n=233)=10.67, p=.005, V=.214) By educational
stage, the differences were not significant in any case.
3.3.2. Teacher intervention strategies
Among the strategies used by teachers (Table 4), communication strategies deserve special mention. With a frequency of “always”, cyberbullying is reported to the management team (73.9%), and to a lesser extent, to the
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Counselling Department (49.2%). With somewhat lower percentages, they communicate with the family (48.1%)
and talk to those involved (aggressors, 39.5%, victims, 47.1%). Conversely, a considerable percentage of teachers
“never” contact the police (66.1%), and in no, or few cases do they use existing specific resources, implement the
School Coexistence Plan or seek external help.

Differences were found according to the type of the school, gender, and educational stage. Private schools
employ strategies such as: dialogue with the family (p=.016), communication of the incident to the school counsellor
or school coexistence team (p<, 000), self-education on the subject (p=.002), implementation of the school
coexistence plan (p=.025), and the use of specific resources for the prevention of cyberbullying (p=.028).
Teachers in state schools more frequently seek support and help from other colleagues (p=.018).
The analyses by gender indicate that males are more indifferent (p<, 000) compared to women who use other
strategies, such as reorganizing the classroom (p<000), informing the management team of the incident (p=.043),
educating themselves about the subject (p=.030), having discussions in class and during other activities (p=.046),
and implementing the school coexistence plan (p=.031).
According to the educational stage, only significant differences appear in favour of secondary school teachers
who, most frequently, report cyberbullying to the school counsellor t(236)=–5,023, p<.000). Primary teachers use
mediation more as a resource than secondary teachers (t (236)=3.368, p<.001).
3.4. Student coping strategies
The responses to the question about how to deal with cyberbullying were coded by frequency and percentage.
The most notable was avoiding strangers (13.48%), followed by reporting to the police (10.56%). On the other
hand, blocking the aggressor or communicating the harassment to the responsible counselor at the school is hardly
mentioned (0.03%). For ease of reference, following De-la-Caba and López (2013) coping strategies were grouped
into positive categories (assertive and seeking help) and negative (confronting the aggressor and passive).
3.4.1. Positive strategies
As assertive strategies the students pointed out: reporting to the police (19.8%), helping / defending the victim
(18.7%), talking to the aggressor (16.3%), preserving one’s privacy (15.7%), do not retaliate (10.9%), restrict access
to ICT (10.1%), make good use of ICT (4.5%), report (the harassment) to the social network (3%) and save the
conversations (0.9%).
Differences were found by educational stage, with primary school students choosing to report to the police
(23.91%), restricting access to ICT (20.4%) and reporting (the harassment) to the social network (5.1%). On the
other hand, secondary students chose to defend the victim (18.5%) and talk to the aggressor (17.8%).
Among the help-seeking strategies, most students report it to their parents (41.4%), other trusted adults (36.1%),
teachers (11.5%), and friends (2.3%) and the responsible school counselor (0.2%). Again differences appear by
educational stage. Primary school students report cyberbullying first to parents (49.5%), second to other adults
(35.6%) and lastly to teachers (8.5%). Secondary students communicate to other adults (37.7%), parents (37.6%)
and teachers (12.9%).
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3.4.2. Negative strategies
Students differentiated between confrontation strategies and passive strategies. Among the first, the students
mentioned: retaliate with cyber-bullying (69%); punishing the aggressors (33.8%); hitting the aggressor (30.4%) or
excluding them (0.6%). Differences were observed by educational stage, with secondary students being the most
likely to retaliate with cyber-bullying (64.1%), compared to primary school (56%).
Passive strategies include the following: avoiding strangers (46.4%); ignoring the aggressor (23.5%); restricting
limit the use of TIC (28.8%); supporting anti-bullying rules protocols (13.5%); monitoring mobile phones and
computers (10.3%) or doing nothing (11.4%). Again, differences appear by educational stage. Secondary students
mention more the avoidance of strangers (53.7%) and doing nothing (8.7%), while those in primary school do not
know what they would do, or if anything, eliminate their profile on the network (5.4%).
4. Discussion and conclusions
In the first place, it should be noted that the level of prevalence of cyberbullying found in the sample studied is
similar to the averages found in other studies (Zynch & al., 2015).
As to the causes of cyberbullying, teachers consider the personal characteristics of the aggressor and the
enjoyment of bullying as the main causes of this phenomenon (Martínez & Moreno, 2017; Monks, Mahdavi, &
Rix, 2016). Likewise, the teaching staff as a whole highlight the importance of the imbalance of power between
aggressors and victims (Romera & al., 2016). Differences were found according to the educational stage. Secondary
teachers attribute, to a greater extent, the direct responsibility for harassment to the aggressors, while primary
teachers point to the personal characteristics of the victim.
The results obtained show that most teachers attribute the causes to those involved, leaving out the classroom
climate and relationship features. The differences by type of school are revealing: among teachers in state schools,
racism and homophobia are identified as causes of cyberbullying, coinciding with the greater presence of foreign
students. Previous research shows that students from minority groups (non-heterosexuals) and other ethnic groups
are exposed to higher levels of cyberbullying when compared to those who are not involved and heterosexual
students (Abreu & Kenny, 2017; Llorent, Ortega, & Zych, 2016).
Regarding the perception of the students, according to the aggressors and the victims, the main cause of cyberbullying is the enjoyment that the harassment arouses. To a lesser extent, attributing the blame to the aggressor and
the victim, the results coincide with previous studies (Calmaestra, 2011; Giménez, 2015). Boys indicate envy more
than girls. We find that when a student harasses another, they try to justify this act by also blaming the object of
their bullying. On the other hand, from the perspective of the victim, the aggressors are responsible for the bullying
(Jacobs & al., 2015). This data should be taken into account when initiating an intervention with those involved
since it is necessary for the change of attitudes and cognitive attribution of the aggressors.
Relating to the strategies of intervention in the school, slightly more than half of the teachers emphasise teachers
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and students working together on the problem, and also point out the necessity of implementing the school coexistence
plan. This reflects the concern and lack of effective measures available, which strengthen the option of establishing
sanctions. The latter is a response mentioned frequently. It is certainly necessary to create a regulation that facilitates
the school coexistence framework, which cannot be limited to a list of offenses and sanctions (Cerezo & Rubio,
2017), but rather effective solution strategies are needed. These strategies need to be adapted to the needs detected
in the schools. It is important to mention the differences found between teachers in state and private schools, the
former being the ones that most indicate their need for training and the benefits of carrying out prevention
in the classroom. Regarding intervention strategies used by teachers, in the private schools, communication with
the school’s management team, counsellors and the police is highlighted; and in state schools, the search for support
from other colleagues stands out. Primary teachers intervene more than teachers in secondary schools, perhaps
because of their closeness to the students. It has been found that women are more involved than men in finding
solutions.
The victims usually communicate incidents to their families, and to a lesser extent to their teachers. This
indicates distrust in their teachers’ ability to resolve the problem. It is essential to consider how the teachers’
attitudes, as well as specific actions in the organization of the classroom and improvements in school coexistence,
can have a positive effect on the prevention and reduction of cyberbullying (Montoro & Ballesteros, 2016; Styron
& al., 2016). However, the students do not see it that way. In this respect, Perren and others (2012) highlight
parental mediation of Internet use, the support of peers, empowering the leadership skills of students and developing
initiatives that embrace the entire educational community as more effective measures for preventing cyberbullying.
Recent research confirms the need to unite the efforts of teachers and parents to ensure supervision and control of
the Internet, which are key elements in reducing the risk of cyberbullying (Monks & al, 2016).
Regarding the strategies proposed by the students, those of avoidance / protection and reporting to the police
stand out as the immediate steps taken. Intervention to defend the victim and the search for help are scarcely
indicated, thus maintaining the victim’s defencelessness (Estévez & al., 2018), remain priorities to combat it (Jacobs
& al., 2014). In addition, communication facilitates the instigation of immediate action measures, either by alerting
the family or the school (Perren & al., 2012). Schoolchildren point out the importance of parental help (Monks &
al., 2016) and scarcely that of teachers and friends, which is different from other studies that position friends in the
first place (De-la-Caba & López, 2013). It should be noted that the School Counselling Service is hardly taken into
account. In this way, the field of Educational Guidance remains largely unaware of this problem, despite the
importance of school counsellors and psychologists in the evaluation, prevention, and intervention in cyberbullying.
Comparing intervention strategies of the teachers with those of students, we find that both groups agree on
seeking help (DeSmet & Bourdeaudhuij, 2015), to communicate harassment (Perren & al., 2012) and to report it
to the police; although to a very limited degree, which coincides with other studies which indicate that teachers are
more inclined to refer cyberbullying to their management team, and to talk to the victim or the aggressor than to
communicate with the family (Stauffer, 2011). Another point of coincidence is the option for sanctioning the
aggressors; this can be caused by the lack of adequate resources for the improvement of school coexistence and the
lack of specific attention to those affected. In the case of students, it is striking that teachers are an underused resource,
which suggests the limited perception students have of the ability of their teachers to resolve conflicts, an essential
element to be taken into account for the improvement of these situations (Abreu & Kenny, 2017).
Finally, we want to point out that although we are making progress in raising awareness of the consequences
of cyberbullying (Egeberg & al., 2016; Giménez, 2015), it is necessary to provide teachers with action models to
help with prevention and intervention in their classrooms (Bevilacqua & al., 2017). As Romera and others (2016)
affirm, teachers and counsellors, require training and clear action models to manage groups of students, work on
the improvement of the classroom atmosphere, the development of social activities, the analysis of classroom
relations and in the establishment of interpersonal links. Only by understanding the teachers’ and students’
perception of the problem will it be possible to lay the foundations for its effective detection, prevention, and intervention. Acting on this problem and facilitating the students understanding of the risks of this phenomenon, so that
they collaborate in its eradication, is the responsibility of the entire educational community. This study has highlighted
the importance of this perspective.
This study presents some limitations. Thus, the number of participating teachers and the sample belonging to
the same geographical area limits the generalization of results. Another limitation is related to the information
collection instrument given that it is a self-report, it is difficult to control the social desirability bias. In future research,
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these aspects will be taken into account, and not only will the students’ coping strategies be analysed, but also their
effectiveness in order to set out recommendations for intervention. In addition, we will look more deeply into the
relationship between the measures adopted by the school and the teaching staff and the effective coping strategies
of the students.
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ABSTRACT
Intervention against cyberbullying and other risks associated with the misuse of ITC and social networks is an important social
demand. The ‘Asegúrate’ Program tries to support teachers in this intervention. This research shows the impact of the program
among those that have shown to be less sensitive in other studies: cyber-aggressors. Concretely, the impact of the program on the
prevalence of aggression in cyberbullying and bullying, sexting and abusive use of the Internet and social networks are analyzed.
The evaluation of the program was carried out with a sample of 479 students (54.9% girls) of Compulsory Secondary Education
(age M=13.83. SD=1.40) through a quasi-experimental methodology, with two measures over time. The instruments used were
the “European Cyberbullying Intervention Project Questionnaire”, the “European Bullying Intervention Project Questionnaire”,
the ”Internet Related Experiences Questionnaire” and two items about sexting involvement. The results show that the
involvement in cyber aggression, sexting, and intrapersonal dimension of abusive use of Internet and social network increases
without intervention, whereas it diminishes when the intervention is carried out. Moreover, a significant decrease in the
aggression and cyber aggression among cyber aggressors is evidenced. Thus, ‘Asegúrate’ Program is effective for decreasing the
prevalence of aggressions and cyber aggressions as well as the involvement in other phenomena considered cyberbullying risk factors.
RESUMEN
La intervención contra el ciberacoso entre escolares y otros riesgos asociados al uso inapropiado de las TIC y las redes sociales
es una importante demanda social. El programa «Asegúrate» pretende facilitar la labor docente en dicha intervención. El presente
trabajo da cuenta del impacto de este programa entre quienes han mostrado ser menos sensibles en otros programas: los ciberagresores. Concretamente, se analiza su impacto en la prevalencia de agresión en ciberacoso y acoso escolar, así como en sexting
y uso abusivo de Internet y redes sociales. La evaluación del programa se desarrolló con un total de 479 estudiantes (54,9% chicas) de Educación Secundaria Obligatoria (edad M=13,83. DT=1,40) mediante una metodología cuasi-experimental, con dos
mediciones a lo largo del tiempo. Los instrumentos utilizados fueron el «European Cyberbullying Intervention Project Questionnaire», el «European Bullying Intervention Project Questionnaire», el «Cuestionario de Experiencias Relacionadas con Internet»
y dos ítems sobre implicación en sexting. Los resultados muestran que en ausencia de intervención la implicación en ciberagresión, sexting y la dimensión intrapersonal del uso abusivo de Internet y redes sociales aumenta, mientras que con intervención
dichas implicaciones disminuyen. Asimismo, se evidencia una disminución significativa de la intensidad de la agresión y ciberagresión en ciberagresores. Por tanto, se puede afirmar que el programa resulta efectivo tanto para disminuir la prevalencia de
agresiones y ciberagresiones como la implicación en otros fenómenos considerados factores de riesgo del ciberacoso.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Cyberbullying and its associated risks
Cyberbullying is an emerging phenomenon defined as repeated harm arising from the widespread and
generalized use of digital media to communicate with others and engage in social life (Hinduja & Patchin, 2008).
Many researchers have approached this construct by holding it up against its counterpart in the physical world
(Garaigordobil, 2015), namely bullying, which has an established scientific background (Prodócimo, Cerezo, &
Arense, 2014). In fact, despite their differences, primarily owing to the contexts in which they take place (Vannucci,
Nocentini, Mazzoni, & Menesini, 2012), we now know that a high degree of co-involvement exists between them
(Waasdorp & Bradshaw, 2015). Previous research on Spanish samples report some diverging prevalence trends.
In the most recent study conducted with a representative sample of Spanish adolescents (Sastre, 2016), involvement
was 10.2% (3.3% cyber aggression and 6.9% cybervictimization). This figure surpasses the 7.7% found by Cerezo,
Arnaiz, Giménez, and Maquilón (2016). These data become dispersed when addressing the various forms,
declining in the most serious cases (Álvarez-García, Barreiro-Collazo, & Núñez, 2017).
The efforts that go into understanding these behaviors reveal risk factors for cyber aggressions (Modecki, Barber,
& Vernon, 2013). Those of particular relevance when it comes to psychoeducational interventions include the
abusive use of social networks and sexting (Del Rey, Casas, & Ortega-Ruiz, 2012). Regarding abusive use, “smartphones” have led to a general increase in time online, especially among the younger populations (Colás, González,
& de-Pablos, 2013). Despite this, the actors involved in cyberbullying, particularly cyber aggressors, continue to
spend significantly more time connected than their non-involved peers (Hinduja & Patchin, 2008). Sexting, understood as the sending and receiving of messages, images and videos of a sexually explicit nature on a technological
device, especially mobile phones (Klettke, Hallford, & Mellor, 2014), deserves special attention not only for being
a risk factor for cyberbullying (Livingstone & Smith, 2014), but also for the impact it has in its own right (Korenis &
Billick, 2014). What is more, sexting involvement is on the rise among Spanish adolescents (Gámez-Guadix, de
Santisteban, & Resett, 2017).
1.2. Interventions against cyberbullying and its associated risks
The need to intervene in cyberbullying is, beyond all doubt, a priority in the current climate given the figures
and consequences related to this phenomenon (Ortega, et al., 2012). Empirical findings to date have shown that
school-based anti-bullying programs are partially effective in tackling cyberbullying (Williford & al., 2013).
However, there is also evidence supporting the view that specific content associated with virtual environments and
social networks (Del Rey, & al., 2012) as well as sexting (Hinduja & Patchin, 2012) needs to be introduced.
Steps towards addressing cyberbullying in Spain have gradually been taken. The first public interventions have
involved adapting school-based anti-bullying protocols and “convivencia” projects (promoting harmonious interaction) within the cyberbullying domain (Cerezo & Rubio, 2017). One such initiative currently underway is the
2016 Strategic Plan for School Co-existence coordinated by the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports,
which prioritizes violence prevention, teaching how to use information and communication technologies (ICT)
and teacher training. On this topic, it has been shown that teachers’ feelings of competence are key to reducing bullying and cyberbullying (Casas, Ortega-Ruiz, & Del Rey, 2015; Menesini & Salmivalli, 2017).
Anti-cyberbullying interventions have also been developed and empirically tested with adolescents. These
include Cyber program 2.0 (Garaigordobil & Martínez-Valderrey, 2015) and ConRed (Del Rey, & al., 2012),
which have proven to be effective in reducing both cybervictimization and cyber aggression as well as bullying and
other risks. The ConRed program has even demonstrated its impact on cyber aggressors (Del Rey, Casas, & Ortega,
2016). However, little is still known about their impact on the prevalence of cyber aggression, which is one of the
most difficult objectives to achieve in bullying interventions (Ttofi & Farrington, 2011).
1.3. The “Asegúrate” Program
The “Asegúrate” Program was created to help teachers intervene against cyberbullying and its associated risks.
It was also conceived to enhance their feelings of competence in this area. The program is structured around three
main pillars:
a) The theory of normative social behavior (Rimal & Lapinski, 2015). This highlights how social behavior is
significantly influenced by social norms, where we see changes in conduct that lead to adopting external
conventions and patterns, in addition to avoiding dissent. It upholds the notion that our behavior is likely driven by
© ISSN: 1134-3478 • e-ISSN: 1988-3293 • Pages 39-48

what is perceived as socially acceptable, normal and legal (Del Rey, & al., 2012). Thus, adolescents behave with
their peers on social networking sites (as well as in face-to-face interactions) according to how they perceive
relationship norms in online settings, where bad relationships occur as a way of mimicking or blending in with the
context guided by three normative mechanisms: group identity, expectations and recognized legal norms.
Recognizing these keys and positively returning them to the students would be essential in ensuring a successful
intervention. “Asegúrate” makes use of the following processes in intervention design: first, it presents positive
identification models to the group, highlighting how some behaviors do not entail improved integration among peers;
second, it examines students’ expectations in everyday situations and holds them up against the real effects that bad
relationships and online bullying have; and third, it analyzes habitual online norms and works alongside students to
assess their impact.
b) Self-regulation skills. The inclusion of reflective practice in psychoeducational programs, aimed at enhancing
metacognitive skills, has been carried out successfully for some time now (Joseph, 2009). It has been found that
people with lower self-regulation skills are more likely to engage in aggressive behavior and are less capable of gauging the consequences their actions have on others (Roncero, Andreu, & Peña, 2016). In the specific case of cyberbullying, a link between low self-regulation and involvement (Vazsonyi, Machackova, Sevcikova, Smahel, & Cerna,
2012) and between less developed metacognitive skills and the use of non-productive coping strategies
(Nacimiento, Rosa, & Mora-Merchán, 2017) has also been observed. Thus, it is necessary to include elements
that allow and invite us to reflect on our actions, particularly during adolescence, which is a developmental
period characterized by lower self-control and greater impulsivity (Casey, Jones, & Hare, 2008). These elements
are especially relevant when it comes to online communication, given the perceived anonymity, limited consequences
and invisibility, which can lead to less inhibitory control and, therefore, increased cyber aggression (Van-Royen,
Poels, Vandebosch, & Adam, 2017).
c) The ideas/beliefs held by adolescents. Adhering to the principles of constructivist methodologies (e.g., Powell
& Cody, 2009), the sequence of activities (Table 1) is based on identifying pre-existing ideas about virtual
environments, in particular, social networks. This is followed by an analysis of one’s behavior in these settings.
Next, the emphasis is placed on reflecting on the reasons behind these behaviors. The following step is to analyze
the potential consequences of the behaviors exhibited by those at both the giving and receiving ends. The sequence
concludes with an activity that seeks to generalize and transfer the achievements to other relationship contexts. All
of these tasks adopt a reflective approach, which is necessary for progressively reshaping the students’ beliefs and
expectations. This fixed sequence of activities across all sessions allows the teacher, who is responsible for
implementing the program, to devise their units of work following a common logic, which can be adapted to the
students’ characteristics.
1.4. Aim and objectives
Because this represents a new program and its effectiveness is yet to be determined, particularly among those
who have shown to be less sensitive to other programs, the aim of the present study was to analyze the impact of
“Asegúrate” on aggression in cyberbullying and bullying, as well as on two of the associated risk factors: sexting and
the abusive use of the Internet and social networks. Specifically, we sought to identify the program’s impact relating
to three specific objectives: a) the prevalence of aggression in cyberbullying and bullying, sexting, and abusive use
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of the Internet and social network; b) the intensity of cyber-aggressive and aggressive behaviors; and c) cyber aggressors’
involvement in the risk factors under consideration: sexting and the abusive use of the Internet and social networks.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Participants
Four hundred and seventy-nine (479) students aged 12 to 18 years (54.9% girls; M=13.83, SD=1.40) from
seven secondary schools in Andalucía (southern Spain) took part in this study. Among them, 292 belonged to five
schools assigned to the quasi-experimental group (57.4% girls; M=13.84, SD=1.42) and 187 belonged to two
schools assigned to the control
group (51.1% girls; M=13.84,
SD=1.35).

We can conclude that “Asegúrate”, besides being a
program that reduces and occasionally prevents involvement
in interpersonal aggressive behaviors, bullying, and cyberbullying, also reduces and prevents sexting involvement. This
dual aspect is especially important given that previous
meta-analyses on interventions aimed at reducing schoolbased aggressions have shown, in general terms, how these
programs are effective at reducing levels of aggression when
it is high, but not at preventing a potential increase in
aggression.

2.2. Instruments
The aggression subscale
pertaining to the “European
Cyberbullying Intervention
Project
Questionnaire”
(ECIPQ; Del Rey & al., 2015)
was used to assess cyber
aggression. It comprises 11
items that assess the frequency
of cyber aggression in the last
two months, eliciting Likerttype responses (0=No;
1=Yes, once or twice; 2=
Yes, once or twice a month;
3=Yes, around once a week;
4=Yes, more than once a
week). Example: “I’ve insulted
someone on social networks
or WhatsApp”. Reliability of this

subscale in the present study was α=.72.
The aggression subscale corresponding to the “European Bullying Intervention Project Questionnaire” (EBIPQ;
Ortega-Ruiz, Del Rey, & Casas, 2016) was used to assess bullying. It comprises seven Likert-type items and evaluates
the frequency of aggression using the same response options as the previous measure. Example: “I’ve insulted and
said offensive things to someone”. Reliability of this subscale was α=.72.
A method applied in previous research (e.g., Ybarra & Mitchell, 2014) was used to assess sexting involvement.
Students were asked to respond to two items, rating their agreement across seven Likert-type options (0=Strongly
disagree to 6=Strongly agree). The statements were: “I’ve sent sexually explicit videos, images and messages to my
boyfriend/girlfriend” and “I’ve received sexually explicit videos, images, and messages from my boyfriend/girlfriend”.
The “Questionnaire of experiences related to the Internet” (CERI; Casas, Ruiz-Olivares, & Ortega-Ruiz, 2013)
was used to assess the abusive use of the Internet and social networks. This Internet-related experiences
questionnaire comprises ten Likert-type responses with four options (1=Never; 2=Hardly ever; 3=Often; 4=A
lot) measuring the intrapersonal dimension (e.g., “When you have problems, do you find that going on social networks or talking via WhatsApp helps you to escape from them?”) and interpersonal dimension of said use (e.g., “Do
you find it easier or more comfortable interacting with people via a social network or WhatsApp than in person?”).
The reliability in this study was α inter=.70, α intra=.79, α total=.86.
2.3. Procedure
Incidental sampling was performed. Phone calls were made to the schools to request their collaboration. The
centres that agreed to sign up were contacted again in order to arrange a meeting and agree on a schedule and the
classes that would take part in the study. The questionnaires were administered by young researchers, trained for
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this purpose, during school hours, and with the prior consent of the teaching staff. Before testing could commence,
the voluntary nature of study participation, anonymity, data confidentiality and the importance of giving honest
answers were emphasized.
Following initial data collection, time 1 (hereinafter T1), the program was implemented at five schools (quasiexperimental groups) and not at two schools (control groups). The quasi-experimental schools had to commit to
implementing at least four of the program’s teaching modules (of their own choosing). Upon intervention completion
at the five quasi-experimental centres, the questionnaires were administered again at least three months from the
intervention start date – this time at all seven schools, time 2 (hereinafter T2). The schools that did not participate
in the intervention were offered the opportunity to do so once the study had concluded.
The research was undertaken in accordance with APA ethical standards and was approved by the Biomedical
Research Ethics Coordinating Committee of Andalucía, which follows the guidelines for Good Clinical Practice set
by the International Conference on Harmonization. The project and instruments to be used were presented to the
School Board as part of its Co-existence Project and School Improvement Plan, who gave informed consent to
participate in the project.
2.4. Data analysis
To achieve the proposed objectives, the first step was to create four dichotomous variables. Two would relate
to aggressive involvement in bullying and cyberbullying, following the criteria set out by the authors of the scales
used (Del Rey & al., 2015): aggressors were considered to be those who confirmed having shown offensive actions
once or twice a month, or more frequent displays of any of the behaviors that present themselves in bullying or
cyber-bullying scenarios, respectively. As for sexting, active individuals were identified as those who responded
affirmatively to at least one of the two direct items (“I’ve sent sexually explicit videos, images and messages to
my boyfriend/girlfriend” and vice versa). The students’ scores were used to create the abusive use of the Internet
and social networks variable. The latter was devised by taking into account three categories (low, medium and high
use) based on the 33.33 and 66.66 percentiles in the T1 responses. Students exhibiting abusive use were considered
to be those who gave scores in the upper third.
To analyze the program’s impact on the prevalence of aggression in cyberbullying and bullying, as well as
sexting and the abusive use of the Internet and social networks, the percent variation in each of the groups (control
and quasi-experimental) was calculated. This variation represents the difference between prevalence in T1 and T2
in relation to the value shown in T1. Such variation was calculated using the following formula: [(PrevalenceT2PrevalenceT1)/ PrevalenceT1] × 100. In addition, a chi-square test, including involvement in cyber aggression,
aggression, sexting and abusive use of the Internet and social networks, was used to compare the statistical
significance of this variation in T1 and T2, respectively, by condition, control or experimental. The test’s
significance would indicate an association in involvement between T1 and T2, that is, involvement has not
substantially changed; its absence would indicate that the role has changed.
To achieve the second objective, those students identified as cyber aggressors in T1 were selected.
Subsequently, two new quantitative variables for cyber aggression and aggression were calculated based on the
means of the items that make up each dimension in order to analyze the variability in both phenomena. Two 2 x 2
repeated measures (2 times, T1 and T2, X 2 conditions, control and experimental) ANOVAs were used to
compare changes in the intensity of cyber aggression and aggression, respectively. For the third objective, which
was to analyze whether the prevalence of the studied risk factors, sexting and abusive use of the Internet and social
networks, varied in the group of students self-identified as cyber aggressors in T1 by the condition, the percent variation for these factors in the aforementioned group of students was calculated.
Coding and data analysis were carried out using the SPSS program, version 21, except for the percent variation
calculation which used Excel 2016.
3. Results
3.1. Impact of the “Asegúrate” Program on the prevalence of cyber aggression, sexting and the abusive use
of the Internet and social networks
The results relative to the program’s impact on the prevalence of cyber aggression and aggression revealed the
different percent variations in the control and experimental groups. Table 2 shows how cyber aggression involvement
diminished by 17.5% in the quasi-experimental group and increased by 52% in the control group. Prevalence of
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bullying aggression diminished
in both groups, but more so in
the quasi-experimental group
(19.6% vs. 2.9%).
The chi-square test was
significant in the control
group, χ2 (1, 187)=24.028,
p=.001, which means that there is an association between cyber aggression in T1 and T2, whereas the test was
not significant in the quasi-experimental group, χ2 (1, 289)=1.198, p=.274. The results for aggression were similar:
a significant association in the control group, χ2 (1, 187)=14.026, p=.001, and a non-significant one in the quasiexperimental group, χ2 (1, 290)=0.553, p=.481. Regarding the change in prevalence of the two risk factors,
sexting, and abusive use, the results of the percent variation show changes in both groups, but in a different order
(Table 3). Thus, the percent variation for sexting and the intrapersonal dimension for abusive use in the control
group represents an increase; however, a decrease is observed in the quasi-experimental group for both cases. In
terms of the interpersonal dimension for abusive use, a decrease is observed in both the control and quasiexperimental groups;
although the magnitude
in both groups varied,
proving greater in the
quasi-experimental
group.
For sexting, the chisquare test was significant
in the control group, χ2
(1, 187)=41.987, p= .001, and non-significant in the quasi-experimental group, χ2 (1, 280)= 3.345, p=.067, yielding the same outcome as intrapersonal abusive use (χ2 control [1, 187])=63.703, p=.001, χ2 quasi-experimental
[1, 269]=0.73, p=.787). For interpersonal abusive use, the association was significant in the control group, χ2 (1,
187)=45.120, p=.001, and bordered on significance in the quasi-experimental group, χ2 (1, 269)=3.937,
p=.047.
3.2. Impact on the intensity of cyber aggression and aggression in cyber aggressors
The ANOVA results for cyber aggression showed a significant intra-subject effect of time, F (1, 40)=7.108,
p=.011, η2p=.151, but not of condition, F (1, 40)=3.280, p=.078, η2p=.076. However, these effects are qualified by the interaction between time
and condition, F (1,
40)=6.959, p=.012,
η2p=.148. Regarding
aggression, the results
followed a similar pattern, a significant
effect of time, F (1,
40)=9.034, p=.005, η2p=.184; a lack of significance for condition, F (1, 40)=1.138, p=.292, η2p=.028; and a
significant interaction, F (1, 40)=9.990, p=.003, η2p=.200.
These data reveal a clear decline in cyber aggression and aggression associated with the intervention, as can be
observed when comparing the means (Table 4).
3.3. Involvement of cyber aggressors in risk factors
Taking into account those adolescents identified as cyber aggressors in T1, the percent variation in the prevalence of sexting and abusive use of the Internet and social networks in both groups, control and quasi-experimental,
was analyzed (Table 5). The results reveal that direct sexting involvement decreased by almost half in the quasiexperimental group, whereas a slight increase was found in the control group. As for abusive use, an increase was
© ISSN: 1134-3478 • e-ISSN: 1988-3293 • Pages 39-48

observed in the control group, whereas a decrease in both the intrapersonal and interpersonal factors was found
in the quasi-experimental group.
For sexting,
the chi square
was marginally
significant in the
control group
and non-significant in the quasiexperimental
group, χ2 control (1, 12)=3.704, p=.054; χ2 quasi-experimental (1, 29)=0.232, p=.630.
For abusive use, the associations were non-significant for group and the intrapersonal factor, χ2 control (1,
12)=1.333, p=.546; χ2 quasi-experimental (1, 28)=0.232, p=.630; and non-significant for the interpersonal
factor, χ2 control (1, 12)=3.086, p=.079; χ2quasi-experimental (1, 28)=0.019, p=.891.
4. Discussion and conclusions
The majority of intervention programs tackling bullying and cyberbullying are effective at addressing victimization (Ttofi & Farrington, 2011), but they are scarcely effective at reducing aggressive behaviors. The aim of
this study was to analyze the impact of the “Asegúrate” program on cyber aggression and aggression for the cited
phenomena. In light of the results obtained, we can conclude that this program is effective at not only reducing the
prevalence of cyber aggressions and aggressions, but it is also effective in reducing the involvement in other
phenomena considered to be risk factors for cyberbullying: sexting and the abusive use of the Internet and social
networks (Del Rey & al., 2016).
Specifically, the results corresponding to the first objective show that, without intervention, involvement in cyber
aggression, sexting, and intrapersonal abusive use increases; however, it diminishes with intervention. This percent
variation is especially notable in cyber aggression. This aspect is particularly noteworthy given that earlier studies
report on how, as these phenomena hold over time, the potential harm for all those involved increases (Livingstone
& Smith, 2014). Furthermore, in the case of bullying aggression and the abusive use of the Internet and social networks interpersonal factor, the analysis of the control group results shows that, unlike the previously mentioned
phenomena, these tend to diminish over time. However, the comparative assessment demonstrates that the program
accelerates this reduction, yielding a percent variation almost seven times greater in aggression and almost ten times
greater in interpersonal abusive use in the quasi-experimental groups than in the control groups. A possible
explanation for this diminishing aggression in bullying has to do with the phenomenon’s development, given that
several studies have observed a decline with advancing age, continuing to fall after the second year of compulsory
secondary education (Sastre, 2016). Nevertheless, the program’s impact highlights the importance of intervention to
speed up this decline. The decrease found in the abusive use interpersonal factor is, to some extent, surprising, especially given that available data indicate that abusive use increases with advancing age, at least between 9 and 16
years of age (Casas, Ruiz-Olivares, & al., 2013). This aspect coincides with the increase observed in the intrapersonal factor corresponding to the control group. However, in this case, the decline observed in the interpersonal
factor, coupled with the fact that intervention does not appear to alter involvement levels substantially, suggest the
need for analysis into which of the program’s factors could be responsible for facilitating a more controlled and “less
compulsive” use of the Internet and social networks as a way of escaping, but not as a way of interacting with others.
Similarly, the fact that a trend shift is observed when the program is developed (in cyber aggression, in sexting and
the abusive use intrapersonal factor) emphasizes the appropriateness of the methodology used. This demonstrates
the important role that self-regulation plays as an inhibitor of aggression, as previously reported by other authors
(Vazsonyi & al., 2012). Another key finding of the present study is that, although “anti-bullying” programs are used
to prevent cyberbullying among students (Williford & al., 2013), certain programs geared towards preventing cyberbullying, such as those commented upon in the introduction (Del Rey, & al., 2012; Garaigordobil & MartínezValderrey, 2015) and “Asegúrate”, the program subject to study, are also used to prevent aggression in bullying
situations.
In terms of the second objective, namely the decline in intensity of aggressive behaviors, the results once again
confirm the effectiveness of the program, with significant differences between the control and quasi-experimental
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groups emerging. From this perspective, and given how difficult it is to change the aggressors’ conduct (Ttofi &
Farrington, 2011), the results support the aforementioned effect of self-regulation whereby, not only does it reduce
these behaviors in general, but also the students that exhibit them are able to reduce their intensity. What is more,
the results demonstrate the transfer of this control from virtual environments (which this program primarily works
in) to physical environments. A further explanation for the possible factors responsible for these results has to do
with teacher involvement in program implementation. From this perspective, earlier studies show that one of the
factors associated with aggression is students’ perceptions of teacher non-involvement (Casas & al., 2015). The fact
that “Asegúrate” is a teacher-implemented program could change students’ perceptions in this respect.
Regarding the third and final objective, the results partially corroborate the program’s effect on risk factors in
cyber-aggressors. Thus, whereas sexting involvement increases in non-intervened cyber aggressors, a decline by
almost a half is observed in the quasi-experimental condition. Conversely, in the case of abusive use, the results do
not allow us to confirm whether the program is responsible for the changes observed between the control and
quasi-experimental groups. In any case, it is important to highlight the reduced number of students per group in this
analysis as a study limitation. We can conclude that “Asegúrate”, besides being a program that reduces and
occasionally prevents involvement in interpersonal aggressive behaviors, bullying, and cyberbullying, also reduces
and prevents sexting involvement. This dual aspect is especially important given that previous meta-analyses on
interventions aimed at reducing school-based aggressions have shown, in general terms, how these programs are
effective at reducing levels of aggression when it is high, but not at preventing a potential increase in aggression
(Wilson & Lipsey, 2007).
Taken together, the results endorse “Asegúrate” as a useful practice that could well be considered an
evidence-based practice to reduce the cyberbullying and bullying phenomena, sexting and certain dimensions
corresponding to the abusive use of the Internet and social networks. Given the evidence that the holding of these
problems over time heightens their impact and effects, programs like the one presented here should be seen as
essential tools in schools’ daily activities.
Lastly, it is important to note the limitations of this study and future lines of research opened up by the results.
In addition to the problems inherent in the use of self-report measures, the short-term longitudinal design used
represents a strength yet makes it difficult to control certain variables. Thus, there is no leveling between the quasiexperimental group and the control group in terms of the number of participants, schools, and students. Similarly,
the control of outside variables, such as the schools’ participation in other activities covered in their co-existence
plans, was not possible. Although this hinders the interpretation of the results, it gives them ecological validity, given
that this represents the real day-to-day workings of our schools. As for the reality of the phenomena under study,
the not very high number of students included in the cyber-aggression analyses, as well as their uneven distribution
across the control groups (12) and the quasi-experimental groups (30), means that we should interpret these results
with a degree of caution. Regarding future lines of research, we would need to determine whether a longer
program would produce stronger or more longer-lasting effects, as reported in other studies. Similarly, we would
need to continue investigating the matter to clearly identify which factors that help to prevent cyber aggression also
help to prevent traditional aggression and vice-versa, as well as the common and differential associated risk factors,
sexting and the abusive use of the Internet and social networks. From this perspective, a more detailed map of these
factors would enable us to draw up intervention proposals with common features, based on different risks, and
specific features, which are applicable to specific populations and in highly vulnerable developmental periods.
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ABSTRACT
The goal of this cross-cultural study was to analyze and compare the cybervictimization and cyberaggression scores, and the
problematic Internet use between Spain, Colombia and Uruguay. Despite cultural similarities between the Spanish and the South
American contexts, there are few empirical studies that have comparatively examined this issue. The study sample consisted of
2,653 subjects aged 10-18 years. Data was collected through the cyberbullying questionnaire and the Spanish version of the
“Revised generalized and problematic Internet use scale”. Results showed a higher prevalence of minor cyberbullying behavior in
Spain between 10-14 years. In the three countries compared, there was a higher prevalence of two types of bystanders: the
defender of the victim and the outsider, although in Colombia there were more profiles of assistant to the bully. Regarding the
problematic use of the Internet, there were not differences between the three countries. We provide evidence on the relationship
between cybervictimization and cyberaggression and problematic use of the Internet. The dimensions of compulsive use and
regulation of mood are the best predictors of cyberbullying. We discuss our results in relation to the possible normalization of
violence and its lack of recognition as such.
RESUMEN
El objetivo de este estudio transcultural ha sido analizar y comparar las puntuaciones de cibervictimización y ciberagresión, y el
uso problemático de Internet en adolescentes de España, Colombia y Uruguay, ya que pese a las semejanzas culturales existentes
entre el contexto latinoamericano y español son escasos los estudios empíricos que los han comparado previamente. La muestra
estuvo formada por 2.653 participantes de 10 a 18 años. Se recogieron datos a través del cuestionario de ciberacoso y de la versión en castellano del «Revised generalized and problematic Internet use scale». Los resultados ponen de manifiesto una mayor
prevalencia de conductas de ciberacoso leve en España entre los 10-14 años. En los tres países, destacan dos roles de ciberobservador: defensor de la víctima y no comprometido ante la agresión, aunque con más perfiles de apoyo al agresor en Colombia.
No se observan diferencias en un uso problemático de Internet entre los tres países. Se proporcionan evidencias sobre la relación
de la cibervictimización y ciberagresión con el uso problemático de Internet. Las dimensiones de uso compulsivo y regulación del
estado anímico son las que mejor predicen el ciberacoso. Los resultados son discutidos con relación a la posible normalización
de la violencia y su falta de reconocimiento como tal.
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1. Introduction
In the last decades, advances in technology and Internet tools have transformed the way we access information,
communicate, express ourselves, and interact. However, despite its advantages, the Internet also involves some
risks. Many of the psychosocial problems occurring in virtual life replicate the problems found in “real” life (e.g.,
peer abuse or gender-based abuse). Additionally, new problems have arisen as a result of the misuse of the Internet
and/or digital media. The psychosocial problems associated with new technologies are addressed by “cyberpsychology”. This branch of psychology focuses on the relationship between human beings and the use of technology in daily life.
One of the problems linked to the misuse of new technologies is cyberbullying, defined as any behavior
performed through electronic or digital media –prevailingly cell phones and the Internet– by individuals or groups
that repeatedly communicate hostile or aggressive messages intended to inflict harm or discomfort on others
(Tokunaga, 2010). The most common behaviors include flaming, denigration (insults and humiliation), threatening
and offensive calls or messages, impersonation, exclusion, and outing (Kowalski, Limber, & Agatston, 2012).
Cyberbullying can occur anywhere at any time of the day, which aggravates uncertainty in the cybervictim and
dramatically extends the potential audience. The identity of the perpetrator can be known or not (Tokunaga, 2010).
This imbalance of power has a dramatic impact on the social and emotional well-being of the victim. Thus, cyberbullying affects the personality, self-esteem, social skills and ability of the victim to resolve conflicts (Zych, Ortega,
& Del Rey, 2015). Notably, the role of cyberbystander is increasingly gaining relevance, and a range of preventive
interventions focused on this role have been developed (e.g., the KIVA bullying prevention program; Salmivalli,
Kärnä, & Poskiparta, 2011). Salmivalli (1999) studied in detail the role of bystanders in traditional bullying. The
author noted that the role of bystanders in the prevention of perpetuation of bullying is crucial. The author identified
five bystander sub-roles, namely: reinforcer of the bully, assistant of the bully, outsider, pro-victim, and defender of
the victim, the latter being the most prevalent. Given the relevance of these sub-roles, understanding and identifying
them is crucial. Little research has been conducted on this aspect so far.
Cyberbullying is a social problem for which prevalence and incidence have increased dramatically around the
world in recent years (Aboujaoude, Savage, Starcevic, & Salame, 2015). Intensive research has been conducted on
cyberbullying in the USA and Europe. In contrast, few efforts are being made in Latin America, where cyberbullying
has been studied using different methodologies. In Spain, recent data reveal that cyberbullying occurs in all regions,
with a mean prevalence of 26,65% (mean SD: 23,23%) for cybervictimization (CBV) and 24,64% for cyberaggression (CBA) (mean SD: 24,35%) (Zych, Ortega-Ruiz, & Marin-López, 2016). The prevalence of cyberbullying is considerably higher in Latin America. In Colombia, its prevalence ranges from 30% (Redondo & Luzardo,
2016; Redondo, Luzardo, García-Lizarazo, & Ingles, 2017) to 60% (Mura & Diamantini, 2013). In Argentina and
Mexico, rates reach 49% (Laplacette, Becher, Fernández, Gómez, Lanzillotti, & Lara, 2011; Lucio & González,
2012). Conversely, other studies have shown a prevalence of CBV below 15% in Mexico (Castro & Varela, 2013;
García-Maldonado, Joffre, Martínez, & Llanes, 2011), Uruguay (Lozano & al., 2011) and Chile (Varela, Pérez,
Schwaderer, Astudillo, & Lecannelier, 2014). These inconsistencies across countries are surprising, given the
common ties of language and culture between Spain and Latin America that make comparative studies relevant.
However, little research has been conducted to elucidate the causes of such differences. Romera, Herrera-López,
Casas, Ortega-Ruiz, and Gómez-Ortiz (2017) recently performed a study to examine the influence of interpersonal
variables (perceived social self-efficacy and social motivation) in cyberbullying. The author established a homogeneous model for the Spanish and Colombian populations.
In relation to the use of the Internet, it is worth mentioning that the DSM-V (American Psychiatric Association,
2014) does not recognize addiction to or the intensive use of the Internet as an addictive disorder or as a “behavioral
addiction”. However, this does not mean that it is not harmful. One of the most widely used and accepted terms is
“problematic Internet use” (Caplan, 2010). This approach places emphasis on the potential dysfunctions and interferences that some use patterns can cause in relation to an individuals’ family, social and academic life. A large
number of studies conducted in Spain (Gámez-Guadix, Orue, & Calvete, 2013), in Mexico (Gámez-Guadix, VillaGeorge, & Calvete, 2012), and in the European context (Blinka, Škařupová, Ševčíková, Wölfling, Müller, & Dreier,
2015) support the adoption of a cognitive-behavioral model to explain patterns of Internet misuse. These
characteristics include a preference for online social interaction or compulsive use of the Internet, yet, little evidence
has been published on the relationship between this construct and the different roles in cyberbullying, not to
mention the scarcity of comparative data in different countries.
© ISSN: 1134-3478 • e-ISSN: 1988-3293 • Pages 49-58

For this reason, the main goal of this study was to analyze and compare scores for CBA and CBV in Spain,
Colombia, and Uruguay. Other secondary objectives include: (1) Analyzing the factorial structure of the questionnaires used for the samples of Colombia and Uruguay; 2) Describing and comparing the profile of cyberbystanders
in the three countries; 3) Analyzing and comparing patterns of problematic Internet use in the three countries; and
4) Examining the relationship between a problematic Internet use and cyberbullying.
Based on the results of previous studies, our hypotheses were: (1) Higher scores for CBV and CBA would be
obtained for the Colombian population; (2) The factorial structure of the questionnaires employed would be valid
for the Colombian and Uruguayan sample; (3) The most common cyberbystander sub-role would be that of defender
of the victim, with a homogeneous distribution across the three countries; (4) No differences would be observed in
patterns of problematic Internet use across countries; (5) A correlation exists between problematic Internet use and
CBV and CBA .
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Sample
A cross-sectional, descriptive, analytical study was performed between March 2016 and July 2017. The sample
was composed of 2.653 subjects 10 to 18 years of age (M=14,48; SD=1,66) from Colombia (51,3%), Uruguay
(9,9%) and Spain (38,8%), of whom 50,8% were male (N=1,350) and 49,1% were female (N=1,303). Nonprobabilistic incidental sampling was performed. Students were recruited from schools from north to south and from
east to west of each country. A total of 12 schools were ultimately included. All centers were located in urban areas
with a population of lowmedium socioeconomic status. The Colombian sample was recruited from five
public
and
three private
schools located in Belen,
Neiva, Bogota and Cali (n=1,363; mean age 14,82; SD=1,68). The sample from Uruguay was recruited from a
private school in Melo (n=260, mean age: 14,48; SD=1,72). The Spanish sample was obtained from two public
schools in Valencia and Asturias, and a semi-private school in Seville (n=1.030; mean age: 14,01; SD=1,49). Age
and sex distribution by country are shown in Table 1.
2.2. Assessment instruments
Sociodemographic data included sex (male/female), age (categorized into four age groups: 10-12; 13-14; 1516 and 17-18 years) and country (Colombia; Uruguay; Spain).
“Cuestionario de Ciberacoso” (CBQ; Calvete, Orue, Estévez, Villardón, & Padilla, 2010; Estévez, Villardón,
Calvete, Padilla, & Orue, 2010; Gámez-Guadix, Villa-George, & Calvete, 2014). It contains a 17-item CBA scale
and an 11-item CBV scale that evaluate behaviors associated with cyberbullying. Answers were scored on a 4-point
Likert scale (0=never; 1=once or twice; 2= three or four times; 3=five or more times). Based on norm scores,
three profiles, as follows: no problem (total score=0-1); minor cybervictim/cyberbully (scores ≥85th percentile and
<95th; c) severe cybervictim/cyberbully (scores ≥95th percentile). The validation study in the Spanish population
showed adequate reliability and validity. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for the CBV and CBA dimensions were
α=.86 and α=.82, respectively. Some terms and expressions were adapted for the Colombian and Uruguayan
version of the questionnaire (e.g. “móvil” [mobile] was replaced with “celular”; “ordenador” [computer] with
“computadora”; “agresor” [aggressor] with “matón”, and “acoso” [bullying] with “matoneo”, to name a few).
Participants were asked to define their role as cyberbystanders. Dimensions were established according to those
described in the literature for traditional bullying (Salmivalli, 1999; Salmivalli Lagerspetz, Bjorkqvist, Osterman, &
al., 1996), namely: a) assistant of the bully (never starts aggression, but occasionally supports the aggressor); b)
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reinforcer of the bully (supports the aggressor, but never joins him/her); c) outsider (never supports the aggressor or
the victim); d) pro-victim (supports the victim but does nothing to stop the aggression); e) defender (often defends
the victim).
Spanish version of the “Revised Generalized and Problematic Internet Use Scale” (GPIUS2, Gámez-Guadix &
al., 2013). This 15-item questionnaire assesses problematic Internet use by five subscales: (1) preference for online
social interaction; (2) mood modulated by the Internet; (3) negative effects; (4) cognitive concern; (5) compulsive
use. Responses were measured on a 6-point Likert’s scale (1=absolutely disagree; 6= agree). Scores were coded
based on four categories: a) no problem (score ≥1<2); b) isolated problems (≥2<4); c) potentially problematic
use (score ≥4<5); d) problematic use ≥5≤6). The scale yielded adequate levels of reliability and validity for the
Spanish sample. Cochrane’s coefficient for this study was α=.93. Again, the Colombian and Uruguayan versions
were adapted.
2.3. Procedures
Centers were first contacted by e-mail and, when they agreed to participate, they were contacted by phone for
submission of the documents required to participate in the study. The battery of questionnaires was distributed in
the classroom by a collaborator and school staff (generally, the class tutor or school counselor). Respondents were
encouraged to give truthful answers, not spending too much time to answer a specific question and note down any
doubt on the last page. The time required by students to complete the questionnaires ranged from 25 to 40 minutes.
Participation was voluntary and anonymous, and no compensation was provided. By completing the questionnaires,
the students tacitly agreed to participate in the study. Previous consent was obtained from parents and school management. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of Asturias, Spain (Ref 11/15).
3. Analysis and results
Prior to data analysis, structural equation models were created for the CBQ using weighted least squares
estimates (WLS) based on the Colombian and Uruguayan samples altogether. Confirmatory factor analysis of
GPIUS2 was performed using the robust method of maximum likelihood (including Satorra-Bentler’s scaled χ2
index). The goodness of fit of the estimated models was assessed using the non-normative fit index (NNFI), and
comparative fit index (CFI) and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA). NNFI and CFI values
above .90 indicate an acceptable goodness of fit, whereas values >.95 indicate good goodness of fit. RMSEA near
.05 reveals excellent goodness of fit whereas values ranging from .05 to .08 indicate acceptable goodness of fit
(Byrne, 2006; Hu & Bentler, 1999).
Other analyses included: 1) verification of the normal distribution of the sample (Shapiro-Wilks test) and homogeneity of variance (Levene test); 2) analysis of frequencies and measures of central tendency and dispersion of
means; 3) estimation of the standard score for the variables found to be correlated; 4) χ2 for post-hoc comparison
of proportions; 5) partial correlations after adjustment for age; 6) analysis of variance using Bonferroni post-hoc
comparisons; 7) stepwise multiple linear regression using F probability for an input value of .15 and an output of
.20 to determine the GPIUS2 dimension that best predicted CBV and CBA scores in each country. When statistically significant differences were found, Cohen’s d was calculated to estimate the effect size of the difference. A p
value <.05 was considered statistically significant. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS, 23 and Lisrel 8.5.
3.1. Validity and reliability of CBQ and
GPIUS2 for the
samples from Colombia and Uruguay
The hypothesized
model was composed
of two correlated factors, one for CBA and
another for CBV (following Gámez-Guadix & al., 2014). The solution obtained was satisfactory, with the adequate
goodness of fit: χ2(234, N=1.620)=341; p<.001; RMSEA=.059 (95% CI: .053-.066); NNFI=.98; CFI=.98.
The CBV dimension obtained a Cronbach’s alpha of .82 whereas CBA yielded .86.
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As for GPIUS2, we used the five-item model described elsewhere (Caplan, 2010; Gámez-Guadix & al., 2013).
Acceptable results were obtained: S-B χ2(84)=401; p<.001; RMSEA=.070 (IC 95%: .063-.079; NNFI=.98;
CFI=.98). Cronbach’s alpha was .90.
3.2. Prevalence of cybervictimization and cyberaggression
Table 2 shows differences across countries in total scores for CBV and CBA.
Differences in the proportional distribution of severity of cyberbullying are shown in Table 3 by age and country.
The percentage of participants with no problems was higher in Colombia. In contrast, Spain showed a higher
number of participants with minor problems (especially within the 10-14 age range). No significant differences
were observed regarding severe cyberbullying.
Differences based on age and sex were observed in severe CBV in Colombia (10-12 year-old, male: 1,3%;
female: 11,7%), χ²(2, N=8)=6,67; p<.05), and minor CBV ( 15-16 year old, male: 4,3%; female: 16,2%), χ²(2,
N=37)=17,82; p<.001), with a higher percentage for female students. Differences were also observed in Spain
in the category of minor CBV, but with a higher percentage for males (13-14 years, male: 25%; female: 7%), χ²(2,
N=28)=18,13; p<.001. No gender- or sex-based differences were found in relation to CBA.

3.3. Profile of cyberbystander
Based on the total scores shown in Table 4, most respondents reported playing the sub-role of defender of the
victim, followed by that of the outsider. Thus, gender-based differences were observed, being male students more
likely to play the role of outsider (34,9% vs. 31,2%), χ²(1, N=856)=4,21; p=.04, whereas female students were
more likely to adopt a role of defenders of the victim (male: 38,2%; female: 44,3%; χ²(1, N=1.067)=3,96;
p=.047).
Age-based differences were only observed in Colombia, χ²(12, N=1.339)=42,21; p<.001, being the role of
assistant of the cyberbully prevalent among 10-12-year-old students as compared to 15-18-year-old students.
Statistically significant differences were observed between Colombia and Spain in the sub-roles of assistant χ²(2,
N=151)=167,57; p<.001; reinforcer, χ²(2, N=123)=65,02; p<.001; and outsider, χ²(2, N=857)=275,26;
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p<.001. In contrast, the sub-roles of pro-victim, χ²(2, N=392)=86,61; p<.001, and defender of the victim, χ²(2,
N=1.069)=258,07; p<.001, were significantly more prevalent in Spain than in Colombia.
3.4. Problematic Internet
use
Differences in overall
scores on GPIUS2 were
only observed between
Colombia and Uruguay
(F2,5653=4.052;
p=0.018; d=.20) (Colombia: M=2,14, SD=
1,05; Uruguay: M=2,34,
SD=,94; Spain: M=2,20,
SD=1,08). No gender- or
age-based differences were
found. By category, differences among countries
were prevailingly found in
isolated problems (Table 5).
All GPIUS2 dimensions were positively and significantly correlated with overall scores for CBV and CBA,
although differences –especially between Colombia and Uruguay– were low to moderate (Table 6).
Multiple linear regressions were performed to identify the GPIUS2 dimension that best predicted total scores
for CBV and CBA. For Colombia, CBV was predicted by compulsive use (β=.332 [.174-.490]; p<.001) and mood
regulation (β=.263 [.124-.403]; p<.001) [r2=.049]; whereas CBA was best predicted by negative effects (β=.406
[.282-.530]; p<.001) [r2= .030]. For Uruguay, the best predictors were mood regulation (for CBV: β= .680 [.382-.977];
p<.001; for CBA:
β=.303 [.060.546]; p<.015)
[r2=.103] and
negative effects
(for CBV: β=
.566
[.1281.005]; p=.012)
[r2=.124]; for
CBA: β=.716
[.358-1.075];
p<.001). In Spain,
compulsive use
(β=.296 [.140.452]; p<.001),
mood regulation
(β=.286 [.167.404]; p<.001)
and
negative
effects (β=.271
[.095-.448];
p = . 0 0 3 )
[r2=.143] were
predictors
of
CBV. CBA was
predicted
by
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compulsive use (β=.377 [.308-.446];
p<.001) [r2=.100].
4. Discussion and conclusions
This study contributes to the understanding of the prevalence of cyberbullying
and the problematic use of the Internet
from a comparative approach. In addition,
evidence of correlations between the two
phenomena is provided.
Few cross-cultural studies have been
conducted in relation to cyberbullying.
Comparative studies of Spain and Latin
America are scarce. The main objective of
this study was to analyze and compare the
characteristics of cyberbullying in
Colombia, Uruguay, and Spain. The results obtained show that minor-CBV is more frequent in Spain than in
Colombia, as is CBA in Spain with respect to Colombia and Uruguay. CBV was more frequent in Uruguay than in
Colombia. These data do not confirm our first hypothesis that scores for cyberbullying would be higher in Colombia
as reported in previous studies. This inconsistency may be due to respondents’ inability to recognize that their cyberbullying related behaviors are problematic or a form of cyber abuse. The fact that peer cyberbullying has become
commonplace among youngsters may be the result of the social and cultural changes caused by the generalization
of violence experienced in the last years (Castro & Varela, 2013). Thus, individuals tend to justify violence and
adopt an individualistic perspective by which people have to solve their own problems (Cruz, 2014).
Comparative studies of the prevalence of cyberbullying in Europe and Latin America are hindered by methodological differences, yet the prevalence rates obtained in this study are consistent with those reported in previous
studies conducted in Colombia (Herrera-López, Romera, & Ortega-Ruiz, 2017). However, lower prevalence rates
have been documented in other Latin American studies (Castro & Varela, 2013; del-Río-Pérez, Bringue, Sádaba,
& González, 2009), and the only study performed in Uruguay (Lozano & al., 2011). The prevalence rates reported
in these studies range from 6% to 12%, which is consistent with the results obtained in this study. Also, these rates
are similar to those obtained in other studies reporting a prevalence of severe cyberbullying ranging between 2%
and 7% (Castro & Varela, 2013; Garaigordobil, 2011; García-Fernández, Romera-Félix, & Ortega-Ruiz, 2016;
Herrera-López & al., 2017).
Regarding age, the frequency of cyberbullying has consistently been reported to decrease as age increases
(Aranzales & al., 2014) peaking at 12-14 years (Tokunaga, 2010) and 14-15 years (Herrera-López & al., 2017;
Zych & al., 2015). This is supported by the results of this study, as prevalence rates were higher in the 13-14 and
15-16 age groups. In relation to gender, the prevalence of CBV was higher among female students, as described in
previous studies (Garaigordobil & Aliri, 2013). In contrast, gender-based differences were not observed in relation
to CBA.
The role of cyberbystander has been scarcely studied (Jones, Mitchell, & Turner, 2015) and only in Englishspeaking countries. Nevertheless, the results of this study confirm our third hypothesis, which supports the results
obtained for traditional bullying (Salmivalli, 1999; Salmivalli & al.,1996). Thus, prevalent sub-roles include defender
of the victim and outsider. Data showed a homogeneous distribution across countries, except for the roles of
supporter and reinforcer of the bully. The prevalence of these roles was considerably high in the 10-to-14-year
range in the Colombian sample, where support to the victim was lower.
There is growing evidence that problematic Internet use among adolescents has a negative impact on their
quality of life, as it causes changes in health habits (sleep, diet, physical activity, among others) and interferes with
their family, social and academic life (Cerniglia, Zoratto, Cimino, Laviola, Ammaniti, & Adriani, 2017; MuñozRivas, Fernández-González, & Gámez-Guadix, 2010). Epidemiologic studies have confirmed the clinical and social
relevance of problematic Internet use. The meta-analysis conducted by Cheng and Li (2014) with data from 31
countries revealed prevalence rates ranging from 2,6% to 10,9% depending on the country. The prevalence of
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problematic Internet use documented in this study was lower than the ones reported in previous studies (<2%)
but is consistent when potentially problematic Internet use is included in estimations (reaching 7%). The results
obtained also confirm our fourth hypothesis: no significant differences exist among countries. However, no studies
had been previously conducted to compare cyberbullying in Uruguay, Colombia and Spain.
Evidence on the correlation between problematic Internet use and cyberbullying is also limited. Our fifth hypothesis was also confirmed, as a positive correlation was observed between the GPIUS2 dimensions studied and CBV
and CBA. The dimensions that seem to predict best cyberbullying were mood regulation (for CBV), negative effects
(for CBA) and compulsive use (for CBV and CBA).
Finally, the results obtained showed that the instruments used have an adequate factorial validity and reliability
for the Colombian and Uruguayan population. Validation was performed as described elsewhere (Gámez-Guadix
& al., 2013; 2014), which confirms the null hypothesis.
The diversity of methods employed by which questionnaires and scales were homogenized allows for future
comparative studies among different countries. This study may serve as a reference for future cross-cultural studies.
This study had some limitations. First, the results obtained were based on self-reports, with the potential risk of
bias. This could be solved in the future by the administration of questionnaires to parents, teachers and peers.
Another limitation is that the design of the study is cross-sectional, convenience sampling was performed, and the
Uruguayan sample was small with regard to the Spanish and Colombian samples. In addition, the sample only includes
students from urban areas with a low/middle socioeconomic status. Third, although evidence of the internal validity
of the instruments was obtained for the Colombian and Uruguayan sample altogether, confirmatory factor analysis
could not be performed for the Uruguayan sample due to the small size of the sample. Predictive validity and
test-retest reliability could also have been assessed. In general terms, the external validity of the results obtained is
limited. This study should be understood as a first approach to compare cyberbullying in these three countries.
Future longitudinal studies should be conducted to replicate the results obtained in populations from other regions
and countries.
In conclusion, this cross-cultural study provides empirical evidence on cyberbullying in two Latin American
countries (Colombia and Uruguay) and Spain. Also, this study contributes to the body of knowledge on the prevalence of cyberbullying and identifies it as a problem that affects all cultures and regions. This is the first study to
analyze the problematic Internet use from a comparative approach.
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ABSTRACT
This article presents the methodological strategies, results and a critical analysis of the national research project MapCom “The
Research Sphere on Communication Studies Social Practices, Map of Projects, Groups, research objects and methods”. We
present the results obtained within the first two phases of the research project. The complete sample of objects for analysis was
selected within this time span, all doctoral research and research projects were included. We performed a specific analysis of
descriptive variables associated to gender, objects of study, funding, more present methodologies, as well as a comparative
analysis between research projects and doctoral theses from a perspective of the objects of study and the methodologies
implemented. We contextualize the work with a comparative analysis of research in Social Science and Humanities in the same
period analysed in Spain. We performed an analysis of the weaknesses, threats, strengths and opportunities which were detected
within the analysis, and we propose recommendations aimed at developing a “Strategic Action Plan for Competitive Research in
Communication”. The analysis of this research concludes with the observation of similarities between the objects of study, but
also of the differences between the objectives of the investigations when we compare doctoral theses and research projects in
the analysed period. We also carried out a comparative analysis of the 12 most relevant universities in Spain, in order to identify
differences, similarities and research patterns in research teams or groups, associate doctoral programs and universities.
RESUMEN
Este artículo presenta las estrategias metodológicas, los resultados y un análisis crítico del proyecto de investigación nacional
MapCom «El sistema de investigación en España sobre prácticas sociales de Comunicación, Mapa de Proyectos, Grupos, Líneas,
Objetos de estudio y Métodos». Se ofrecen los resultados obtenidos de las dos primeras fases del proyecto de investigación en el
conjunto del país y muestra total seleccionada de los objetos de estudio, tesis doctorales y proyectos de investigación. Se realiza
un análisis específico de variables descriptivas asociadas a género, objetos de estudio, financiación, metodologías más presentes,
así como un análisis comparado entre proyectos de investigación y tesis doctorales desde una perspectiva de los objetos de estudio
y las metodologías implementadas. El trabajo se contextualiza con un análisis comparativo de la investigación en Ciencias Sociales
y Humanidades en el mismo periodo analizado en España. Se hace un análisis de las debilidades, amenazas, fortalezas y oportunidades que han sido detectadas y se ofrecen recomendaciones orientadas a desarrollar un «Plan de Acción Estratégico para la
Investigación Competitiva en Comunicación». El análisis concluye con la constatación de las semejanzas entre los objetos de estudio, pero también de las diferencias entre los objetivos de las investigaciones cuando se comparan tesis doctorales y proyectos de
investigación en el periodo analizado. Se lleva a cabo igualmente un análisis comparativo de las 12 universidades con mayor relevancia en España, con el objeto de detectar diferencias, similitudes y patrones de investigación en grupos de investigación, doctorados asociados y universidades.
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1. Introduction and object of research
The research system on communication social practices in Spain has become increasingly interesting in the last
few years within our scientific context. Quantitative and qualitative research on the project map, groups, lines of
research, objects of study and methods is a field of study that has turned into an institutionalized discipline under
research associations, particularly under the Spanish Communication Research Association (AE-IC). An objective
as well as scientifically and methodologically rigorous analysis of those projects, research teams, lines of research,
objects of study and methods that underpin Communication as an area of knowledge and research has just been
completed in Spain.
Research on communication research practices and methodologies within our cultural context can be traced
back to the late 20th century. A large portion of this research was hosted by the Spanish Association of Communication
Researchers (AICE), the predecessor of the AE-IC. Along these lines, to commemorate the twentieth anniversary of the establishment of the first University Schools of Communication Science in Spain, Caffarel, Domínguez
and Romano (1989), Caffarel and Cáceres (1993), and Jones (1994; 1998; 2000), among other authors, examined
the who, what, how and where of communication research, as well as the most studied topics and the methods for
approaching research projects.
Alsina and Jiménez (2010) have subsequently focused on communication research: a paradigmatic case of a
socio-humanistic discipline. Arcila and Piñuel (2013) have broadened the scope of e-communication and Latin
American researchers’ practice. The bibliometric framework analysis is dealt with by Delgado & al. (2006), Castillo
and Xifra (2006), Fuentes and Arguimbau (2010), Repiso & al. (2011) and, more recently, by Blázquez (2015). As
for the analysis of meta-research in Communication, it is worth highlighting the work of Fernández and Masip
(2013), Martínez and Saperas (2009; 2011), López and Vicente (2011), and Almirón and Reig (2007) on the
predominant research methods and techniques in Spanish scientific journals, and mainly the studies of Piñuel & al.
(2011; 2015; 2016; 2017) regarding communication research; its object of study being the methodological and
theoretical mapping in Spain and Latin America. The interest in meta-research studies also led to a couple of monographic issues, one of them in “Comunicar”, edited by Giménez-Toledo and Jiménez-Contreras (2013), and a
more recent one in “Disertaciones”, edited by Martínez-Nicolás and Vicente-Mariño (2016). These two issues
address historical, epistemological and methodological aspects of communication research in Spain and Latin
America.
This article presents the results of the national research project MapCom, funded by the Ministry of Economy
and Competitiveness, 2013-16. The research project breaks down the mapping of its objects of study into four geographical areas, which can be found at www.mapcom.es. This article displays the aggregate results of its first two
completed stages: Phase I, the repository of doctoral theses and research projects, and Phase II, expert group
discussions based on the Phillips 66 technique. Finally, Phase III provides a survey of the sample universe of
researchers in Spain listed in the academic registers of those universities offering graduate and postgraduate
communication studies. The results are currently under statistical analysis, and they shall be examined in future
publications.
2. Methodology and sample selection
The methods applied, including those related to the sample selection and data analysis, covered three stages:
• Phase I, the repository of doctoral theses and research projects, selecting the whole universe available within
the analysed years (www.mapcom.es) (Caffarel, Ortega, & Gaitán, 2017). The analysis related to the universe of
research projects covers the whole sample of national, competitive and funded research projects conducted, and
doctoral theses presented, between 1 January 2007 and 31 October 2014.
The following link shows the guide for document analysis and recording in the Mapcom project,
(https://goo.gl/X1qEfb). This questionnaire which was used in the content analysis protocol includes 28 coding
questions with their respective categories to be analysed by the researchers, and it was hosted at the online coding
service in a secure computing environment provided by E-Encuesta. For further information on the analysis
protocol, see Annex 1: Guide for document analysis and recording (pp. 17-22) as well as Annex 2: Codebook for
the post-coding of open variables (pp. 23 and 24) (https://goo.gl/2Li5mT). The coding was done by previously
trained project researchers between September and December 2015. Also, in order to minimise inaccuracy, a
quality control of coding was performed between January and February 2016.
• Phase II consisted of the development of discussion groups made up of communication experts; the Phillips
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66 technique-methodology was applied. Participants were invited by letter, and they were selected following a
profile suitability analysis. The groups were made up as follows: one of them was composed of main researchers
(also designated as principal investigators) with at least two R&D projects; another group comprised consolidated
research team leaders; the third group was formed by members or spokespeople of scientific societies (associations,
research networks, etc.); the fourth group included university research managers (Vice-chancellors, Deans, Heads
of Postgraduate Studies, etc.); there was also a fifth group, made up of people responsible for result dissemination (editors and conference directors, members of scientific journals, etc.); finally, junior researchers made up the
sixth group. The experts for each group were selected on the basis of gender quotas and territorial origin (by
Universities and Areas). Three meetings were held applying the Phillips 66 technique: one of them took place
in Madrid, including experts convened under the joint responsibility of Areas 1 and 2 of the project; another meeting was held in Barcelona, subject to Area 4; the third meeting took place in Malaga,
The research system on communication social practices
under the responsibility of
Area 3. With the aim of
in Spain has become increasingly interesting in the last few
addressing the debates within
years within our scientific context. Quantitative and
those six groups, the proposed
topics referred to the
qualitative research on the project map, groups, lines of
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT)
research, objects of study and methods is a field of study that
related to the objects of study,
has turned into an institutionalized discipline under research
research objectives and lines
of work, including groups,
associations, particularly under the Spanish Communication
programs, grants, evaluations,
academic claims and calls for
Research Association
funding. Research methodologies: samples, techniques, triangulation, etc. Dissemination of research results: conferences or workshops and publications, among others.
All meetings, both group, and universal meetings, were recorded to ensure that data were adequately collected.
This required the involvement of technical staff and equipment, as well as the participants’ express consent to the
procedure. The working sessions applying the Phillips 66 technique did not exceed five hours including breaks (a
full morning, from 9 am to 2 pm). The logistics entailed transportation arrangements, one-night accommodation,
and daily allowances at the end of the sessions. The working debates were recorded in digital form, which enabled
a digital transcription monitored by an expert company and expert technical staff. These transcripts were subsequently analysed through different qualitative and quantitative techniques.
• The project’s third stage, Phase III, included a survey of the sample universe of researchers in Spain listed in
the academic registers of those universities offering communication graduate and postgraduate studies, as well as of
those researchers listed in scientific societies. As of 19 September 2017, all data have been gathered, and we are
currently analysing the results. The main purpose of this last stage was to map the results in order to find out about
how academic researchers in the communication domain are socially represented regarding their scientific activities.
This third stage is a necessary supplement to the prior phases when it comes to drafting a map of projects, groups,
lines, objects of study and research methods on communication social practices in Spain. In this third phase, we also
gathered the opinion of a representative sample of communication research stakeholders in our country. Below are
the most significant results and conclusions.
3. Analysis and results
Below is an analysis of the results obtained from the surveys applied to the documents in Phase 1, as well as of
the results yielded by the Phillips discussion groups during Phase II of the Mapcom project. The categories of
analysis are defined in the link to the survey included in the previous section, along with the methodology used to
obtain the descriptive variables of doctoral theses and research projects.
It is worth examining the scientific production associated with the main institutions conducting communication
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research in Spain. We deem appropriate to analyse the percentage distribution of doctoral thesis (TD) and research
project (PI) production for the top 12 universities within the analysed time period, since these schools represent
almost three-fourths of the overall sample examined from 2007 to 2013. Figure 1 shows the percentage distribution
of these items.
Considering the 12 universities that produce the highest percentage of documents to the overall analysed
universe, representing 73.38% of the examined doctoral research and 75.54% of the research projects, we observe
that the ranking differs depending on whether we deal with doctoral theses (TD) or research projects (PI). In the
first case, the Universidad Complutense de Madrid-UCM provides 27.1%, the Universidad Autónoma de
Barcelona-UAB ranks second (6.86%), and the Universidad de Málaga-UMA ranks third (5.83%) in the production
of Ph.D. holders.
Upon the analysis of
those
Universities
contributing the most
research projects to
the universe, we can
notice some major differences; the UCM
remains in the lead
with 14.69%, and the
UAB also ranks
second with 10.49% of
the research projects.
Figure 1. Percentage of doctoral theses and R&D Research projects are broken down by Universities.
However, the Universidad Pompeu Fabra UPF and the Universidad Rey Juan Carlos-URJC are tied at 8.39%, and they share the third position. Furthermore,
it is worth highlighting that these two Universities’ workers profile is comparatively younger than that of other more
“veteran” schools with older faculty members. These institutions are considerably close to the top schools in terms
of led research projects (PI) during the analysed period. We can assert that “relative youth” of the staff and relative
leadership in research project development are positively correlated with achieving a good position in leading
research projects. The Universidad de Navarra-UNAV ranks fifth in the production of research projects (6.29%);
it is the only private university in this communication research excellence list.
The number of research projects and doctoral theses has progressively increased in the period considered. In
2007, the percentage of doctoral theses and research projects was 3.3% and 9.1% respectively, and by the end of
the relevant period, i.e., 2013, research projects amounted to 22.3%, and doctoral theses represented 17.5% of all
documents. It is worth
noting that the oddnumbered years of the
period, 2007 and
2009, show an almost
identical percentage
of theses and projects,
i.e., 18.2% and
18.1%. Nevertheless,
in 2013 the percentage
of research projects
exceeded that of doctoral theses. During
even-numbered years,
Figure 2. Percentage distribution of doctoral theses and research projects broken down by years.
there is a greater percentage of doctoral theses than of projects; there could be a productive “synchronization” of doctoral theses being
defended in the years following relative peaks of research projects, as well as following the cycles when research
project results are defended. This hypothesis will have to be tested by cross-checking objects of study in doctoral
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research and correlated research
projects and duration in future
research.
Figure 3 shows a gender breakdown between doctoral theses
and research projects in Spain
over the period analysed. There
is an almost perfect balance in the
gender distribution of Ph.D.
holders: 50.36% of women and
49.64% of men. Nevertheless,
when we take research projects
Figure 3. Breakdown of doctoral theses and research projects by gender in Spain for the
period 2007-2013.
into account, there is an imbalance.
Women only head or lead
30.07% of research projects, which contrasts with 69.93% of projects led by men, i.e., more than twice as many.
We have also noticed that only 3 out of 10 research projects are led by women. If we only analyse research
projects, considering gender and university of origin, we will obtain the following breakdown shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4 shows that the Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona (UAB) is the only University with more women
than men leading research projects in the series: 8 projects are headed by women, and men lead 7. The following
universities only have competitive projects led by women in the relevant time series: CEU-CH, IEU, UA, UB, UEx,
and UIB. Remarkably, UCLM, UM, UMH, USAL and USP/CEU only have men leading their projects. The
greatest imbalance can be seen in the UCM, where there are only 4 projects where women appear as main
researchers (IPs) versus 17 projects led by men.
Another descriptive variable of research projects is the amount of financial aid obtained by them. First, it is worth
noting that the data provided by the Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness fail to include all the R&D Projects
covered by this research. Indeed, these projects have been provided by the researchers themselves, since there is
no easy, transparent or open access to this information. According to our estimates, performed by Caffarel & al.
(2017) and based on a representative sample of the projects within Area I, the average yearly funding per project
would range between EUR 18,000 and 20,000 for three-year projects.
Furthermore, following an analysis of the subjects addressed by all doctoral theses and research projects throughout
the time series, we obtain the percentages shown below (Figure 5).
In this regard, 56.64% of research projects study mass media, whereas the analysis of bodies or organizations
ranks second with 16.16%, followed by those works addressing interpersonal communication (8%). Significant
differences can be found between the objects of study of doctoral theses and research projects. The latter is more

Figure 4. Total number of R&D research projects broken down by gender and university in Spain for the period 2007-2013.
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likely to address bodies or organizations, whereas doctoral theses are more inclined towards the group and/or interpersonal communication. Differences in no case exceed 4.72 percentage points.
When we dumped
the documents to be
analysed, we asked ourselves about the purpose
of the relevant research
works amongst four
possibilities: “describing
the dimensions or perspectives of communication practice as an object
of study;” “explaining the
features of a subject of
study in order to propose
models;” “evaluating or
Figure 5. Most relevant objects of study in doctoral theses and R&D research projects.
validating research models
or objects of study”, and “intervening following models to modify behaviours or social processes”. The data obtained
show a major difference between doctoral theses and funded research projects (Figure 6).
The purpose of “describing” has a majority presence in both doctoral theses and research projects (55.18% on
average considering all the analysed documents), 48.95% in research projects and 56.09% in doctoral theses. There
is a greater percentage difference regarding the remaining three purposes. The purposes of “intervening” or
“evaluating” are the minority objectives overall (3.84% and 10.45% respectively), and they also mark the difference
between research projects and doctoral theses; 8.39% of research projects are aimed at “intervening” versus 3.17%
of doctoral theses, and 14.69% of projects aim to “evaluate”, as opposed to doctoral theses, that show a 9.83% for
this research purpose. As regards the purpose of “explaining”, percentages show that the majority objective for
doctoral theses is explanatory (30.9%), which exceeds the percentage of research projects that intend to “explain”
(27.97%).
4. Consensus, weaknesses, threats, and opportunities found in Phillips 66
Below are the most significant points of consensus found in Phase II: discussion groups made up of communication experts based on the Phillips 66 technique. The purpose of these sessions was to detect the most significant
points of consensus
regarding the object of
study in the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats in communication research as
well as in connection
with the actors of the
communication research
value chain in Spain.
These debates were
held in three different
facilities located in the
Figure 6. Purposes of Research broken down by doctoral theses (TD) and research projects (R&D).
project’s coordinated
areas. There were three
research group dynamics in Madrid, Malaga, and Barcelona, totaling 24 discussion groups. Each event was planned
to be split into 6 expert discussion groups, as stated before. The groups of participants in the three facilities were
broken down as follows: 1) A group was made up of main researchers, (GIP, Main Researchers); 2) Another group
comprised consolidated research team leaders (GIC, Consolidated Research Teams); 3) The third group was
formed by members or spokespersons of scientific societies (GSC, Scientific Societies Group); 4) The fourth group
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included university research managers (GGUI, University Research Managers Group), 5) Another group was
composed of people responsible for result dissemination (GGDR, Result Dissemination Managers Group); 6) Junior
researchers made up the sixth group (GIJ, Junior Researchers Group). Group sessions, two rounds thereof, and
group debates were audiovisually recorded and transcribed for subsequent analysis. These files are available at
www.mapcom.es for reference purposes or further analysis.
The most significant conclusions we have been able to draw from the analysed objects in connection with the
research questions during the project’s second stage have been aggregated and summed up in the table 1.
The previous table summarises the weaknesses and opportunities found in our country for communication
research. In our view, it is essential that universities, in agreement with public authorities (the main funders of
academic research), design a “Strategic Action Plan for Competitive Research in Communication”, allowing to face,
in an adequate and realistic manner, the opportunities posed by digital society, big data, neuroscience, artificial
intelligence, and fully digital communication for an area of knowledge influenced by other disciplines yet absolutely
central to understand the new social, economic, cultural and political paradigms faced in current times.
5. Discussion and conclusions
The analysis of weaknesses, threats, strengths, and opportunities found during Phases I and II is the starting point
to make recommendations aimed at developing a “Strategic Action Plan for Competitive Research in
Communication” in Spain over the next decade. Our analysis ultimately confirms the similarities between objects of
study, but it also notes the existing differences between the purposes of research works by comparing doctoral theses
and research projects during the analysed time period. A comparative study of the 12 most relevant universities in
Spain, with the aim of finding differences, similarities and research patterns in research teams, associated Ph.Ds.,
and Universities, will require more comprehensive analyses. It is worth noting that Universities with the greatest
relative weight and leadership in communication research belong to Madrid, Catalonia, and Andalusia; these are
the Autonomous Regions with the most university centres, research teams and research historical traditions. Size,
belonging to these “leading” regions, “young” staff, and being a public research centre are the variables that mostly
correlate to communication research in Spain; they mostly explain “variance”, with the sole exception of the
Universidad de Navarra.
Furthermore, it is worth pointing out that communication research in our country is underrepresented in terms
of awarded research projects, since only 1% of the projects out of all the Social and Human Science gets awarded,
in spite of the fact that the relative weight of doctoral theses on communication is 2%. Additionally, research projects
show a predominance of documentary and descriptive methodologies vis-à-vis experimental or intervention methodologies. This pattern of research strategies is even more significant regarding doctoral theses.
Our comparative analysis between research production of doctoral theses and research projects has allowed
finding some significant imbalances summarised below, which are also coupled with recommendations with the aim
of implementing a “Strategic Action Plan for Competitive Research in Communication”.
• Regarding the gender in scholarly authorship, there is an imbalance in favour of men for both kinds of research
works. However, this imbalance becomes greater within research projects. There is a need for an active affirmative
action policy by universities to put women in leading positions in research teams and projects.
• Whereas the objects of study are similar for doctoral theses and research projects, the purposes differ
significantly. Doctoral theses mainly pursue exploratory or diagnostic objectives (description and explanation), but
projects show a preference for assessment or therapeutic aims (evaluation and intervention). Better funding is
required, as well as an active implementation of “more advanced” and scientific methodologies to test hypotheses;
not only descriptive methods but also exploratory, prospective or active intervention methods.
• In doctoral theses and research projects, mass communication (whether from traditional or online media) is
the most frequent object of study. Aside from this, studying group communication discriminates more in doctoral
theses when the purpose of research is intervention, whereas interpersonal communication has a greater influence
when the research objective is the evaluation. Objects of study must be renewed, and we should move away from
the comfort zone of “traditional” methodologies and “well-known” subjects; these are to be replaced by renewed
objects of study and methods closer to cross-sectional areas of knowledge, inquiring about new matters using both
traditional and renewed methodologies, moving towards interdisciplinarity.
Finally, we must contextualise the production of doctoral theses and research projects within the Spanish
research framework. We have found that communication research has progressively increased in the analysed
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period. However, its share or relative weight in Social and Human Science amounts to just one doctoral thesis for
every 20 theses presented in university. Similarly, it barely has one research project for every 40 Social Science
projects funded in Spain.
When weighing the presence of social research, and particularly communication research, in Spanish research
© ISSN: 1134-3478 • e-ISSN: 1988-3293 • Pages 61-70

altogether, we draw the following conclusions: first, 4 out of 10 R&D projects funded in Spain are Social Science
projects; second, 3 out of 10 doctoral research presented in university fall into the area of Social and Human
Science. Nevertheless, the relative weight of communication research is even lower; indeed, it does not even reach
2% out of the total number of theses or 1% of funded research projects. Furthermore, communication research loses
the relative advantage, which characterises social research, i.e., a greater production of funded projects with respect
to the production of presented theses.
Communication research is an area of study that will be further developed in our country, following the consolidated trends in increasingly more communication-oriented societies and markets. This Mapcom research project
shall be completed, extended and complemented during Phase III by the conclusions pointed out in this article. The
theoretical and methodological innovations displayed in this study should be longitudinally applied in our country,
and they must be transferred to culturally close environments in Latin America (Piñuel & al., 2016) and Europe, in
order to shed light on the state of the art of research in an increasingly more important area of knowledge. There
is a need for exploring variables such as “quality”, “impact”, “internationalisation”, or the “scope” of the scientific
research we conduct and wish to conduct in our research teams. It is critical to implement a strategic plan
providing communication studies with stable and consistent funding, as well as to provide scientific dissemination
and improving techniques and methodologies to analyse objects and objectives. These are compelling needs in
order to take that leap towards internationalisation and to fully gain a scientific status in global languages since our
universities have a merely emerging presence in this regard. As can be expected from any excellence research,
Mapcom I will be followed by Mapcom II, which will allow for completing, further analysing, and moving forward
along the strategic lines sketched in this paper.
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ABSTRACT
An important part of current research regarding online risks is aimed at analysing cyber aggression according to its frequency and
type. By contrast, there is less scientific knowledge available on risk perception, the analysis of its components, and the measurement and impact on the behaviour of minors on the Internet. Therefore, the main objective of this study is to establish a classification of minors based on their perception of risk, digital consumption habits, family and/or educational protection factors, and
the flow of communication. A structured questionnaire was used from a sample of 865 minors aged 10 to 17 from the
Autonomous Region of Madrid. Data were processed using SPSS 15.0 and SPAD 5.0. After a factor and classification analysis
was conducted, seven different groups were obtained. The predominant profile, in 42% of the cases, is that of a ‘prudent person’,
characterized by a high perception of risk, not spending an excessive amount of time on the Internet, avoiding unsafe behaviour,
talking with parents about online difficulties, receiving advice, and having clear rules on Internet use. The perception of risk is
shown as a relevant construct in relation to other indicators such as child-rearing techniques used by parents, the time children
spend on Internet, dependency on the device, and the type of digital behavior involved.
RESUMEN
Una parte importante de las investigaciones actuales sobre riesgos online están encaminadas a analizar las ciberagresiones, su frecuencia y forma. En cambio, hay menos acumulación de conocimiento científico centrado en la percepción de riesgo, el análisis
de sus componentes y la medición e impacto sobre la actuación de los menores en la red. Por ello, el objetivo principal del estudio
es establecer una clasificación de menores a partir de su percepción de riesgo, hábitos de consumo digital, factores de protección
familiares y/o educativos y flujos de comunicación. Se ha aplicado un cuestionario estructurado a una muestra de 865 menores,
de 10 a 17 años de la Comunidad de Madrid. Los datos se han procesado con SPSS 15.0 y SPAD 5.0. Tras un análisis factorial
y de clasificación se han obtenido siete grupos diferenciados. El perfil predominante, en un 42% de los casos, es el de «prudentes», caracterizado por tener una alta percepción de riesgo, no pasar excesivo tiempo en la red, evitar comportamientos no seguros, conversar con los padres sobre las dificultades online, recibir consejos y tener normas claras sobre el uso de Internet. La percepción de riesgo se muestra como un constructo relevante en relación a otros indicadores como la intervención educativa de los
padres, el tiempo que se pasa en Internet, la dependencia del dispositivo y el tipo de comportamiento digital.
KEYWORDS | PALABRAS CLAVE
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1. Introduction and state of the issue
The smartphone has become a fundamental means of socialization for minors. The figure of 25.4% of children
ten years of age have a mobile phone connected, which is a figure that rises to 93.9% in the 15-year-old age group.
Between 14 and 17 years of age, in more than 75% of the cases, they claim that they make unplanned decisions
daily based on the information they receive by the mobile phone (INE, 2016; Fundación Telefónica, 2016). The
high penetration of this device intensifies their online activities such as the use of instant messaging or visiting social
networks.
These data describe a new interactive user profile that has been shaped since childhood and consolidated after
ten years of age, characterized by the accessibility and intensive use of digital services in any context and at any time
(Garmendia, Jiménez, & Mascheroni, 2017). This is a scenario in which parents find new difficulties in supervising
their adolescent children, who are a risk factor in themselves, due to the tendency to look for new sensations and
their greater propensity toward a wider spectrum of digital relationships. (Batalla, Muñoz, & Ortega, 2012;
Sánchez-Carbonel & al., 2008).
1.1. Risk perception
In this new context of autonomous use, the perception of risk, being understood as the “cognitive process that
rests on the information that each person has on certain issues (...), and that each one processes by organizing their
value judgments”, which will condition their behaviour (García-del-Castillo, 2012: 138), is a fundamental factor in
the acquisition and maintenance of actions related to cybersecurity, mainly as a shield against present dangers; those
associated with unsafe behaviour in which minors incur voluntarily (Catalina, López-de-Ayala, & García, 2014).
In general terms, the research is in agreement in pointing out that access to the Internet offers an infinite number
of opportunities (Aguaded, 2011: 7), but at the same time, exposure to risks is also greater (Duran & Martínez,
2015; Kowalski & al., 2014), especially the risk of cyber-aggression or cybervictimization (Corcoran, MacGuckin,
& Prentice, 2015).
The team from the multinational research network “EU Kids Online” concluded that online risk experiences do
not necessarily have to involve harm (Livingstone & al., 2011), but that minors who are more exposed to risks
demonstrate more resilience. In a more recent study, this network showed that 31% of subjects between 9 and 16
years old had suffered online or offline harassment and those minors have relationships with strangers through the
Internet (Garmendia, Jiménez, & Mascheroni, 2017).
Of all dangers, the most investigated has been cyber bullying (Fernández-Montalvo, Peñalva, & Irazabal, 2015,
Navarro & al., 2013, Lee & Stapinski, 2012). Kowalski & al. (2014), point out the increase of this type of risk, which
has been promoted by the current social context of intense Internet access through mobiles. Álvarez-García,
Barreiro-Collazo, and Núñez (2017), show that verbal aggression and exclusion are the most common behaviours.
To this, we must add research that confirms that cyber-aggressors have considerable social support (Romera & al.,
2016; Yahner & al., 2015). Regarding the perception of risk, there are several investigations that indicate a high
degree of self-confidence shown by the minors regarding perceived risks, which contrasts with the risks experienced
(Catalina, López-de-Ayala, & García, 2014).
Labrador and Villadangos (2010) affirm that age increases the perception of the problem posed by the excessive
use of the Internet and the mobile phone, and the possible adverse consequences. In 2012, the work of Frutos and
Vázquez proved that minors tend toward a more rational use as they acquire maturity.
1.2. Family context
Another line of research has studied the relationship between the contexts of family and school in cyber bullying.
The study by Ortega-Barón, Buelga, and Cava (2016) states that some dimensions of family and school settings can
predict cybervictimization in adolescence. In addition, the emphasis is placed on low academic performance and
attention problems in school as a result of suffering cyber bullying (Tokunaga, 2010).
Regarding the profile of the bully, it has been pointed out that a conflictive environment gives rise to children
who are capable of being more hostile and exhibiting antisocial and even violent behaviour (Buelga & al., 2015)
compared to households with greater parental support that presupposes more positive peer relationships, which
diminishes the vulnerability when confronted with this behaviour. Parents acting as mediators in a restrictive way
with their children from 6 to 14 years of age mitigate such risks, but also restrict the opportunity to use ICT
(Livingstone & al., 2017). Navarro & al. (2015), defend the view that minors with less social skills are more
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vulnerable to peer cyber bullying, or that a lack of communication skills foretells problems of self-control (Villa Moral
& Suarez, 2016). Lereya, Samara, and Wolke (2013), and they conclude that a negative family environment makes
minors more vulnerable.
In short, there is a vital need for parents to acquire the necessary skills to exercise constructive mediation (LópezSánchez & García-del-Castillo, 2017; Torrecillas, Vázquez, & Monteagudo, 2017).
1.3. ICT use
A study on the frequency and characteristics of Internet use by Spanish adolescents concludes that the majority
connect daily and that the frequency of connection increases with age so that from the age of fifteen onward the
connection is almost permanent (Reolid & al., 2016). Carbonel & al. (2012), conclude that there is a relationship
between connection time and the problematic use of the Internet and the mobile phone. Lee & Stapinski (2012),
state that time is a predictor of more unsafe use.
Regarding distribution, frequency, and causes of addiction to ICT, several works have been published on the
subject, but whether or not these
technologies cause addiction is
still unresolved (Echeburúa,
The behaviour of minors in the context of their multiLabrador, & Becoña, 2009).
Other studies indicate a strong
screen use is becoming increasingly autonomous, mainly due
association between cyber
addiction and cyber-bullying
to the spread of the smartphone, which limits the ability of
(Arnaiz & al., 2016).

parents to intervene directly in their children’s use of the

1.4. Objectives and hypothInternet in various devices with measures such as control
esis
Based on the above inforconnection time or the type of content accessed.
mation, the objectives set out
in this article are the following:
a) To analyze the different types
of underage users from the point of view of risk perception; b) To describe the online behaviour of minors and the
family mediation in each category of user.
The hypotheses to be verified are the following: a) The majority of minors have a low perception of risk; b)
Children with greater risk perception have a stronger upbringing by their parents; c) Children with greater risk
perception spend less time on the Internet; d) Children with higher risk perception have less dependence on the
device; e) Children with higher risk perception exhibit safer behaviour and have experienced these situations to a
lesser extent.
2. Materials and methods
The target population that is the subject of study are minors enrolled in the Autonomous Region of Madrid.
We have used an ad hoc personal questionnaire as a means of collecting information. The sampling is multi-stage
and stratified by groups according to education levels and type of educational centre (private/semi-private or public).
In the case of public schools, the income level of the district was another segmentation element used (above average,
average, or below average). By means of a simple random sample, a school was selected by type of educational
centre: nine schools in total of which three are private or semi-private, and six are public. In each of the centres,
random selections were made involving two classes of primary school year 5, secondary school year 8, and high
school year 11 (n=865). We have worked with a margin of error of 3.87% for a confidence level of 95.5%, and
for the most unfavourable option of P=Q=50%. 60.7% of the sample are boys (525) and nearly 40% girls (340).
For the grouping of students in segments according to perceived risk, an analysis that was factorial and of
classification of multiple correspondences have been carried out with the SPAD 5.0 program. The factorial analysis
of multiple correspondences is a method that allows for the study of relations between the modalities of a set
of qualitative or nominal variables (Grande & Abascal, 2003: 391). Through the use of this procedure, groups of
variables have obtained that segment the population target of the analysis.
In order to know the people involved in each category or group, and therefore their habits and behaviours, a
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classification was used. For this analysis, questions pertaining to the risk perception module were used as active
variables, and as illustrative variables, the rest of the survey questions related to the use and consumption of ICT,
perception/attitudes of the digital culture and ICT, media literacy/competencies, family mediation and communication
flow. After analyzing the previous Table
1, a decision was made to create a partition of seven groups.
3. Analysis and results
3.1. Group 1. The prudent group
This group, made up of 42% of the
surveyed population, is the most
numerous segment of all involved and
the most heterogeneous. For them, it is
quite important to have Internet on the
mobile, even though they do not exhibit much dependence on it. They use the Internet to interact with people they
already know, download applications, access social networks, make video calls, and take photos.
During school time, they are connected to the Internet less than one hour. However, when they are not in
school, the frequency increases and oscillates between one and three hours. They have an account on Instagram,
and their profiles on social networks are usually private. They never talk about their personal lives because it is
forbidden by their parents. Their contacts range from ten to one hundred, including parents, but not teachers. They
do not like to show affection toward their parents through the Internet.
This prudent behaviour on social networks is consistent with their perception of risk. They are aware of many
dangers associated with the use of the Internet such as harassment, blackmail, impersonation, loss of privacy, access
to sexual, violent, offensive or unreliable content, among others.
They know how to block messages to increase their security in the online world. If they detect any danger, they
talk to their parents and teachers. In fact, they have done it when they have been worried or upset about something
related to the Internet. From them, they have received advice on how to use the Internet safely, and the recommendations have seemed useful to them. Their parents let them upload personal photographs and videos under their
supervision. They negotiate with them the time and use of the Internet.
3.2. Group 2. The sociable and self-confident group
This group is the second most numerous; it represents 16.76%. It is characterized by having a mobile phone, a
video game console, a computer and being connected to the Internet either every day or almost every day, with a
frequency that exceeds three hours a day outside of school hours.
Online activity is very high: browsing, using social networks, playing, using instant messaging, working with
word processors, downloading movies, searching for information, buying products, among others. They prefer to
buy online rather than in physical stores. They are very sociable and dynamic on social networks; their record in a
social network is more than five hundred contacts. The privacy settings of their profiles are usually open and public,
or partially private. They have Instagram, a YouTube account, Snapchat, and Google+, among others. They often
follow YouTubers, and they do so because it entertains them, they like what they do or say, because of the way
they talk or dress, and because they learn from them.
They use the Internet to interact with people they already know, with relatives, with friends of acquaintances,
and with people, they have met on the Internet, and with the latter, they have even met these people face to face
at some time. They have made many new virtual friends.
They identify the following as dangers on the Internet: being a victim of blackmail, losing privacy, access to bad,
sexual or violent content, someone posing as another person, and being harassed.
This is a group that is familiar with tools and techniques for navigating safely in the online world, such as
blocking messages, deleting the history of pages visited, or bookmark a website as a favourite. If the members of this
group perceive any danger on the Internet, they talk to others, preferably parents and teachers. They acknowledge
that they have discussed their use of the Internet at times with parents and educators and that their teachers have
recommended websites to visit, but their advice, information or suggestions have had little effect on these young
people.
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They buy online with the supervision of their family, but it should be noted that they have unsupervised
permission from adults to watch videos on YouTube, surf the net, follow YouTubers, send emails, access social
networks, and upload personal photos or videos, among others.
Their parents pay little attention to them when they surf the net, and parents hardly ask them what they do on the
Internet. Moreover, they receive few instructions or rules from their parents when they connect. In spite of this, they
argue with their parents about the duration of the connection time as well as the moment in which they connect.
Regarding family relationships, they indicate that it is harder for them to show affection toward them through
the Internet rather than personally. Many have taught their parents to do something on the Internet and share instant
messaging groups with them.
3.3. Group 3. The control group
This group represents 14.68% of minors. More than 80% of this group are children between 10 and 11 years
old. They have a tablet to access the Internet. For them, having a mobile phone with access to the Internet is not
important. From time to time they go online to download applications, watch videos or movies, make and/or edit
photos, and use instant messaging. They connect at the most two or three times a week. Connection time on school
days is low and on days without school, the time rises to one or two hours. This is a group with a low level of social
activity online. They do not have profiles on most social networks, and in fact, they almost never participate in such
networks and have few contacts as well. They are aware of the risks on the Internet such as access to harmful
content or receiving offensive messages, among others. If they suffer any of these dangers, they talk to their parents
or teachers, rather than with friends. They are not familiar with tools or techniques to increase their security such
as changing privacy profiles of their social networks or content preference filters. They do not know how to block
ads or messages, nor do they know how to bookmark a website as a favourite, or how to find information to use
the Internet safely.
When they need to use the Internet to do homework, they receive help from their parents and teachers. What
stands out is that they talk with their parents about the dangers and opportunities of ICT and ask them and their
teachers for their opinion before publishing content. They never argue with parents about the use of the Internet.
Parents control their use of the Internet, impose clear rules, and even make explicit prohibitions such as uploading
personal photos or videos, giving personal information, buying online, chatting on social networks, or following
YouTubers, among others. With parental control some are allowed to download files, send messages to mobile
phones or emails, surf the Internet, watch videos on YouTube, play online, and chat.
When they exceed time limits or do something on the Internet that their parents do not like, they are asked to
turn off the computer or stop using the mobile. Minors usually negotiate with their parents for connection time and
what they are allowed to do, but the criteria of the adults prevail.
Parents explain to them how to use certain resources and maintain awareness of what the youngsters are doing
by asking questions and by through direct supervision. They believe their parents and teachers have a very good
level of knowledge about the Internet and other digital tools. However, they have not received advice or
recommendations from their teachers. In spite of this, they believe that their teachers care about what could happen
to them on the Internet.
3.4. Group 4. The connected and independent group
This is the most homogeneous group of all. It represents 3.82% of minors. They are 17 years old, have a mobile,
individual television and a computer. They know how to make a blog and download movies. For these students, it
is very important to have a mobile phone with Internet access. They are connected the entire day.
They frequently use instant messaging, watch videos or movies, participate in social networks, and follow some
YouTubers. Downloading applications and making or editing photos is something they also do very often, along with
uploading content, playing online and making video calls. From time to time, they look for information regarding
courses or training. They like to learn about the characteristics of a product or service before purchasing it.
They follow well-known people on the Internet because they like what they do or say or because they learn
from them. They have profiles on the main social networks such as Instagram, Twitter, and Snapchat. In their
profiles, they are very active uploading their photos or videos, and sometimes they talk about their private life. They
use the Internet for interaction and have made many new friends through this channel. They also interact personally
with these new friends.
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To increase their security in the online world, they know how to change the privacy profiles of their social networks, bookmark a website as a favourite, and see if the navigation bar turns green. If they have a problem on the
Internet or perceive a risk, they talk with their friends, but never with teachers, parents or siblings. They think the
advice they receive from them is not useful. Their parents allow them to surf, chat, access social networks and upload
personal photos or videos. They give personal information without their parents’ knowledge.
3.5. Group 5. The ‘hooked on the mobile’ group
This group represents 8.44% of children. The mobile phone and Internet access through this device are highly
important for members of this segment. If they forget their mobile phone at home, they return to it, and if they are
not able to return home, they spend the day suffering because of the absence of their smartphone.
They connect to the Internet every day, or nearly every day, of each week. Outside of school hours, they are
connected permanently, and even on days when they have school, they are connected more than three hours a
day. They use instant messaging with a high-level frequency, often connectingoften in order to search for information about products or services, and from time to time they buy or contract them.
They use social networks, have profiles on Instagram, Snapchat, and YouTube, among others. They upload
many personal photos or videos, some of friends or acquaintances, and sometimes they talk about their own life.
They follow YouTubers because they like what they do or because they learn something from them. They use the
Internet for interaction, especially with friends of acquaintances, or with family members, although they have also
made some new friendships through the Internet and even meet with some of them in person.
They know how to block messages and change the privacy profiles of their social networks, bookmark a website
in favourites, and delete the record of pages visited. If they perceive any danger or are worried about something
related to the Internet, they only talk about it with their friends. They never tell their parents, teachers, or siblings.
They do not ask parents for their opinion or permission regarding the personal content they publish, and they believe
that neither their parents nor their teachers worry about what might happen to them on the Internet.
When they use the Internet for their homework, they do not receive help or recommendations from their
parents. In general, the information, advice or suggestions from parents and educators does not seem useful to them,
and they believe that their teachers have very basic knowledge about the Internet.
The supervision exercised by parents toward their children on the use of the Internet is quite permissive. Parents
do not negotiate with their children about connection time, nor what they can do on the Web. They do not give
them clear rules about Internet use, nor do they ask them much about what they do on the net. They let their
children send emails, chat, follow YouTubers, access social networks, download files and upload personal photos
or videos, all without parental control. This group prefers to talk with their parents face to face about their intimate
or private affairs rather than through the Internet.
3.6. Group 6. The group of confident players
This group is mostly male and is characterized by the possession of video consoles and their channel on
YouTube. They frequently use the Internet to play games, download movies and applications, and to look for information about education and training. This group represents 8.67% of minors. This group is highlighted by its lack
of risk perception. They do not identify as such social isolation or loneliness, harassment, being the victim of blackmail, or receive offensive messages, among others.
They interact on the Internet with people whom they have only met in a virtual sense. If they had a problem
on the Internet, they would not talk to their teachers. They indicate that their teachers have not taught them how
to use the Internet services, nor have they given them advice on how to use the Internet safely. They believe that
their educators do not worry about what could happen to them on the Internet and that these same educators do
not have any knowledge about Internet and digital tools.
Regarding their parents, students also believe that they do not worry about what could happen to them on
Internet, as they do not receive prohibitions regarding connection time or use. Parents do not give them advice on
how to use the Internet safely or discuss with them regarding the time of the day that they connect, but parents do
complain if their children make noise, or if the parents are bothered by what the children are doing or watching.
3.7. Group 7. The group that is always connected to friends
This group is very homogeneous and represents 5.32% of the minors. Composed mostly of 16-year-old students
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who express their preference for reading books on paper instead of on a screen. They have a personal laptop and
mobile phone, and if they forget the mobile at home, they return to it. They connect to the Internet every day, or
nearly every day, more than three hours a day. They have a high frequency of use of instant messaging and social
networks as well, and they often upload their content to the Web to share it with others. They use their devices
with access to the Internet to make video calls, use text processors, and save data in the cloud.
From time to time, they go online to search for information on health and education topics, or to buy a product
or service. On the other hand, they almost never play games online, either alone or with other people. Their profile
in social networks is usually private, something they know how to do perfectly. They have accounts on Instagram,
Twitter, Snapchat, among others. Their contacts in a social network range between two hundred and five hundred
and even their teachers are among them.
Regarding the type of people with whom they have relationships through the Internet, these are people they
know from the previous face to face encounters. If they felt there was a problem on the Web, they would not talk
about it with their teachers, even if
these educators have recommended Internet sites for them
The perception of risk is based on value judgments that
to visit and the students share
an instant messaging group
are translated into the ability to detect, identify and react to
with them. Instead, they
problematic situations when surfing the Internet, which aids
would talk about it with their
friends.
the self-control of minors, and therefore, their cyber security.
Their parents do not help
them when they have to enter
the Internet to do homework,
nor have they taught their children
to use Internet services. Their parents do not monitor them when they are surfing the net, although they have discussed with their parents and teachers about use of the Internet.
Their family allows them, without supervision, to send emails and messages to mobile phones, chat or use
Messenger, connect to social networks, follow youTubers, download files, upload personal photos or videos, and
give personal information. With family supervision, they can buy through Internet.
4. Discussion and conclusions
The main objective of this work has been to analyze the relationship between risk perception and family and
behaviour variables on the Internet in order to shed light on the problem of Internet cyber security. The perception
of risk, which is highly present in studies aimed at the prevention of problematic behaviour in the field of health, is
considered a key variable in the initiation and maintenance of risky behaviour (García-del-Castillo, 2012). Although
there is no accumulated knowledge about its conception in the field of cyber security, we can define it as the value
judgment and the meaning that the child attributes to a situation of danger on the Internet. This value judgment
translates into the ability to detect, identify and react to problematic situations when surfing the Internet, and has less
to do with the degree of awareness of the dangers that the Internet entails. The question is to analyze how that
value judgment is constructed and how parents can intervene to influence the variable as a protection factor.
The results of this study reveal that there is a significant relationship between risk perception and other family
and behavioural variables. Minors with a greater perception of risk on the Internet have more ability to protect themselves against the online dangers, and at the same time are those who have a more favourable educational
upbringing from their parents, and who also have healthier practices on the Internet. This group, which we have
designated as “prudent”, represents 42% of the target population. This data refutes the proposed hypothesis that
stated that minors have little perception of risk, both from the perspective of self-confidence when confronted with
the dangers associated with ICT (Catalina, López-de-Ayala & García, 2014), as well as from the point of view of
being able to face problematic situations.
To this 40%, we must add the 16.76% that also show a high perception of risk and greater ability to act against
possible dangers, but with a different profile. They use ICT more intensively, often performing a wider range of
online activities, are very active in social networks, and highly connected to others. They are willing to ask parents
for help in dealing with problematic situations, have greater ability in applying cyber security techniques, while at
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the same time parents exercise a type of mediation based on dialogue and moderate supervision rather than on explicit
rules and prohibitions. This is the group described as “social and self-confident”. It has been confirmed that the
family plays an essential role in developing risk perception, which minimizes problematic experiences, as confirmed
by other investigations (Ortega-Barón, Buelga, & Cava, 2016).
This work also confirms that age, as stated by Frutos and Vázquez (2012), is a significant variable, not only for
the perception of risk, but also with regard to family and behavioural variables. It has been confirmed that the
youngest children are the ones who receive more mediation strategies based on supervision, prohibition, and control
of connection time and content. 14.68% are in the so-called “controlled” group. These are minors up to the age of
11 whose use is very limited, but who at the same time have a lack of knowledge of the techniques or tools to
increase their security because early training in the home is not common, even to the point of not receiving any
advice or recommendations.
The age of 11 is the point of transition to the adult age on the internet, when family mediation strategies of the
type described above decrease, and when connection time and use of digital services soars along with greater
exposure to risks and opportunities. 26.25% of minors show little perception of risk, and there are four distinct
profiles that can be distinguished. A common characteristic among these four groups is that of not perceiving parents
and teachers as authority figures, and these children have a negative perception of the help these adults can give to
them. They affirm that their parents are absent from the media experience of the children. Two other hypotheses
are verified: first, as the educational intervention by parents increases, the perception of risk by minors also increases;
secondly, as the perception of risk by minors increases, the exposure to problematic behaviours decreases.
On one hand is the so-called “hooked on the mobile” group (8.44%). They are characterized by their dependence on this device. They are the ones who use the mobile the most, more than three hours a day when they have
school and uninterrupted on weekends. They use the Internet to navigate and interact. The group known as
“confident players” (8.67%) are mainly male and are characterized by using the Internet basically to play video
games and to download movies. They feel that both parents and teachers do not care about what they do on the
Internet. The “always connected to friends” group (5.32%) use the Internet primarily to interact with peers, and the
“connected and independent” group (3.82%) are older, have an average age of 17 years, and make a more solitary
use of Internet, without the need to connect with others, but to publish content, download movies or access information of interest. Regarding device dependence and connection time, no significant relationship was perceived.
In short, although this study only presents a description of how the variables behave in each group and have
been unable to establish causal relationships, it is nonetheless a novel and pioneering contribution in placing the
perception of risk as a fundamental variable in cyber security. It is necessary to conduct new studies aimed at
deepening our understanding of risk perception as an ability when faced with problematic behaviour, and to study
measures to influence it as a protection factor in a context in which self-regulation by minors, based on solid value
judgments, emerges as a fundamental path for the cyber security of minors in the digital world.
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ABSTRACT
Making the work of security organizations known to school children is a means of mitigating feelings of insecurity provoked by
the diffusion of information on terrorist attacks in communications media and through social media. Whilst there is a longer tradition of projects to educate school children on the police and the armed forces, no comparable projects have been found on the
intelligence services. With the objective of filling this gap, the authors designed and produced two animated educational videos
for Spanish school children on the Spanish intelligence service: The National Intelligence Center (CNI). In this paper, the impact
of the videos is measured in relation to the knowledge, the stereotypes, and the attitudes of school children towards the CNI. To
do so, two questionnaires were administered to 1,092 school children aged 8 and 12, before and after viewing the videos. The
results of the questionnaire prior to screening the videos showed that the school children held no knowledge of the intelligence
services, and expressed highly developed stereotypes, and moderately negative attitudes towards them. Student-t tests for related
samples were used to confirm the responses, on the basis of which it was found that the videos modified both knowledge and
stereotyping, as well as attitudes towards the CNI. Specifically, following the screenings the knowledge of the school children
improved, stereotyping diminished, and positive attitudes increased.
RESUMEN
Dar a conocer a los escolares las organizaciones de seguridad es un medio para reducir la inseguridad generada por la difusión
de los atentados terroristas en los medios de comunicación y redes sociales. Mientras que hay una mayor tradición en proyectos
para educar a los escolares sobre la policía y los militares, no se han encontrado proyectos análogos sobre los servicios de inteligencia. Con el objetivo de suplir esta carencia, los autores diseñaron y produjeron dos vídeos animados educativos destinados a
escolares españoles sobre el servicio de inteligencia español, el Centro Nacional de Inteligencia (CNI). Este artículo mide cuál
es el impacto de los vídeos en el conocimiento, los estereotipos y las actitudes de los escolares hacia el CNI. Para ello, se aplicaron
dos cuestionarios a 1.092 escolares de 8 a 16 años, antes y después de la visualización de los vídeos. Los resultados previos a la
visualización mostraron un conocimiento nulo, alto grado de estereotipos y actitudes moderadamente negativas hacia los servicios
de inteligencia. Se comprobaron las respuestas mediante pruebas T para muestras relacionadas, a partir de las cuales se obtuvo
que los vídeos modificaban el conocimiento, los estereotipos y las actitudes hacia el CNI. Específicamente, tras la visualización
mejoró el conocimiento de los escolares, disminuyó el grado de estereotipos y aumentaron las actitudes positivas.
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Attitudes, school, Spain, stereotypes, childhood, security, intelligence service, video.
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1. Introduction
All children and young adolescents with whom we speak will have been born after the 2001 terrorist attacks
against the United States. Terrorism has unleashed attacks against the cities in which people of that age live ever
since they have been able to reason. If in the 1930s, children feared wild beasts and thunder storms, successive
generations would live in fear of nuclear warfare, and today fear is awoken in children by the thought of tsunamis
and hurricanes and terrorism (Garbarino & al., 2015). Teachers would benefit from the background information
that is needed to explain the context of terrorist attacks and the existence of a State organization that attempts to
counter terrorism. As stated by Jaramillo (2005), teachers should be able to choose from among the different tools
available for their educational needs.
Verbal information and vicarious learning are known to have a role in prompting anxiety in young children and
causing them to succumb to fear (Field & Lawson, 2003), to which the role of television in developing children’s
perceptions of personal vulnerability may be added (Romer & al., 2003). In fact, the change from fear of ‘thunder’
to fear of ‘terrorism’ is, without doubt, due to the notorious relation that exists between consumption of the
communications media and the perception of threats and vulnerability that, although present in most individuals, is
of particular concern among children. Although younger children are in general more exposed and affected by the
news than older children and adults, catastrophic news such as the attacks on New York, Madrid, London, Paris,
and Barcelona can have an intense impact at all ages. One study completed with children from schools in the city
of New York brought to light a wide range of mental health problems (Hoven & al., 2002), which included
agoraphobia (15%), anxiety due to separation (12%), and disorder due to post-traumatic stress (11%) as consequences
of the attacks. The children who reported greater exposure to the news showed higher ratios of Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD) than those children with less exposure to television. The impact of terrorism on young
children through their exposure to the communications media and social media was observed in thirteen studies that
Pfefferbaum (2018) compiled on the matter.
Children learn through observation and imitation, so the role of their intermediaries, such as parents and school
teachers, in controlling which messages are communicated and how those messages are conveyed is a fundamental
one (Comer & Kendall, 2007; Punch, 2002). Parents may do little more than recreating the stereotypes associated
with James Bond films and the novels of John Le Carré to which the children may have previously been exposed
through the media, while school is a territory where spies1 are not found (Quintelier, 2015). However, while the
information voids are easy to define, it is more complex to confront the stereotypes; the set of –positive or negative–
beliefs that one group of people hold in the form of cognitive schemes that influence the way they process social
information (McGarty & al., 2002). This view fits in with the proposal of van Deth & al. (2011), which is used in
this investigation, that distinguishes between ‘Political Awareness’ (awareness of institutions) and ‘Functional
Knowledge’ (what they do) when gathering information in the field.
The central objective of the educational system is from very early ages to transmit commonly shared values such
as human rights and the freedoms that characterize democratic societies (Starkey, 2012). As reflected in Gardner
(1991), perceptions of the police and the world of law enforcement among children represent a struggle between
the goodies and the baddies. If we follow DiSessa (1982: 465), who sustained that appropriate opinions on the police
need to be established during the first years of infancy, it would also follow that the existence of the intelligence services
as an institution working to prevent terrorist attacks and in hot pursuit of the perpetrators should be communicated
to the younger citizens of a democracy.
The constant appearance of ‘secret’ agencies in the television news combating terrorism in the city, terrorist
alerts, simulated evacuations, telephone surveillance… does nothing to improve the situation. The studies by Klein
& al. (2009), DeVoe & al. (2011) and Carpenter & al. (2012) on the reactions of young children following terrorist
attacks showed that children who were informed by their carers expressed less anxiety. Therefore, if the
participation of children in a democracy is to be free from fear, it is important to work with them in these initial
phases of their lives, because this period of their life, as Sapiro (2004) has demonstrated, is essential in the formation
of their points of view and their commitment towards good citizenship.
The differences between well-informed and poorly informed citizens can be dramatic (Delli Carpini, & Keeter,
1996: 272). Therefore, transmitting a better and a complete image of the intelligence services to younger citizens,
when still forming their opinions on the concept of democracy, and transmitting what this political form of governance
implies, will have two positive consequences. On the one hand, its consequence will be greater legitimacy and trust
among citizens; and, on the other, it will imply increased decision-making capacity and informed opinions on the
© ISSN: 1134-3478 • e-ISSN: 1988-3293 • Pages 81-89

actions carried out by the intelligence services (Díez-Nicolás, 2012: 162). Our project is inspired by that same logic;
it contributes to bridging the information gaps and the existing stereotypes on the intelligence services through the
development and testing of this pedagogic material, in such a way that the impact of historic events –all the greater
at earlier ages (Schumann & Scott, 1989)– can be mitigated.
Ever since the 1960s, studies have been conducted on what the perceptions of young children are towards the
police. However, the authors are unaware of any studies on the same topic, but with regard to spies. The logic
behind this lack of studies is, in our opinion, that, unlike the police –and to some extent the military too– children
and adolescents have no direct encounters with spies. Among other reasons, spies work undercover, children and
adolescents are never likely to meet them or to interact with them, neither will they have close family members who
identify themselves as spies, nor are spies identified with a logotype, and they have no visible installations that can
be visited. Therefore, although we
may learn from the methodology
of those studies, comparisons
with the way in which schoolThe screenings of the informative animated videos
children perceive the different
increased knowledge of the intelligence services, reduced
law enforcement institutions
of a democratic State are
stereotypes associated with the work of the agents, and
invalid. Nevertheless, we can
indeed draw out some interestincreased positive attitudes towards the work of the CNI.
ing reflections from these
Hence, our study has confirmed the starting hypothesis of
experiences for our study.
With regard to the
the authors. The few studies completed with the police show
methodology, we have found
studies that measure knowa change before and after the children were exposed
ledge and/or opinion at two
to the input.
points in time between which
the children have been exposed to some form of input, as in
this contribution. For example,
after a specific activity (Hopkins & al., 1992) or after interacting with the police at a school visit in the playground
(Derbyshire, 1968). We also find studies with schools where the police are permanently stationed for crime-prevention and mediation tasks and other studies on schools where the police have no permanent presence (Hopkins
& al. 1992), as well as studies completed after screening different videos to an audience of schoolchildren with
fragments of police films and television series (Low & Durkin, 2001).
It must not be thought that all of the conclusions drawn from these studies can be generalized. For some authors,
children not only distrust the police, but they also show a lack of understanding or hold misperceptions on the role
of the police in society (Brown & Benedict 2002; Hurst & Frank 2000). The views of young people are in many
studies worse than the views expressed by children (Loader, 1996; McAra & McVie, 2010), due to young people
making greater use of public spaces. They also have a greater likelihood of entering into contact and indeed conflict
with the police, including negative experiences of policing, as young people start to socialize more with peers in
public spaces free from parental care. In studies from North America, trust in the police amongst ethnic minority
communities is found to be considerably lower than in white communities (Hurst & al., 2000; Flexon & al., 2009).
Evidence of gender differences in attitudes towards the police is mixed, with some studies finding no differences
(Hinds, 2007), while others find that either males (Weitzer & Tuch, 1999) or females (Flexon & al., 2009) hold
more negative views.
With the objective of supplementing the lack of educational materials designed for school children on the
intelligence services, the authors conceptualized and designed two animated videos. The objective of this article
was to measure the impact of having viewed the video on the knowledge, the stereotypes, and the attitudes of school
children in relation to the Spanish intelligence service. Therefore, the research question proposed in this article is:
how will viewing the videos on CNI modify the knowledge, the stereotypes, and the attitudes of school children in
relation to the intelligence service? The hypothesis is that viewing the animated videos will increase knowledge of
CNI, reduce stereotypes, and favor more positive attitudes.
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The investigation is designed as a quasi-experimental methodology, and the design involved only one group with
which to evaluate the changes in the variables before and after having screened the corresponding video to each
group. In section 2 of this paper, the process of designing the videos and the methodology of the study are set out.
The results are summarised in section 3 and, in section 4, the results are discussed, and future lines of investigation
that use the videos are proposed.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Preparation of the animated video
The initial objective was to prepare two animated videos for children between 8 and 11 years in age and for
young adolescents between 12 and 16 years in age2 through which to explain the role of an intelligence service –the
Spanish CNI– in a democratic society3. The use of different formats was considered during the design of the
project: comic, animated video, and story. However, directing the project at the generations that fit within what
Palfrey & Gasser (2008) have baptized the generation of ‘digital natives’ led us to select the animated video rather
than the comic or the story. In particular, the video format was justified insofar as i) it permits a combination of
verbal, visual, textural, graphical, and musical mediums; ii) audio-visual channels are the principal on-line format
that the target population consumes; and, iii) it can be reproduced on different channels (television, Internet) and
devices (mobiles, computers, tablets, etc.), permitting individual screenings or as part of educational programs for
citizenship.
The messages that were used to convey the information on the role of an intelligence service in a democratic
State were known to the authors from previous research (Díaz-Fernández, 2005, 2016). The final list of messages
included in the videos appears in Table 1. There were differences in the internal layout of the script, if those
messages were: 1) Explicit (conveyed through explicit sentences in the text) or implicit (conveyed through images),
or if they were; 2) Transversal
(appearing throughout the
video) or specific (appearing at
a specific time in the video).
The scripts of the two videos
were drafted on the basis of the
final list of 14 messages. Due to
the different degrees of maturity
of both groups, some differences
were established between both
videos: 1) A simpler language
with short sentences for the
children; 2) Simplified messages for the children (for example, instead of the three forms
of control, only judicial supervision was explained to them, as
it was the one they knew best);
and; 3) The use of simpler drawings in the video for the children with fewer details than in
the video for the adolescents (Image 1 & 2). The images were complemented with emotive, affective, decorative,
and musical elements, in accordance with the suggestions from Barker & al. (2003) and Meyer (2012), adopting
the recommendations and the experiences of the use of didactic videos compiled in Cabero (2004). The music was
specially composed for both videos.
2.2. Participants
A total of 1,092 children and adolescents (n=1,092) participated in the study (with a confidence interval of 95%
and margin of error of ±3%). The participants were drawn from eight Spanish schools in the cities of Cadiz, Jerez
de la Frontera, Mairena del Aljarafe, Gines, and Seville. 489 (44.2%) of the participants were boys, and 603
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(55.8%) were girls.
The age of the sample
fluctuated between 8
and 16 years old, with
an average of 12.14
years (SD=2.54). The
educational levels of
the school children
corresponded to two
Image 2. Video characters for Secondary School
Image 1. Video characters for Primary School (EP)
educational stages:
(ESO) Pupils.
Pupils.
the group of “Primary
Education” (EP) was
composed of 495 participants (45.3%), and the group of “Secondary Education” (ESO), of 597 participants
(54.7%). In addition, each sample is close to the average size of the samples habitually used in studies on knowledge
and evaluation of the police such as those by Moretz (1980) with 137 participants, Hurst & al. (2000) with 852,
Nihart & al. (2005) with 1,029, and Sindall & al. (2016) with 1,500. The schools were selected in accordance
with two criteria to guarantee the representativeness of the socio-economic and demographic data: i) model of
management and funding (public, private, and state-assisted); and, ii) (low, medium, and high) socio-economic
level. The schools were therefore categorized as follows: private/high (1); state-assisted/high (2); stateassisted/medium (2); public/medium (2); and, public/low (2). All the schools were in large, medium, and small cities
with populations of between 700,000 and 13,000 inhabitants.
2.3. Questionnaire
The questionnaire was structured into four sections corresponding to the four variables under analysis with a
total of 30 items: 1) Sociodemographic data; 2) Knowledge of CNI; 3) Stereotypes on the work of intelligence
service agents; 4) attitudes towards CNI. The following describes the content of each of the four sections.
In sociodemographic data, only the educational stage (EP or ESO) and the sex of the participant were recorded.
This decision was agreed with the teaching centres, to avoid having to request the informed consent of the parents
when gathering a minimum of personal information (Thomas & O’Kane, 1998).
Knowledge of the CNI was measured through six items with three possible responses: one correct, another wrong,
and a third that affirmed no knowledge (Don’t know/No opinion). These responses scored between 0 and two
following the criteria of Mondak (1999), according to which the assumption of not knowing is an intermediate measurement between right and wrong knowledge. Three levels were therefore defined: 0=wrong knowledge; 1=don’t
know; and 2=right knowledge. This measurement obtained acceptable scores for internal consistency (α=.95).
The stereotypes on the work of the intelligence agents were measured with 16 items divided into: 1) Stereotypes associated with the influence of the communications media (4 items) (α=.88); 2) Stereotypes associated with
police work (4 items) (α=.96); 3) Stereotypes associated with military work (4 items) (α=.50); and, iv) stereotypes
associated with the work of private detectives (4 items) (α=.93). As may be seen, the stereotypes associated with
military work was the only block with no reliable internal consistency (α≥.70). An analysis of the correlations matrix
identified one of the items as related in a negative manner with the other items of the construct (“work together in
a group“), so this item was removed from the final analysis, thereby obtaining greater internal consistency and
reliability (α=.81). Each item was positively expressed (for example, “spies are secret”) and the participants had to
show their degree of agreement or disagreement with the affirmation on a 5-point Likert-type scale, where 1 was
“completely disagree”, and 5 was “completely agree”, and where point 3 marked the intermediate point, “neither
agree nor disagree”. For the students of EP, emoticons were shown alongside the scale that expressed each of the
grades, so that they would better understand the test responses.
The attitudes towards CNI were measured through six items on a 5-point Likert-type scale, where one was
“completely disagree” and 5 “completely agree”, and where point 3 marked the intermediate point, “neither agree
nor disagree”. Items 2, 3 and six were formulated in positive terms when describing the CNI, where one was
considered as a completely negative attitude towards the CNI and five as a completely positive attitude towards
CNI. During the preparation of the database, the scores for items 1, 4 and five that were formulated in negative
terms, were inverted (1=5; 2=4; 4=2; 5=1) before the analysis was completed. In this way, high scores in the
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sum of items indicated a favourable attitude towards the CNI. This measurement system yielded acceptable scores
for internal consistency reliability (α=.97).
2.4. Procedure
The video was edited with the help of a communications company between April and October 2016. The first
data-collection session, the video screening, and the second data-collection session with the students took place
during October. The sample of participants was selected from among the schoolchildren at each centre by the
Direction of the centre. An informed consent form was provided to the schools, although none of them considered
its use necessary. Data collection was organized in two sessions with each one of the classes. During the first session,
the participants were invited to fill in the questionnaire as a self-administered exercise. The researcher and the class
tutors were at all times present to respond to the doubts of the participants and to supervise the collection of data
so that it was done in the way that had been agreed with the centre. In the second session, the participants were
shown the animated video corresponding to their educational stage (EP or ESO). Once the video had ended, the
students were once again administered the same questionnaire as in the first session.
3. Analysis and results
The results obtained after the first administration of the questionnaire are shown in Table 2. As may be seen,
the “average” level of knowledge of the participants was low, with 95.9% of participants giving responses between
0 –wrong knowledge– and 1 –no knowledge–. It was, in addition, observed that both the standard deviation and
the variance were
small. These data
allowed us to conclude that both the EP
and the ESO students
held little or no knowledge of the CNI and
its functions.
The
second
variable, “stereotypes” received a higher score than the neutral value of three (3=“neither agree nor disagree”). A priori, this result
might indicate that the participants were so unaware of the matter that they were unable to identify each of the stereotypes included in the questionnaire. However, the analysis by type of stereotype –associated with the influence
of the communications media, police work, military work, and the work of private detectives– yielded different
results. In Table 3 it may be seen that the stereotypes associated with the communications media obtained the
highest scores. The most representative features that the participants employed to refer to the work of a spy were,
in the first and second place, “spies follow people who don’t know they are being followed” (100% scored it with
a 5, “completely agree”) and “they infiltrate dangerous places” (70.3% scored it with a 5, “completely agree”). As
with the variable “knowledge”, the standard deviation and the variance were small, from which it may be understood that the scores for the stereotypes were very similar.
Finally, with regard to the variable
“attitudes”, it may be seen that the participants had in their majority negative
attitudes towards CNI (Mean=2.04;
Median=1.84; Mode=1.83) to a
very similar extent. Specifically, the
items for which the lowest scores
were obtained, in first and second
place, were “they are undercover,
and I don’t know whether they are spying on me” and “I don’t trust them to work for the Spanish people”. These
scores provide evidence that the participants perceive the CNI agents as “unknown”, “undercover”, and as “dangerous” agents who cannot be controlled. No significant differences were observed for the three variables according
to the educational stage or the sex of the participants.
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3.1. Effects of video screenings
When analysing the differences between the scores obtained for the variables before and after the video
screenings, it was concluded that those scores differed significantly with respect to all the items under analysis
(p<0.001 and r>0.8 for all the t-tests). Under the variable “knowledge” (t=–151.850; p<0.001; r=0.97), the
screening of the video increased knowledge of the work, the organization, and the function of the CNI in a democratic State in the total sample of participants (Meanbefore=.515; Meanafter=1.93). The effect size of the video
screening for this variable (r2=0.95) allows us
to affirm that 95% of the observed increase in
the scores for “knowledge” of participants was
due to the screening of the videos.
Statistically significant differences were also
obtained for the variable “stereotypes” before
and after the video screening (t =193.849;
p<0.001; r=97). In total, the scores for “stereotypes” fell for all participants from 3.426
(Meanbefore=3.426) to 1.526 (Meanafter=
1.526).
Finally, the participants presented more
favourable scores towards the CNI under the
variable “attitudes” after the video screening
corresponding to their age group (t=–177.682; p<0.001; r=0.98), with an effect size for the video screenings of
r2=0.966, which allows us to affirm that 96.6% of the increase in the positive attitudes towards the CNI was due
to the participants having watched the videos. In Tables 4 and 5, the average scores for “knowledge”, “stereotypes”
and “attitudes” before and after the video screening are shown by educational stage and sex.
4. Discussion and conclusions
These data allow us to conclude that the screenings of the informative animated videos increased knowledge
of the intelligence services, reduced stereotypes associated with the work of the agents, and increased positive attitudes towards the work of the CNI. Hence, our study has confirmed the starting hypothesis of the authors. The
few studies completed with the police show a change before and after the children were exposed to the input,
although not as significant, nor exclusively attributable to one variable, because, for example, in the studies with
resident police officers, it was not possible to measure whether the impact was due to the presence of a police
officer or because of the personality of the specific police officer present at the educational centre (Hopkins & al.
1992). However, the impact following the screening of the videos was higher than the impact reported in studies
on the police force. Unlike the studies with the police, it was confirmed that the lack of direct contact with the
intelligence service meant that the school children had weaker and more erroneous knowledge of their functions.
However, despite that lack of knowledge, familiarity with the work ‘spy’ meant that they assumed the majority of
stereotypes that are conveyed through the communications media in its broadest sense.
Moreover, there is a great similarity between the results for students of both sexes with the results in Hinds
(2007) when, in other studies, it appeared that either one or the other sex was the most critical (Weitzer & Tuch,
1999; Flexon & al., 2009). The population of Spanish school children is therefore of greater similarity than those
of other countries. Immigration is highly concentrated in some cities, and within those, in specific neighborhoods
and colleges, so much so that the impact of that variable was not measured. Nevertheless, the schools that were
selected showed a very wide socioeconomic composition, encompassing conflictive neighborhoods and elite centres
of a religious nature, which strengthens the similarity of the views that were gathered following the screening of the
video. Neither was an abrupt cut-off point observed between age groups (children and young adolescents), as was
detected by Sindall & al. (2016).
The importance of having pedagogic materials for parents and educators has been demonstrated, in order to
widen knowledge of the security institutions among children and young people across the world where the attacks
that strike at the heart of our cities appear to be increasingly recurrent. Moreover, an understanding of the knowledge that school children hold of these “secret” agencies would be relevant information with which to develop
information campaigns directed at improving their role in a democratic State. This is a line of work that the authors
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wish to follow in a subsequent phase, in collaboration with professionals to develop didactic units that can be
employed individually or jointly with other materials and campaigns.
The videos will be used in future investigations to see whether they reduce the fear of terrorism and perceptions
of insecurity among school children, considering variables such as hours of exposure to the news and use of social
media. These variables have been proposed in the studies of Smith & Wilson (2002), which established that
watching television was a predictor of sensations of fear, and that of Comer & al. (2008), which established that
time viewing the television and Internet were variables associated with anxiety, perceptions of fear, and personal
vulnerability. Our hypothesis for future research is that the improved knowledge provided by the videos would help
to soothe the anxiety and the stress expressed by young people in reaction to the news of terrorist attacks when the
story of the “baddies” confronts the story of the “goodies” within a State that is there to protect them and yet, as has
been confirmed, remained imperceptible.
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Notes
1 Although the authors prefer the term ‘agent’, for the purposes of clarity, the more common term of ‘spy’ was used with young children.
2 The Spanish Educational System is organized in its obligatory phase in Primary Education (Educación Primaria) (EP), between 6 and 12 years

in age and Compulsory Secondary Education (Educación Secundaria Obligatoria) (ESO) from 12 to 16 years in age.
3 The videos are available from the following link http://bit.ly/2BMmvTF to the University of Cadiz
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ABSTRACT
Studies on ICT use in education usually focus on ICT’s contribution to training processes. However, scarce research has
concentrated on the problematic use of ICT among young people in the school context, and most of it approaches the problem
from a psychopathological perspective. The purpose of this paper, in contrast, is to analyse problematic ICT use among young
people in their personal and school setting. The methodology involved applying a questionnaire to a sample of 1,052 youths
aged between 12 and 18 years old. The study starts with a univariate and bivariate descriptive analysis. Subsequently, three
Poisson regression models were developed to evaluate the contribution of several predictor variables to the three types of
problematic uses identified in their sphere, learning processes and classroom relationships. Results show a relationship between
problematic ICT use in personal and school settings, with older youths who use smartphones (the) most likely to engage in
this type of behaviour. The use of mobile technology largely explains the problematic behaviour in the use of ICT among young
people in personal and school contexts, which justifies the need to promote actions contributing to more responsible use of
this type of technology in all areas of their personal, school and social life.
RESUMEN
Los estudios sobre el uso de las TIC en educación suelen analizar su contribución a los procesos formativos. Son escasas las
investigaciones centradas en los usos problemáticos de las TIC que realizan los jóvenes en el contexto escolar y, la mayoría, lo
abordan desde una perspectiva psicopatológica. El propósito del presente artículo es analizar los usos problemáticos de las TIC
entre jóvenes en su ámbito personal y escolar. La metodología consistió en la aplicación de un cuestionario a 1.052 jóvenes de
entre 12 y 18 años. El estudio se inicia con un análisis univariante y bivariante. Posteriormente, se desarrollan tres modelos de
regresión de Poisson para valorar la contribución de diversas variables predictoras sobre tres tipos de usos problemáticos identificados en: el ámbito personal, los procesos de aprendizaje y las relaciones de aula. Los resultados muestran una relación entre
los usos problemáticos en el ámbito personal y escolar, siendo los chicos de mayor edad y que utilizan intensivamente los «smartphones» los que más probabilidades tienen de incurrir en este tipo de comportamientos. El uso de la tecnología móvil explica en
gran medida las conductas inadecuadas en el uso de las TIC en los ámbitos personal y escolar entre los jóvenes, lo que justifica
la necesidad de promover actuaciones que contribuyan a un uso más responsable de este tipo de tecnología en todos los ámbitos
de su vida personal, escolar y social.
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1. Introduction
Information and communications technology (ICT) and, in particular, the Internet and mobile devices (mobile
phones and tablets) are part of young people’s lives, both in the school context and beyond (Lenhart, 2015). The
Survey on the Equipment and Use of Information and Communications Technology in Homes in 2016 conducted
by the National Statistics Institute (INE) indicates that 98.4% of young people (98.6% of males and 98.2% of
females) aged between 16 and 24 years old use the Internet, representing a 17% increase compared to figures
recorded in 2006. In the case of children aged between 10 and 15 years old, the INE establishes that in 2016,
94.9% used a computer every day, 95.2% tended to use the Internet, and 69.8% had a mobile phone. Studies
analysing ICT use among young people are abundant, and indicate that the main personal uses are associated with
watching video clips, instant messaging, participation in social networks, videogames and exchanging photos, videos
and music, among others (Stald & al., 2014). Thus, for example, common research topics are the analysis of safe
Internet use (Valcke, De-Wever, Van-Keer, & Schellens, 2011), the role of the family in the development of young
people’s behaviour and attitudes towards ICT (Aesaert & Van-Braak, 2014), mobile technology (Vincent, 2015)
and the influence of social networks (Manca & Grion, 2017) and certain types of videogames on their behaviour
(Muros, Aragon, & Bustos, 2013).
In the educational context, studies tend to analyse the contribution of technology to teaching and learning
processes (Perez-Sanagustin & al., 2017). Among other aspects, this research explains how ICT modify classroom
practices, improve students’ motivation, commitment and results, increase the interaction between teaching staff and
students, and foster more student-oriented didactic processes (Biagi & Loi, 2013; Chen, 2010; Comi, Argentin, Gui,
Origo, & Pagani, 2017). Lastly, although to a lesser degree, we can also find contributions which, in addition to
classrooms and learning processes, study the incorporation of ICT into the school context. This type of studies tends
to focus on structural aspects, such as Internet access, technical-administrative support for teaching staff (Wastiau
& al., 2013) and policies on ICT (Meneses, Fabregues, Jacovkis, & Rodriguez-Gomez, 2014). Other research has
highlighted collaboration and participation in the educational community (Dias-Fonseca & Potter, 2016) and the
professional use of ICT among teaching staff (Meneses, Fabregues, Rodríguez-Gómez, & Ion, 2012).
As indicated by Selwyn (2016) and Sureda-Negre, Comas-Forgas & Oliver-Trobat (2015), the majority of
contributions on the use of technologies in the educational context tend to highlight their neutral or even beneficial
nature. However, little research has focused, from a comprehensive perspective, on the unethical, problematic,
inappropriate and dysfunctional uses young people make of ICT in the educational context (Lau & Yuen, 2014).
Although there are some analyses that examine very specific elements such as plagiarism (Gomez-Espinosa,
Francisco, & Moreno-Ger, 2016), academic copying (Byrne & Trushell, 2013) and the distracting element of
technology (Xu, 2015), the majority of studies tend to tackle the problematic uses of ICT among young people from
a psychopathological perspective (Selwyn, 2016), for example, studies on the consumption of online and offline
pornography among adolescents (Rivera, Santos, Cabrera, & Docal, 2016), sexting (Atwood, 2016), the academic
impact of online games (Floros, Paradisioti, Hadjimarcou, Mappouras, Karkanioti, & Siomos, 2015) and Internet
addiction (Salmela-Aro, Upadyaya, Hakkarainen, Lonka, & Alho, 2017). Most notable among these are the studies
on cyber-bullying (Kowalski, Giumetti, Schroeder, & Lattanner, 2014), which document and analyse, among other
aspects, its nature and impact on young people (Smith, Mahdavi, Carvalho, Fisher, Russell, & Tippett, 2008) or the
personal characteristics and the social, family and school contexts of those bullied and of bullies (Ortega, Buelga, &
Cava, 2016).
The use of ICT entails an evident risk for young people who must face new challenges and situations for which
they probably lack the knowledge and experience required to discern and make the correct decisions (Livingstone,
Haddon, Görzig, & Olafsson, 2011). Problematic ICT use, regardless of the context in which it occurs, leads to
repercussions that go beyond the specific use of ICT and affect other dimensions of the psycho-emotional and social
development of young people (Hatzigianni, Gregoriadis, & Fleer, 2016). It is essential to shed light on the problematic use young people make of ICT in the school context in order to adopt organisational, advisory and training
measures that improve their potential as a tool in the educational context. In this regard, the aim of the present study
is to analyse the problematic use of ICT among young people in their personal and school life.
2. Method
This study was conducted in the framework of the project “The use and abuse of new information and
communications technology in adolescents” (Gairín & al., 2014). The fieldwork consisted of the application of a
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self-administered questionnaire (on paper, during an hour-long class and in the presence of a researcher and the
group tutor) to a non-representative sample of 1,052 young people aged between 12 and 18 years old who were
in compulsory and post-compulsory secondary education. 48.1% of the young people were female, and their
average age was 16.81. The survey, created on the basis of a bibliographic review and the opinion of experts,
underwent an assessment of content and served to collect sociodemographic information, as well as information
about the relation between young people and ICT in different contexts of their daily life, particularly, the frequency
and type of ICT use, their satisfaction, and self-regulation and self-protection mechanisms.
2.1. Measures
The predictor variables used
in this study are gender, age,
and frequency of ICT use at
Problematic ICT use, regardless of the context in which
school and home and the use
of smartphones. The criterion
it occurs, leads to repercussions that go beyond the specific
variables are problematic use
in the personal context, in
use of ICT and affect other dimensions of the psycholearning processes and classemotional and social development of young people. It is
room relationships (Table 1).
The age variable was
essential to shed light on the problematic use young people
recodified in five categories
(11-12 years, 13-14 years,
make of ICT in the school context in order to adopt
15-16 years, 17-18 years, and
organisational, advisory and training measures
over-18), thereby respecting
the usual vertical grouping in
that improve their potential as a tool in the educational
regulated studies. The variables of frequency of ICT use
context.
at school and home, as well
as the use of smartphones,
were included in the study since
this type of measure is one of the key factors to explain the relationship between young people and technology
(Fraillon, Ainley, Schulz, Friedman, & Gebhardt, 2014). These three variables contain five categories that provide
information about the amount of time that, from Monday to Friday, young people devote to ICT: none, less than
1 hour, 1-3 hours, 3 to 6 hours, more than 6 hours).
Lastly, as regards ICT use, information was collected from a list of twelve problematic uses that young people
made during the last academic year. This information was codified using twelve dichotomous variables (presence
vs. absence) which served to perform an exploratory factorial analysis that helped to classify problematic ICT use
in three categories ranging from 0 to 4, where 0 means that no type of problematic behaviour was performed and
four means that four types of bad uses were made. Figure 1 shows the twelve uses considered and the percentage
of young people who performed them during an academic year: problematic uses in the personal context (using the
personal data of other people such as for example, photos, videos, passwords, etc., using others’ identities on
platforms such as “Facebook”, “WhatsApp”, “Line”, etc., offending other people by recording and sending images
of them without their permission and sharing photos or videos related to other people without their consent”,
problematic uses in the learning process (copying classmates’ homework, sharing others’ homework to copy
them, copying other people’s work and copying during exams), and problematic uses in the classroom (wasting time
they could dedicate to learning, becoming distracted during class, distracting their classmates and bothering them).
The principal components analysis (PCA) with oblimin rotation1 showed an acceptable structure (KMO=.849
and a significant Barlett test, p=.000), which explains 74.21% of the total variance observed and which shows rotated factorial loads that oscillate between .864 and .906 for the first component (problematic uses in the personal
context), between .649 and .962 for the second (problematic uses during learning processes), and .523 and .903
for the last (problematic uses in classroom relationships). Likewise, the reliability analysis showed a Cronbach α of
.936, .929 and .880, respectively. Based on this classification, three independent counts of inappropriate behaviours
were developed for each of the young people’s spheres of daily activity.
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Figure 1. Problematic uses of ICT among young people in secondary education during an academic year (%).

2.2. Statistical analysis
The first approach to the available data begins with a descriptive and bivariant analysis. According to the nature
of the variables considered, appropriate tests were applied to assess the degree of association between them2 and
their corresponding significance levels were obtained (Table 1).
Below, three Poisson regression models were performed, a multivariant type of analysis from the family of the
general linear model specifically developed to assess the contribution of various predictor variables, simultaneously
and, therefore, monitoring the effect of the other variables considered, in a criterion variable based on a count. This
type of analysis is chosen when, as is the case of the count of the number of problematic uses of ICT made by
young people, the assumptions on which the linear regression model is based are violated (Cohen, Cohen, West,
& Aiken, 2003; Coxe, West, & Aiken, 2009).
The models were calculated and assessed, verifying that the assumption of equidispersion established by the
Poisson regression was not breached. The Pearson goodness of fit chi-squared test showed indices of over-dispersion in the case of the count of inappropriate behaviours in the personal context (X2 value/degrees of freedom=
1787.141/1016=1.759) and, therefore, in this case, the binomial, negative regression model was used as an alternative. The suitability of this decision was corroborated by the global adjustment indicators from the new model
which, as was expected, showed lower values in accordance with the Akaike information criterion and the Bayesian
information criterion.
Table 2 shows the results of this analysis, presenting the parameter estimations, the standard errors and the
corresponding Wald tests to assess their significance, as well as the global significance of the models (likelihood
ratio) and the indicators required to assess their adjustment. To facilitate the interpretation of the results, the values
of the estimated marginal means were also calculated, which serve to illustrate the differences in the count of the
problematic uses of ICT once the effect of the rest of the model variables has been monitored.
3. Results
The data shown in Table 1 indicate that, although problematic uses of technology among young people are
occurring, these uses are practically non-existent in the personal context (e.g., use of others’ data, use of others’
identity, offending others by recording and sending photos and sharing videos, links, about without permission) with
a mean in the sample of .67 (dt=1.14). However, the problematic uses appear to occur more frequently in
classroom relationships (m=2.22, dt=1.26) and during learning processes (m=1.88, dt=1.42).
As expected, although the three types of uses analysed are related, with correlations that oscillate between
r=.318 and r=.513 (p=.000), indicating the association existing between personal behaviour and school
behaviour, the most consistent relation is found between those uses associated with the classroom and the learning
processes (r=.513, p=.000).
As regards the explanatory variables, while in the case of gender the most distinct relation occurs with
problematic uses in the personal context (rpb=.196, p=.000), age correlates to a greater extent with problematic
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uses during learning processes (rs=.152, p=.000). Likewise, the scarce correlation existing between gender
and inappropriate uses during learning processes is notable (rpb=.061, p<.05).
If we now observe the use of ICT and smartphones in the variables, we observe how the hours of “smartphone” use is the predictor variable which, compared to the rest, presents a stronger relation with the three types
of problematic uses analysed: inappropriate behaviours during the learning processes (rs=.141, p=.000),
inappropriate behaviours in the personal context (rs=.077, p<.05) and inappropriate behaviours in classroom relationships (rs=.203, p=.000).
ICT use, both at school and at home, shows a pattern of very similar relations, where the most frequent use of
ICT is associated with more inappropriate behaviour in classroom relationships (rs=.128 and rs=.114, p=.000,

respectively) and, on the contrary, it does not present significant differences as regards inappropriate behaviours in
the personal context.
Once the bivariant relations have been analysed, Table 2 shows three Poisson regression models which serve
to examine the number of problematic uses (criterion variables) according to the available predictors3.
In relation to the model generated for problematic ICT use in the personal context (lr=95.058, p=.000), once
the effect of the rest of the variables has been controlled, we observe that this type of use is statistically greater
among males (Exp(B)=2.037, p=.000) aged between 17 and 18 years old (Exp(B)=2.006, p<.05). Specifically,
the data indicate, on the one hand, that males make a mean of .7186 (dt=.06066) problematic uses per academic
year in the personal sphere, compared to the .3529 (dt=.03983) problematic uses per academic year made by
females and, on the other hand, that teenagers aged between 17 and 18 double the problematic uses in the personal
context (mme=.7874, dt=.08002) than those young people aged between 11 and 12 (mme=.3926, dt=.10991).
Unlike what occurred in the bivariant analyses, the use of ICT at school presents a significant effect on problematic use in the personal context. Those youths who make moderate use of ICT at school (between 1 and 3 hours),
recognise making 35.4% (p<.05) more problematic uses in the personal context than those youths who say they
have not used ICT at school (mme=.4335, dt=.04935). On the contrary, if we focus on the frequency of the use
of smartphones, teenagers who spend more than 6 hours weekly on these devices are more likely to make problematic use of ICT in the personal context (Exp(B)=1.482, p<.05).
If we now focus on the models that are more associated with the school context, and that explain the problematic uses of ICT during learning processes (lr=63.291, p=.000) and in classroom relationships (lr=65.652,
p=.000), we see how the sample variables used (gender and age) present unequal behaviour. In the case of gender,
only when the problematic uses are analysed in the classroom relationships is the effect significant. As occurred in
the first model developed (problematic uses of ICT in the personal context), males presented a slightly higher number of problematic uses in classroom relationships (mme=2.2315, dt=.07775) than females (mme=1.9405,
dt=.08382). On the contrary, when we analyse age, the significant effects only appear to be associated with the
problematic use of ICT in learning processes, with young people aged more than 15 years old making the greatest
number of problematic uses. It is important to point out that the probability of problematic use increases with age,
being, compared to teenagers aged 11 to 12 years old, 45.5% (p<.05) greater for those teenagers between 15 and
16 years old, 56.0% (p<.001) greater for young people aged between 17 and 18 years old and 60.6% (p<.01)
greater for young people aged over 18.
The use of ICT at school appears to be not only associated with problematic uses in classroom relations, with
youths who most use ICT (more than 6 hours weekly) recognising a greater number of inappropriate behaviours
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(21.2% more than those young people who do not use ICT at school). In any case, the frequency of “smartphone”
use once again presents a more consistent effect in both models. In accordance with that mentioned above for
problematic uses in the personal sphere, those young people who use smartphones for more than 6 hours weekly
recognised a higher number of problematic uses, both in learning processes (mme=1.9914, dt=.09730), and in
classroom relations (mme=2.4459, dt=.10954).
4. Discussion and conclusions
This article has tackled the analysis of the problematic uses young people make of ICT in the academic context
of secondary education. This type of use does not tend to be studied from the perspective of the school context
(Selwyn, 2016)
and yet, it is an
essential element
to understand the
use young people
make of ICT,
complementing
more traditional
approaches that
tend to only focus
on training processes and practices
(Perez-Sanagustin
& al., 2017).
The results
reveal that problematic ICT use
among
youths
tends to be associated to a greater
extent with learning processes and
classroom relationships and, to a lesser
extent with the
purely personal
context. In any
case, as indicated
in previous research (Gronn,
Scott, Edwards, &
Henderson, 2014;
Kent & Facer,
2004) there is a
clear link between
the use, in this
case problematic,
made of technology in the personal and school
contexts.
The bivariant
analyses
show
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than males and youths in their last teens recognise a greater number of dysfunctional uses or inappropriate behaviours in the three contexts analysed (in the personal context, in learning processes and in classroom relationships).
However, these differences are slightly reduced in the multivariant analyses, when other variables are introduced such
as ICT use at school and home, and the use of smartphones. These results are consistent with those studies that,
from a more complex perspective, place the emphasis on the digital inequalities of young people (Davies, Coleman,
& Livingston, 2014; Robinson & al., 2015), considering not only their sociodemographic characteristics, but also
their attitudes, motivation and skills using technology, as well as the time dedicated and the frequency and typology
of uses.
The frequency of use and access to technology are two of the factors usually associated with the attitudes and
typology of uses made by users. Thus, for example, Rohatgi and others (2016) establish a clear relationship between
ICT use, self-efficacy, and digital literacy. As regards attitudes, Fraillon and others (2010) indicate that students with
greater access to and use of ICT at home and school are more confident about their digital skills. The results of this
study demonstrate that, although there is a certain relation between the number of hours spent using ICT, both in
and out of school, when we monitor the effect of other variables (the use of smartphones and sociodemographic
variables), ICT use at school only shows
some significant differences in problematic
ICT use, with those young people who
make a moderate to intensive use of ICT
being the ones who have a higher number
of inappropriate behaviours in the personal
sphere and their classroom relationships
(Figure 2). Under no circumstances is the
frequency of use associated with inappropriate behaviours during the learning
processes (e.g., copying homework, sharing
materials from others to copy them, copying
work done by others and copying during Figure 2. Influence of the frequency of ICT use at school on problematic ICT
exams).
use among young people (variation in likelihood).
The study presented herein shows how
the frequency of “Smartphone” use by young people is the best predictor of problematic ICT use in all the contexts
analysed (Figure 3). Likewise, our results reveal a behaviour pattern that is much more consistent with previous
studies, in which, for example, it is established that people with more access to the Internet tend to have more
developed digital skills and explore a greater range of mobile technology possibilities (Hargittai & Kim, 2010).
In short, this study contributes to complete, from a multi-dimensional perspective, the previous conceptual
framework on the use young people make of ICT. In agreement with previous studies, we observe how the use of
technology in the school context and, specifically, of mobile devices (Atwood, 2016; Festl, Scharkow, & Quandt,
2015; Kauffman & Young, 2015) are essential elements to understand the inappropriate behaviours of young people
when they use ICT both in the school context, and in their daily life.
Nevertheless, this study presents some limitations that suggest interpreting the results as an initial exploration of
the dysfunctional uses of ICT among young people in the school context. Thus, for example, more specific
measures should be considered (e.g., digital literacy, attitudes, access, equipment, socioeconomic situation) that will
help us to gain a better understanding of the use young people make of ICT, thereby facilitating the development
of proposals that can contribute to reducing those uses considered to be problematic. Likewise, it would be fundamental to promote studies that specifically analyse the use young people make of mobile technology, in and out of
the school context, from the perspective of all the agents involved. In this vein, some research has highlighted the
importance of tackling the discussion on ICT use among young people from a more comprehensive and contextual
approach (Valcke & al., 2011).
In addition, an approach using a mixed methodological approach, combining questionnaires and interviews,
would provide us with a better understanding of the phenomenon (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2010). The qualitative
data will provide more contextual information on why problematic uses during learning processes appear to be the
least conditioned by technology use and specify, in addition to the frequency of use, how digital literacy and the type
of use being made of ICT is associated with the dysfunctional uses that we have tackled here.
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To conclude, the use of mobile technology largely explains the inappropriate
behaviours in ICT use among youths in the
personal and school contexts. Educational
centres, as a reference context for these
young people, instead of avoiding the use of
mobile technology, should foster actions
that contribute towards responsible use of
this technology by young people in all areas
of their personal, school and social life.
Notes
1 Given the dichotomous nature of the variables used
Figure 3. Influence of the frequency of “Smartphone” use at school on
problematic ICT use among young people (variation in likelihood).
for the count, the programme Factor (Lorenzo-Seva &
Ferrando, 2006) was used to perform the PCA analysis
with the polychoric correlation.
2 In accordance with the metrics of the pairs of variables, the Pearson r test was used for continuous variables, the Spearman correlation range
(rs) between ordinal and pair variables comprising quantitative and ordinal variables, the point-biserial (rpb) for quantitative and dichotomous
variables, and the phi (rφ) for pairs of ordinal and dichotomous variables.
3 The graphs, showing the influence of gender, age and ICT use at home on problematic ICT use among young people are available at Figshare
(https://goo.gl/a38Afs). The graphs corresponding to the frequency of ICT use at school and the frequency of “smartphone” use are directly
included in the text.
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ABSTRACT
Understanding the factors that predict excessive use of social networks in adolescence can help prevent problems such as
addictive behaviours, loneliness or cyberbullying. The main aim was to ascertain the psychological and social profile of
adolescents whose use of SNSS is excessive. Participants comprised 1,102 adolescents aged between 11 and 18 from Girona
(Spain). Those who made excessive use of social networks were grouped together. Their personality and social profiles were
explored, the former using NEO FFI, NEO PI-R and Self-Concept AF5, and the latter through the use of Social Support
Appraisals, self-attributed type of ICT use in the family and rules regarding ICT use at home. The prevalence of excessive use
was 12.8%, being higher among girls. The personality profile was characterized by neuroticism, impulsivity and a lower family,
academic and emotional self-concept. The social profile was defined by the perception of high ICT consumption in the mother
and siblings, and a lack of rules. The protective factors were conscientiousness, the existence of rules, and being a boy; risk factors
were the use of SNSS as a distraction and for fun, and the perception of high sibling consumption. Interventions based on gender
and working on responsible ICT use within the family environment are proposed to prevent more serious psychological problems.
RESUMEN
Poder entender los factores que predicen un uso excesivo de redes sociales en la adolescencia puede ayudar a prevenir problemas como conductas adictivas, soledad o ciberacoso. El principal objetivo es explorar el perfil psicológico y social de adolescentes
que realizan un uso excesivo de redes sociales. Participaron 1.102 adolescentes de 11 a 18 años de Girona (España). Se agruparon los que realizaban un uso excesivo y se exploró su perfil de personalidad (NEO FFI, NEO PI-R y autoconcepto AF5) y
el social (apoyo social percibido, tipología autoatribuida de consumo de TIC en la familia y normas de uso de las TIC en el
hogar). La prevalencia de uso excesivo fue del 12,8%, siendo mayor en chicas. El perfil de personalidad se caracterizaba por el
neuroticismo, la impulsividad y menor autoconcepto familiar, académico y emocional. Percibir elevado consumo de TIC en la
madre y hermanos y no disponer de normas de uso define su perfil social. Los factores protectores fueron: la responsabilidad,
tener normas de uso y ser chico, y los de riesgo: el uso de redes sociales para distraerse y divertirse, y la elevada percepción de
consumo de los hermanos. Se sugiere plantear intervenciones según el sexo y trabajar el uso responsable de las TIC con el entorno familiar, para prevenir problemáticas psicológicas más graves.
KEYWORDS | PALABRAS CLAVE
Excessive use, social networks, teenagers, personality, self-concept, social support, family consumption, rules of use.
Uso excesivo, redes sociales, adolescentes, personalidad, autoconcepto, apoyo social, consumo familiar, normas de uso.
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1. Introduction
Children and adolescents’ increased use of and constant presence on social networks has been highlighted by
a number of global organizations and researchers (Livingstone, Haddon, Görzig, & Ólafsson, 2011; International
Telecommunication Union, 2017). This continuous use of technology may lead to “excessive use”, something
recognized as a public health concern (World Health Organization, 2014) and it can be associated with serious
psychological and interpersonal relationship problems as addiction (Ho, Lwing, & Lee, 2017), loneliness (Ndasauka
& al., 2016) or cyberbullying (Casas, Del Rio, & Ortega-Ruiz, 2013).This study will use the term “excessive use”
of social networks (Buckner, Castille, & Sheets, 2012), understanding this to be when the number of hours of use
affects adolescents leading a normal daily life (Castellana, Sánchez-Carbonell, Graner, & Beranuy, 2007; Viñas,
2009), but not only in terms of the time invested in this use but also in the impact that it causes in personal and social
areas of adolescent life (Smahel & al., 2012).
In southern European countries, excessive Internet use ranges from 3% to 24% (Olafsson, Livingstone, &
Haddon, 2014), with similar percentages reported in the United States (Weinstein & Lejoyeux, 2010). In Spain,
21.3% of adolescents are at risk of developing addictive Internet behaviour due to abusive use of social networks
(Fundación Mapfre, 2014). Some studies pointed out gender differences in social network excessive use (Müller &
al., 2017): intensive use is related to girls whereas an addictive use is related to boys among intensive users (3.6%
of girls vs. a 4.1% of boys). Nevertheless, results on gender differences are not consistent in the literature. In this
sense, Salehan and Negabahn (2013) didn’t find gender differences between the use of mobile social networking
applications and mobile addiction; in opposite to previous research that suggests that women are more susceptible
to develop addictive behaviour.
The heavy presence of adolescents in social networks allows them to express and develop their personality and
their characteristics. Moreover, the social nature of networks implies a wide range of interactions and relationships
among adolescents and the others as peers, relatives, or strangers. For this reason, the present research is conducted
on their psychological profile, as well as personality, social, and context factors, to determine the impact of excessive
use of social networks on adolescents. While some studies show the importance of analyzing these aspects together
(Marino & al., 2016), studies that explore them separately are more common.
Research linked certain personality traits to the social networks use, and the majority of them are based on Costa
and McCrae’s (1992) Big Five Theory. In this regard, it has been observed that high scores in neuroticism (AmichaiHamburger & Vinitzky, 2010; Marino & al., 2016; Tang, Chen, Yang, Chung, & Lee, 2016) and low scores in
extraversion (Ross, Orr, Sisic, Arseneault, & Simmering, 2009) are linked to problematic or addictive use. There is
a negative correlation between the use of networks such as Facebook or Twitter and the facets of openness to
experience and conscientiousness (Hughes, Rowe, Batey, & Lee, 2012; Schou & al., 2013), which act as protective
factors. Some studies show that high scores in agreeability are linked to problematic use (Kuss, Van-Rooij, Shorter,
Griffiths, & Van-de-Mheen, 2013), while others conclude that they are an indicator of a lower risk of developing
addiction (Meerkerk, Van-den-Eijnden, Vermulst, & Garrestsen, 2009). Finally, our aim was also to analyze the
relationship between impulsiveness and excessive use of social networks, since some studies note that this seems to
be the strongest predictor of problematic use (Billieux, Gay, Rochat, & Van-der-Linden, 2010; Billieux, Van-der
Linden, & Rochat, 2008).
Adolescents seek acceptance or social validation through social networks, and this affects their well-being and
self-esteem (Jackson, von Eye, Fitzgerald, Zhao, & Witt, 2010; Pérez, Rumoroso, & Brenes, 2009; Valkenburg,
Peter, & Schouten, 2006). Low self-esteem is linked to the more frequent use of social networks (Aydin & Volkan,
2011), and symptoms of addiction (Bahrainian, Haji-Alizadeh, Raeisoon, Hashemi-Gorji, & Khazaee, 2014).
The Internet and social networks allow adolescents to connect with their friends, create and strengthen interpersonal relationships, support others and receive social support, and cultivate emotional ties (Best, Manktelow, &
Taylor, 2014; Frison & Eggermont, 2015; Livingstone, 2008; Reich, Subrahmanyam, & Spinoza, 2012; Tang &
al., 2016).
The family may provide an environment that protects against excessive use of technology as long as this social
context is perceived to be a facilitator of social support (Echeburúa, 2012). Research shows that parents use a range
of mediation strategies to regulate the use their children make of the Internet (Durager & Livingstone, 2012;
Livingstone & Helsper, 2008), among them restrictions or rules of use (OfCom, 2016; Garmendia, Jiménez,
Casado, & Mascheroni, 2016).
Another factor related to adolescents’ use of technology is the real or perceived use of their parents (Hiniker,
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Shoenebeck, & Kientz, 2016; Lauricella, Wartella, & Rideout, 2015; Livingstone, Haddon, Görzig, & Ólafsson,
2011). In those European countries where parents use the Internet on a daily basis, their children use it more
frequently; the reverse is also true (Livingstone & al., 2011). These data would seem to indicate that the relationship
between parental and children’s use not only means that they spend more time using technology together, but also
that there is an individualized increase in the time they spend separately on their devices (Lauricella & al., 2015).
As Boyd points out (2014: 85): “A gap in perspective –about the adolescents’ opportunities to gather with friends–
exists because teens and parents have different ideas of what social life should look like”.
The primary aim of this cross-sectional study is to determine the psychological and social profile of adolescents
aged between 11 and 18 who make excessive use of social networks. It explicitly sets out to:
Describe the socio-demographic profile and prevalence of use among the group of adolescents identified as
excessive users versus that of the normative group.
Explore which personality
and social context variables
constitute the profile of such
Setting rules, restrictions, or technical mediation
consumers.
Assess which variables
strategies (such as parental filters) is linked to lower online
best predict excessive use of
risk. However, this can lead to children becoming less free
social networks in the age
group researched.

explore, learn and develop resilience; thus taking less
advantage of digital opportunities and abilities.

2. Material and methods
2.1. Participants
The multi-stage cluster
sampling technique was used
to choose a random sample
(n=1,218) from a total population of 5,365 secondary, baccalaureate, and professional training students in the Alt
Empordà region (Girona, Spain). The final sample was comprised of 1,102 students (90.5% participation) from 6
educational centres, most of which are state-run (91.6%). 48.1% of participants were boys whose ages ranged
from 11 to 18 (M=14.42; SD=1.78). At the time of the research, the students were attending the 4th year of
secondary education (n=793) (equivalent to year 10 in the UK education system); the 1st and 2nd years of the
university entry level course or baccalaureate (n=278) (equivalent to a two-year ‘A’ level course); or professional
training cycles (n=31).
2.2. Instruments
• Scales to determine excessive social networks use:
– A Self-attributed scale of social networks use (Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, Instagram, Snapchat) (Casas
& al., 2007). A single-item scale which asks subjects what kind of social networks consumer they consider themselves
to be based on 5 possible answers (1=I never or hardly ever use it; 2=I’m a low consumer; 3=I’m an average
consumer; 4=I’m a fairly high consumer; 5=I’m a very high consumer).
– The media and technology usage and attitudes scale (MTUA) (Rosen, Whaling, Carrier, Cheever, &
Rokkum, 2013). 60 items are grouped into 15 sub-scales assessing the frequency of use and attitudes towards ICT
(1=Never and 10=Continually). The sub-scale “social networks Activities” (α= .89) was used for those who
indicated they had a Facebook profile (Instagram was added as it is currently one of the networks most used
by adolescents).
• Scales to determine personality:
– NEO Five Factor Inventory (Costa & Mc Rae, 1992, 2004): a reduced version of NEO PI-R, allowing
the assessment of five personality traits and consisting of 60 items (0=Totally disagree and 4=Totally agree).
Cronbach alphas for each scale are: neuroticism, .64; extraversion, .61; openness to experience, .62; agreeableness, .53; and conscientiousness, .69. The impulsiveness facet items of the NEO PI-R (Costa & Mc Rae, 2008) were
added, showing an internal consistency of .74.
– AF5 self-concept by García and Musitu (1999). The Catalan-adapted version was applied (Malo & al.,
2014), consisting of 30 items contemplating the five self-concept dimensions suggested by the original authors
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(0=Never and 10=Always). The psychometric properties of this scale are excellent and similar to those of the
original scale: internal consistency ranges vary between .75 (social) and .91 (academic).
• Scales to determine social context:
– Social Support Appraisals (SSA) (Vaux & al., 1986). This study used 14 of the 23 original items, seven referring
to the family and seven to friendships (0=Not at all and 10=Very clearly). The internal consistency of the friends’
dimension of SSA is .91, and that of family .92.
– Self-attributed scale for family ICT use. A single-item scale adapted from Casas et al. (2007), in which
subjects classified the kind of consumer their parents and siblings were.
– Rules on ICT use at home (adapted version of Hiniker & al., 2017). A dichotomous question (Yes/No) was
created to determine whether there were any set rules at home regarding the use of ICT (mobile, computer, tablet,
etc.).
– Items from the scale perceptions regarding social networks use (a scale created ad hoc). 19 items were designed
to explore how and what adolescents feel when using social networks. The question was as follows: Below you
will find a group of phrases regarding things you may feel when using social networks such as Facebook, Twitter
or WhatsApp. Please indicate how far you agree with each of them. When I use social networks… The scale
ranged from 0 (I completely disagree) to 10 (I completely agree). The Cronbach Alpha for this study was .92.
2.3. Procedure
Permission was requested from the Government of Catalonia’s Department of Education and the respective
school boards and parents associations, who were also informed of the research aims. All head teachers and
students were guaranteed data confidentiality and anonymity. The questionnaire was divided into two parts to
make it less tiring for participants and administered in two one-hour sessions during the 2016-2017 academic year.
Two researchers were present to answer questions or doubts.
2.4. Data analysis
To meet the general aim, two groups of social network use were created: one for excessive use and a normative
group. To this end, participants who had answered “5” (I’m a very high consumer) in the social networks
consumption self-concept questionnaire, and those who had answered “10” (Continually) in three or more of the
items of the MTUA “social network activity” sub-scale, were grouped. A value of “0” was given to the normative
group and “1” to that of excessive use. For the first specific aim, the prevalence of participants who formed part
of this group was calculated in comparison to the normative group; chi-squared tests were used to compare the
results by gender and age. For the second, the t-test was used to analyze both the psychological and social profiles
of the group with excessive use, and chi-squared tests were also used to analyze the social profile. For the final
aim, a forward stepwise binary logistic regression was carried out to ascertain the variables that are predictors of
excessive use. The dependent variable was the categorical variable of the “use group”, where “0” was given to the
normative group and “1” to the group making excessive use of social networks. The covariables were the personality dimensions (NEOFFI, NEOPIR, and AF5 self-concept), social variables (social support, perceived use
by father, mother and siblings, the presence or not of rules, and the group of variables from the ad hoc scale on
perceptions regarding use of social networks), and gender.
All analyses were carried out using the SPSS, version 23.0 statistical package. The minimum level of statistical
significance required in all tests was p<.05.
3. Analysis and results
a) Socio-demographic profile and prevalence of excessive social networks use group and normative group. The
prevalence of boys (n=34) and girls (n=78) who form part of the group making excessive use of social networks
is 12.8%; the percentage of girls (69.4%) is significantly higher (χ2=16.743; p<.001) than that of boys. No
differences were observed regarding age.
b) Personality profile of excessive social networks use group and normative group. Those participants classified
in the group with excessive use show significantly higher scores than the normative group concerning neuroticism
and impulsiveness, while this difference was observed in the scores for agreeableness and conscientiousness for the
normative group. Those adolescents with excessive use show significantly lower scores in the family, academic
and emotional self-concept than the other users (Table 1).
© ISSN: 1134-3478 • e-ISSN: 1988-3293 • Pages 101-109

c) The social profile of excessive social
networks use group and normative group.
There are no significant differences in the
perception of social support from friends and
family among groups; however, significant
differences were noted in the perception of
ICT consumption by parents and siblings:
those adolescents who make excessive use
of social networks attribute a higher consumption to their mothers and siblings than
those in the normative group (Table 2).
59.5% of participants said there were no
rules regulating ICT use at home. The groups
show significant statistical differences (χ2(4)
=8.390; p=.004): 72.1% of the excessive
use group stated there were no rules (57.6%
in the normative group), and 42.2% of the
normative group said there were (27.9% of
the excessive use group).
d) Variables predicting excessive and
normative use of social networks. The
model correctly classified 86.3% of participants. The Nagelkerke R2 indicates that the
model explains 27.2% of the variability. The
protective factors against excessive social
networks use are the dimension of conscientiousness (OR=.512; IC 95%= .355-.739),
family self-concept (OR=.841; IC 95%=
.742 -.953), the existence of rules regulating
ICT use at home (OR=.508; IC 95%
=.301-.857) and being a boy (OR=.387; IC 95%=.234-.641); while the risk factors are related to the use of social
networks as a distraction after schoolwork (OR=1.157; IC 95%=1.043-1.283), for fun (OR=1.475; IC
95%=1.258-1.729), and the perception of sibling ICT use (OR=1.229; IC 95%=1.036-1.458) (Table 3).
4. Discussion and conclusions
The primary aim of this paper was to describe the psychosocial profile of a sample of Spanish adolescents aged
between 11 and 18 who make
excessive use of social networks.
The data used to construct this profile were based on results deriving
from the Five Factor Model, selfconcept, the contextual variables of
social support from friends and
family, and the perception of the
family’s
ICT
consumption.
Specifically, we found a greater prevalence of girls than boys in the
excessive use group (Müller & al.,
2017); and, while age does not
seem to be a discriminating element,
it was observed that it is at 13
(21.4%) and 16 (18.8%), the periods
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where there is most
intense use of these
technologies
(Caldevilla, 2010).
The prevalence of
excessive use in this
study (12.8%) was
moderate, and in
the intermediate
band of values
detected in previous
studies (Olafsson &
al., 2014; Weinstein & Lejoyeux,
2010).
Secondly, the
results of this study
support data from
previous research
identifying differentiated personality
characteristics between the group making excessive use of social networks and the normative group, the former
presenting the traits of neuroticism and impulsiveness, which confirmed their link to addictive and problematic
behaviors. Some adolescents with high scores in neuroticism use Facebook as much to regulate their mood (Marino
& al., 2016; Tang & al., 2016) as to experience the feeling of belonging to a group and satisfy their need to feel
confident (Amichai-Hamburger & Vinitzky, 2010). Furthermore, the tendency to act hastily in response to intense
emotional situations, such as social networks use, is an indicator of problematic use (Billieux & al., 2010; Billieux &
al., 2008). The normative use group was characterized by higher agreeableness and conscientiousness, both
factors being related to a lower risk of developing addictive behaviors (Meerkerk & al., 2009; Schou & al., 2013).
However, these results should be interpreted with caution due to the low rates of internal consistency observed in
some of the scales.
Self-esteem was another construct that presents differences between groups: the excessive use group showed
a lower self-assessment of how they were perceived by their family, the academic world –by teachers, classmates
and themselves– and the level of understanding of their own emotions and how these were shown to others (García
& Musitu, 1999). Maintaining good levels of self-esteem and self-concept, above all in some of these dimensions,
acts as a protective factor against ICT addictions (Echeburúa, 2012). An example is to be found in Pérez et al.
(2009), who observed that those adolescents who make a varied and intense use of their free-time, and a low use
of entertainment media and new media such as the Internet, show a more positive academic self-assessment than
those whose free-time is less rich and diverse and who make greater use of entertainment and new media.
Regarding the contextual variables, no differences were found between the groups in perceived social support
from either friends or family. Previous research does, however, show that giving and receiving social support online
may be a motivation to make more intensive use of social networks (Tang & al., 2016). Nonetheless, the role played
by the perception of the family’s ICT consumption appeared as a differentiating factor in the formation of one type
of social networks consumer or other (Hiniker & al., 2016). Our results support the idea that those adolescents who
form part of the group of excessive users perceived that their mothers and siblings also made intensive use of such
technologies, functioning as models of consumption (Livingstone & al., 2011). As previous studies have noted, this
aspect seems not only to affect how the family uses ICT, but also individualized use by children (Lauricella & al.,
2015). In the current context, in which multiple devices are frequently used by all members of the family, including
the youngest (Holloway, Green, & Livingstone, 2013), parents and relatives play an essential role in the vicarious
learning of responsible ICT use. Our study revealed that half of the sample said there are no rules governing ICT
use at home, confirming that education should not merely be limited to rule-regulated use (OfCom, 2016;
Garmendia & al., 2016). This percentage was even higher (72.1%) in the group that made excessive use. Durager
© ISSN: 1134-3478 • e-ISSN: 1988-3293 • Pages 101-109

and Livingstone (2012) suggest that one of the most effective strategies for regulating responsible use, increasing
opportunities and preventing risks, is active mediation, talking actively or sharing online activities with children.
Contrarily, setting rules, restrictions, or technical mediation strategies (such as parental filters) is linked to lower online risk. However, this can lead to children becoming less free to explore, learn and develop resilience; thus taking
less advantage of digital opportunities and abilities.
The present study is not exempt from limitations. The sample, while representative of a region and age range,
does not permit extrapolation to other population groups. The data have been compiled through self-assessment
surveys, which do not guarantee reliability or validity, as some subjects may have responded based on social
desirability. Since this is a cross-sectional study, we cannot determine causative relationships. Future longitudinal
cohort research would provide a
sounder profile of excessive
social network use, as well as
protective and risk variables.
The role played by the perception of the family’s
Taking into account the perICT consumption appeared as a differentiating factor
centage of explained variance,
further variables that have not
in the formation of one type of social networks consumer
been dealt with in this study
should be examined, such as
or other. Our results support the idea that those
social context and personality,
adolescents who form part of the group of excessive
as these may be related to the
studied profile.
users perceived that their mothers and siblings also made
Despite these limitations,
our study allows us to support
intensive use of such technologies, functioning as models
previous findings because we
of consumption.
found: a) gender differences
between excessive and normative user, but not according
to age, b) similar prevalence of
Spanish adolescents’ excessive use than European and American countries, c) impulsiveness and neuroticism as a
main personality variables related to excessive use, and d) although we didn’t find differences in perceived social
support between groups of consumers, the group of excessive users perceived significantly more ICT family
consume (mother and siblings). Furthermore, our data showed that the excessive use of social networks was
negatively predicted by gender, responsibility, to have rules at home, and family self-concept; and was positively
predicted by the perception of siblings ICT use, the use of social networks to have fun and to use them after
school for distraction. According to these predictive variables we observed two adolescents’ profiles: (a) Being a
girl, using social networks as a distraction and for fun, and perceiving a high ICT use by siblings, as a risk profile;
(b) Being a boy, with a high score in conscientiousness, high academic self-concept and having ICT-use rules at
home as a protective one. It should be noted that the percentage of variance explained by the regression model
is rather low and, consequently, it can be considered that there are other variables not included in this study that
can predict excessive use.
These discoveries lead us to a number of conclusions: 1) Being part of the group of excessive users implies
greater time using social networks and it may lead to a potential risk, affecting adolescents’ everyday life; in this
regard, recent studies point out that the intensive use of social networks in adolescence is related to Internet
addiction and psychosocial distress. (Müller & al., 2017) 2) The profile of this group of users is comprised of the
combination of personality traits and the closest social context in which they learn to use ICT, revealing the need
for further studies that explore both variables, on the one hand, and on the other hand, the need to create: a) specific
youth interventions to regulate the traits of personality directly associated with excessive use –as impulsivity– with
training programs in full conscientiousness (Mindfulness) (Franco, de la Fuente, & Salvador, 2011), and b) to
develop social policies to promote a more responsible use in family context. (Gómez, Harris, Barreiro, Isorna, &
Rial, 2017). Finally, 3) As we have seen in previous studies (Müller & al., 2017) due to being a girl is a factor of
risk for excessive use, the gender variable should be taken into account when developing specific intervention
proposals to prevent problematic ICT behaviours.
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Overall, the results of this study can be a first step for the construction of new measures of excessive use of
social networks to assess the facets of the personality of adolescents, as well as to more deeply analyze the context
of family use in which children and teenagers are socialized. Following the ecological model of Bronfenbrenner
(Bronfenbrenner & Evans, 2000) we could explore other contexts of socialization such as school life or leisure and
free time (see chapter 3 of Boyd, 2014), and even explore what social values are involved in the excessive ICT use
(for example, hedonism, security, or individualism). All these new variables would allow us to have a wider view
of the complexity of this psychosocial reality.
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